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by
Pierre Berger
Abstract. — For every C2-small function B, we prove that the map (x, y) 7→ (x2 +
a, 0) + B(x, y, a) leaves invariant a physical, SRB probability measure, for a set of
parameters a of positive Lebesgue measure. When the perturbation B is zero, this is
the Jakobson Theorem ; when the perturbation is a small constant times (0, x), this
is the celebrated Benedicks-Carleson Theorem.
In particular, a new proof of the last theorem is given, based on devellopment of
the combinatorial formalism of the Yoccoz puzzles. By adding new geometrical and
combinatorial ingredients, and restructuring classic analytical ideas, we are able to
carry out our proof in the C2-topology, even when the underlying dynamics are given
by endomorphisms.
Re´sume´. — Pour toute petite C2-function B, nous prouvons que pour un ensem-
ble de parame`tres a de mesure de Lebesgue positive, l’application (x, y) 7→ (x2 +
a, 0) +B(x, y, a) pre´serve une mesure de probabilite´ qui est physique et SRB. Quand
l’application B est nulle, il s’agit du the´ore`me de Jakobson ; quand la perturba-
tion est e´gale a` une petite constante fois (0, x), on obtient le ce´le`bre the´ore`me de
Benedicks-Carleson.
Nous donnons en particulier une nouvelle preuve de ce dernier the´ore`me, base´e sur
le formalisme combinatoire des pie`ces de puzzle de Yoccoz. En ajutant de nouveaux
ingre´diants ge´ome´triques et combinatoires, et en restructurant des ide´es analytiques
classiques, nous arrivons a` prouver notre re´sultat en topologie C2, et cela, meˆme
quand la dynamique est un endomorphisme.
Our aim is to prove the existence of a non-uniformly hyperbolic attractor for a
large set of parameters a ∈ R, for the following family of maps:
faB : (x, y) 7→ (x2 + a, 0) +B(x, y, a),
where B is a fixed C2-map of R3 to R2 close to 0. We denote by b an upper bound of
the uniform C2-norm of B|[−3, 3]2 and of the determinant of DfaB . For B fixed, we
prove that for a large set ΩB of parameters a, the dynamics faB is strongly regular.
This has many consequences, among which is the following theorem.
Theorem 0.1 (Main). — For any η > 0, there exist constants a0 > −2 and b > 0
such that the following property holds: for any B with C2-norm less than b, there is a
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2 P. BERGER
subset ΩB ⊂ [−2, a0] of relative measure greater than 1−η, such that for any a ∈ ΩB,
faB leaves invariant a physical, SRB measure.
This answers a question of Pesin-Yurchenko for reaction-diffusion PDEs in applied
mathematics [PY04]. This solves also a step of the program of Yoccoz stated at his
first lecture at Colle`ge-de-France in 1997 [Yoc97]. The present manuscript was also,
following his own words [Yoc16, -1’37”], the main source of inspiration of his last
lecture at Colle`ge-de-France. Nevertheless the writing of our text has been deeply
revised since this time.
To the author’s knowledge, this is the first result showing the abundance of non-
uniformly hyperbolic, surface, (non-invertible and not expanding) endomorphisms
leaving invariant an SRB measure. It seems also to be the first result proving the
abundance of non-uniformly hyperbolic surface maps (invertible or not) for families
in a C2-open set (all previous results need three derivatives even [WY08]).
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Introduction
0.1. History. — The birth of chaotic dynamical systems goes back to Poincare´ in
his study of the 3-body problem. At the time, the prevaling belief was that dynamical
systems are always deterministic: small perturbations do not change the long term
behavior. Let us recall a (simplified version) of his famous counterexample.
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The idea is to consider two massive planets of equal mass and in circular orbits
around 0 in the complex plane C. One views C as embedded into C × S1 via the
inclusion C ≈ C × {1} ↪→ C × S1. Put a planet P in {0} × S with a vertical initial
speed v ∈ {0}×R. On one hand, assuming P has negligible mass, the motions of both
massive planets remain circular and included in C×{0}. On the other, the dynamics
of the planet remains in the circle {0} × S; in this way the dynamics resemble the
(time one) pendulum map f of the tangent space of the circle TS = S×R. We identify
TS with the punctured plane in the phase diagram drawn at the left of Figure 1. It
turns out that the point M = (−1, 0) ∈ TS is a hyperbolic fixed point: the differential
of f at M has two eigenvalues of modulus different from 1. Moreover, the stable and
unstable manifolds of M are equal to a same curve W s(M) = Wu(M). This is a
homoclinic tangency.
Contrary to the case of the pendulum, we can perturb the system in such a way
that not only it holds W s(M) 6= Wu(M) but also the intersection W s(M) ∩Wu(M)
contains a point N 6= M where the intersection is transverse (see the second picture of
Figure 1). Indeed, we can assume that the two massive planets have an elliptic orbit
centered at 0 with small eccentricity e 6= 0. The hyperbolic point M persists, its stable
and unstable manifolds W s(M) and Wu(M) are no longer equal, the intersection
W s(M) ∩Wu(M) contains all the iterates of N .
The global picture of W s(M) and Wu(M) is then extremely complex (see the third
picture of Figure 1); with it, the field of chaotic dynamical systems is born.
Even today, we do not know how to describe this picture mathematically. In fact,
we do not even know if the closure of W s(M) ∩Wu(M) can have positive Lebesgue
measure.
Figure 1. Homoclinic tangle arising from a 3-body problem.
In the sixties, Smale remarked that a thin neighborhood H of the segment of
W s(M) containing M and N is sent by an iterate fp onto a neighborhood of the
segment of Wu(M) containing M and N (see the last picture of Figure 1). If H is
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sufficiently thin, the maximal invariant K = ∩n∈Zfpn(H) is a compact hyperbolic
set: the celebrated Smale Horseshoe. Hyperbolicity means that the space TR2|K is
endowed with two Dfp-invariant directions, one expanded, the other contracted by
Df .
The theory of hyperbolic dynamical systems was largely developed by the schools of
Smale and Sinai. It can be considered as more or less complete [Sma67]. A hyperbolic
set K is an attractor if it is transitive and if K = ∩n≥0fn(V ) for some neighborhood
V of K. Hyperbolic attractors are well understood through the following properties.
Persistence. A uniformly hyperbolic attractor is persistent if every C1-perturbation
f ′ of f leaves invariant a uniformly hyperbolic attractor K ′ homeomorphic to K, via
a homeomorphism which conjugates the dynamics f |K and f ′|K ′.
Geometry. Every uniformly hyperbolic attractor supports a lamination whose leaves
are unstable manifolds. This means that K can be covered by finitely many open sets
(Ui)i whose intersection with K is homeomorphic to the product of Rd with a compact
set T , such that Rd × {t} corresponds to a local unstable manifold, for every t ∈ T .
SRB, physical measure. An SRB measure of K is an f -invariant probability
measure ν supported by K, such that the conditional measure with respect to every
local unstable manifold is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Whenever the dynamics is of class C1+α, there exists a unique, ergodic, SRB measure
supported by K. By Birkhoff’s Theorem, ν-almost every point is ν-generic with orbit
intersecting every Borel subset U in mean with proportion ν(U). Moreover every SRB
measure is physical : the set of ν-generic points – called the basin of ν – is of positive
Lebesgue measure on a neighborhood of the attractor.
Coding. Every uniformly hyperbolic attractor has a Markov partition. This provides
a semi-conjugacy of the dynamics with a subshift of finite type. The conjugacy is 1-
1 on a generic set supporting all the measure with large entropy. This implies the
existence and uniqueness of the maximal entropy measure, it is also a key point to
construct the “thermodynamic” formalism.
The persistence and the existence of an SRB measure show that deterministic
dynamical systems may have (robust) statistical behaviors.
These properties enable a deep understanding of uniformly hyperbolic dynamical
systems, or more precisely Axiom A diffeomorphisms. By definition, the latter are
those dynamical systems whose non-wandering set is locally maximal and hyperbolic.
Many dynamical systems do not satisfy Axiom A. It is indeed easy to see that an
Axiom A, conservative dynamical system is necessarily Anosov (the whole manifold is
hyperbolic). Newhouse also found a (dissipative) C2-surface diffeomorphism, robustly
not Axiom A [New74], by building an example of horseshoe of the plane whose local
stable and unstable manifolds are robustly tangent.
In the meantime, He´non [He´n76] numerically exhibited a “strange attractor”
for the family of maps (x, y) 7→ (x2 + a+ y, bx). Later, Benedicks-Carleson [BC91]
proved its existence mathematically: for a set of parameters (a, b) of positive Lebesgue
measure (with b very small), they proved that there exists a topological attractor
which is not (uniformly) hyperbolic. Viana-Mora [MV93] showed that this proof can
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be adapted to an open set of C3-perturbations of the He´non family, occurring in the
study of the unfolding of some homoclinic tangencies. Later Benedicks-Young showed
the existence of an SRB measure for these parameters [BY93]. These works were
generalized by Wang-Young [WY01, WY08]; they showed further properties of the
SRB measure. A recent work of Takahashi shows the existence of strange attractors
for endomorphisms of the plane [Tak11], nonetheless he did not show the existence
of an SRB measure for these maps.
The work of [BC91] was one of the greatest achievements in dynamical systems
of the last decades, especially for the analysis developed therein. Unfortunately the
maps they deal with are defined by a long induction (≥ 100). This makes their ideas
difficult to be understood and generalized. Moreover, to state a property on such
dynamics, one has to recall the whole induction process. That is why we propose a
new approach to this problem based on a development of the Yoccoz puzzle pieces .
0.2. Current developments. — We will work with the following family of maps
indexed by a parameter a ∈ R:
faB : (x, y) 7→ (x2 + a, 0) +B(x, y, a),
where B is a fixed C2-map of R2 close to 0. We denote by b an upper bound of
the uniform C2-norm of B|[−3, 3]3 and of the determinant of DfaB . We observe
that for B = 0, the dynamics is the product of x 7→ x2 + a with y 7→ 0. Note
that for B(x, y, a) = (by,±bx), the dynamics faB is conjugated to the He´non map
(x, y) 7→ (x2 + a+ y,±b2x), for every (a, b).
For any B such that b is sufficiently small, the main theorem gives the existence of a
physical SRB measure for faB for every parameter a in a set of Lebesgue measure pos-
itive. Contrarily to all the previous generalizations [MV93, WY01, WY08, Tak11]
of [BC91], our approach is basically different: it is a generalization and development
of Yoccoz’ concept of strong regularity. The combinatorial formalism developed in this
work is in my opinion its main novelty. We will give a rough idea of it in the sketch of
proof at the next section. For now let us just mention that the definition of strongly
regular He´non-like endomorphisms can be rigorously stated and rather quickly (if
one skips the one-dimensional study). This definition is purely combinatorial and
topological, and intrinsic (it does not depend on the family of maps). Moreover, the
formalism will enable us to define combinatorially and topologically some Pesin man-
ifolds and Pesin sets. Furthermore, we will give some bounds on the box dimension
of the SRB measure, the expansion and contraction along the Pesin manifolds and
the distortion along the unstable manifold, from purely combinatorial and topological
hypotheses. This will enable us to show that the strongly regular He´non-like endo-
morphisms display analogous properties to those of uniformly hyperbolic attractors.
Let us summary these.
Abundance. We will prove that the strongly regular He´non-like endomorphisms are
abundant. This means that for every B ∈ C2(R3,R2) of C2-norm bounded by b small,
there is a parameter set ΩB ⊂ R of positive Lebesgue measure, such that for every
a ∈ ΩB , the map faB is strongly regular.
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Geometry. When dealing with an endomorphism f of a manifold M , we consider
its inverse limit space
←−
Mf :
←−
Mf := {(zi)i≤0 ∈MZ− : zi+1 = f(zi), ∀i < 0} .
We endow Mf with the induced product topology.
The non-uniformly hyperbolic counterpart to the uniformly hyperbolic local stable
and unstable manifolds are the following:
Definition 0.2 (Local Pesin manifolds). — An embedded manifold W ⊂M is a
Pesin local stable manifold of x ∈M if there exists a neighborhood U of x such that W
is the connected component of x in {y ∈ U : lim supi→+∞ 1i log d(f i(x), f i(y)) < 0} .
An embedded manifold
←−
W ⊂ ←−Mf is a Pesin local unstable manifold of ←−x =
(xi)i≤0 ∈ ←−M if there exists a neighborhood ←−U of ←−x such that ←−W is the connected
component of ←−x in {←−y = (yi)i≤0 ∈ ←−U : lim supi→−∞ 1i log d(xi, yi) > 0} .
Strongly regular will be defined by asking tangencies between combinatorially de-
fined Pesin, local stable and unstable manifolds.
SRB, physical measure. We will show that every strongly regular He´non-like
endomorphism f leaves invariant an SRB, hyperbolic, physical measure. To define
these concepts in the endomorphism case, we shall consider the dynamics
←−
f on the
inverse limit
←−
Mf . Let pi :
←−
Mf → M be the zero coordinate projection. We recall
that by [Roh67], the map ←−µ 7→ µ := pi∗←−µ is a bijection from the set of ←−f -invariant
probability measures ←−µ onto the set of f -invariant probability measures µ.
Definition 0.3 (Hyperbolic measure). — An f -invariant ergodic probability
measure µ is hyperbolic if there exists for ←−µ a.e. point ←−z = (zi)i, a splitting
Esz0 ⊕ Eu←−z = Tz0M which depends measurably on ←−z and such that:
(1) Dz0f(E
s
z0) ⊂ Esf(z0) and Dz0f(Eu←−z ) = Eu←−f (←−z ),
(2) lim sup
n→+∞
1
n
log ‖Dz0fn(Esz0)‖ < 0 and lim infn→+∞
1
n
log ‖Dz−nfn(Eu←−f −n(←−z ))‖ > 0 .
By ergodicity, the dimension du of E
u
x is µ-a.e. constant. Let us assume du 6= 0
and let Bdu be the unit ball of Rdu .
Definition 0.4 (SRB). — The measure µ is an SRB measure if there exists:
— a compact metric space T and a C0-embedding φ : Bdu × T ↪→
←−
M such that for
every t, φ(Bdu × {t}) is a Pesin local unstable manifold.
— the pull back ν of ←−µ by φ is not identically zero.
— the conditional measure of ν with respect to the fibers of Bdu×T → T is absolutely
continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure of Bdu .
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Let us recall the definition of the conditional measure in this context. First, the
projection Bdu × T → T pushes forward the measure ν to a measure νˆ on T . Then
by [Roh67], there exists a measurable family of measures (νt)t∈T – called conditional
measure of µ w.r.t. B×{t} ≈ Bdu such that for every Borel set U , it holds that ν(U)
is the integration of the measurable function t 7→ νt(U ∩B × {t}) w.r.t. νˆ.
Definition 0.5 (Physical measure). — An ergodic measure µ is physical if its
basin Bµ := {z ∈ R2 : 1n
∑n
k=0 δfn(z) ⇀ µ} has positive Lebesgue measure.
Coding. Among strongly regular He´non-like diffeomorphism, in [Ber18], we showed
that there is a compact set Rˇ ⊂ R2 such that:
— For every ergodic, invariant probability measure with not too small entropy, the
set Rˇ has a positive measure.
— there exists a countable Markov partition (Rˇg)g of Rˇ such that for every g, the
induced time ng of Rg is the first return time of every point in Rˇg into Rˇ.
— this semi-conjugacy induces a Ho¨lder conjugacy (mod 0) with a countable, strongly
positive recurrent Markov shift.
We will give the combinatorial definition of this set in this manuscript, but we will
not re-prove this result (which is not too hard once the sets are defined). This result
implies for every strongly regular He´non-like diffeomorphism, the existence and the
uniqueness of the maximal entropy measure and its exponential mixing property.
0.3. Open Questions. — Many geometrical properties on the attractor are proved
in [Ber18], in particular the ergodic measures with support off Rˇ are supported by
a unique set of small Hausdorff dimension and the Hausdorff dimension of Rˇ is close
to 1. To answer to the following question, it remains to study the support of points
which are not generic.
Question 0.6. — Does the Hausdorff dimension of the topological attractor of
strongly regular He´non-like diffeomorphism is close to 1 when b is small? Is it
smaller than 1 + 1| log b|?
In a recent work Matheus-Palis-Yoccoz [MPY17] proved that the Hausdorff dimen-
sion of the Palis-Yoccoz non-uniformly hyperbolic horseshoes is what was expected.
In the diffeomorphism case and for Benedicks-Carleson parameters, Benedicks-
Viana showed that the basin of the SRB measure has full Lebesgue measure in the
neighborhood of the attractor [BV06]. There is no similar result for endomorphisms
with singularities, neither local diffeomorphisms.
Question 0.7. — Does the basin of the SRB measure is of full Lebesgue measure in
the neighborhood of the attractor of Pesin-Yurchenko strongly regular map?
We will explain in remark 4.7 that the techniques and concept of this manuscript
are hopefully useful for the following:
Problem 0.8. — Find an abundant family of non-uniformly hyperbolic attractors of
Hausdorff dimension approaching 3/2.
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0.4. Sketch of proof. — The proof is split into three parts. All the inductions
done are independent and rather short (at most one page long). In order to do so
a combinatorial formalism is introduced to encode all the operations done on pieces
and graph transforms. The first part introduces and states the main concept of
this work: the strongly regular He´non-like endomorphisms. The second part shows
the main result of this manuscript (abundance and existence of an SRB measure)
by developing the combinatorial formalism. Together with the definition of strongly
regular endomorphisms stated in section 3, the second part contains certainly the most
original ideas of this work. These sections contain some proposition, the proof of which
are induction free and postponed to the last part. The third part is independent to
the second part, and does not need to understand the notion (nor the existence!) of
strongly regular maps. The last and third part is more classical. Let us describe in
more details each of these parts.
The concept of strong regularity was initiated by Yoccoz in his proof of the Jakob-
son theorem [Yoc]. This concept was designed to be generalized to understand the
abundance of the He´non maps at the parameters considered by [BC91], as reported
in his first lecture at Colle`ge-de-France [Yoc97]. The concept of strong regularity is
based on his concept of one-dimensional puzzle piece. In the one-dimensional, real
case, a piece is a rather simple topological and combinatorial object: the pair of an
integer n and an interval sent diffeomorphically by the nth-iterate of the quadratic
map onto the interval bounded by a fixed point and its preimage. Such pieces are
used to encode the critical orbits. Yoccoz’ definition of strongly regular quadratic
maps is formulated using this coding. It is recalled in section 1.2. We give also a
variation of this definition in section 1.3 that will be generalized in dimension 2 to
prove our main result.
The 2-dimensional situation is more complex: first by its topology and also because
the 2-dimensional counterpart of the critical point 0 – which is a set of homoclinic
tangency between Pesin stable and unstable manifolds – is more tricky to manipulate:
it is a Cantor set of positive dimension and each of its points may vanish by small
perturbation of the dynamics. In the work [PY01, PY09], Palis and Yoccoz defined
a two-dimensional counterpart of these pieces: the affine-like iterations, and two op-
erations on these puzzle pieces: the ?-product and the parabolic products  ±. Their
definition of strongly regular non-uniformly hyperbolic horseshoes was based on these
operations: roughly speaking, they considered dynamics for which these operations
can be iterated forever, and with some room in the parameter space depending on
the order of iterations. As a matter of fact, their definition of strongly regular maps
depends on the considered family of maps (and does not include the He´non family).
In this work we consider a similar generalization of puzzle piece and operations.
We define the 2-dimensional piece as the pairs (Y, n) of a box Y and an integer n
called the order. A box is a subset Y ⊂ R2 and an integer n such that Y satisfies
several geometrical assumptions, as well as the iterations fk|Y for k ≤ n. In particu-
lar, the set Y is diffeomorphic to [0, 1]2 and bounded by two (nearly) vertical curves
and two segments of two fixed affine, horizontal segments. The dynamical assumption
asks for some expansions of the nearly horizontal vectors, in a way which is pointwise
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similar to [BC91] and its developments [MV93, WY01, Tak11]. The boxes are of
heights uniformly wide as in [PY09], but now there are pieces considered which are
not puzzle pieces: in particular the width of fn(Y ) is not uniformly wide among all
the pieces (Y, n). Such a generality seems necessary to deal with abundant attractors.
Furthermore, as for one-dimensional pieces, we ask the vertical boundary of each box
to be the union of two arcs of the stable manifold of a fixed point. This dynamical
assumption enables us to define canonically the hyperbolic continuation of such boxes.
The definitions of the boxes and pieces are given in section 2.2. Similarly to [PY09],
we define two operations. The first is the ?-product defined in section 2.3. In sec-
tion 2.4, we show how the ?-product enables us define Pesin manifolds. In section 2.5,
we define the second operation: the parabolic product  ±. As the images of the boxes
are not necessarily wide, the parabolic product is more tricky to define. Then the
idea is to consider the pieces inherited from the Chebichev map x 7→ x2 − 2 and all
the pieces constructed using the ? and  ± operations following some combinatorial
rules.
To encode the algebra of these operations and state the combinatorial rules we
use an abstract alphabet Aˆ which does not depend on the dynamics. This alphabet
enables us to encode both the puzzle pieces of the quadratic maps and some pieces
of the He´non-like maps, as words in the alphabet Aˆ. In section 3.1, we endow the set
Aˆ(N) of words in the alphabet Aˆ with the concatenation rule · to form monoid, which is
graded by the order function. Likewise, the set of pieces endowed with the operation
? is a graded, pseudo-monoid. The encoding of these pieces is a homomorphism of
graded pseudo-monoid. In section 3.2, we state the combinatorial rules. The rules
are formulated on words in the alphabet Aˆ. The objects in the category of symbols
which will be always denoted in Gothic. We illustrate this formalism in section 3.3
with the case of the quadratic maps.
In section 3.4, we define the key subsets Rk ⊂ R of A(N) which index sets of
pieces via an injective homomorphism. We define the sets
←−
R ⊂ AˆZ− and −→R ⊂ AˆN
of concatenation of infinitely many words in R. We show that each element of these
respective sets defines respectively an unstable or a stable local, Pesin manifold. We
define also the subset L ⊂ −→R of sequence which two additional combinatorial rules:
the strong regularity and common conditions. Then we state the main concept of this
work: the strong regularity condition for He´non-like endomorphisms. This condition
is satisfied if each t ∈ ←−R defines an unstable local Pesin manifold which is sent tangent
to a stable local, Pesin manifolds defined by a sequence c ∈ L ⊂ −→R . This definition of
strong regularity is basically induction free and depends only on the dynamics (and
not on the family in which it belongs). Then we state the two results which imply the
main theorem: the strongly regular He´non-like endomorphisms are abundant and the
strongly regular maps leave invariant an SRB, physical, ergodic probability measure.
In section 3.5, we prove that the definition of Rk is purely combinatorial and topo-
logical. This implies that the sets
←−
R and
−→
R are so, and thus that the strong regularity
condition on He´non-like endomorphisms is purely combinatorial and topological. The
whole part is consistent with a general spirit of puzzle pieces in complex dynamics:
from combinatorial and topological hypotheses, one obtains analytical bounds. A
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new aspect of the proof is that all the sets Rk are well defined for a same open set of
He´non-like endomorphisms (formed by the 0-strongly regular maps). This enables us
to do most of the proofs without other hypotheses on the maps. This is why all the
inductions of this work are at most one page long. We hope that this will make the
argumentation much easier to verify by the reader.
The second part of this manuscript proves the properties of the strongly regular
maps. We begin in section 4.1 by giving the idea of the parameter selection (i.e. the
proof of the abundance of strongly regular maps). In dimension one, the idea is to put
the critical value in a Pesin set of (positive Lebesgue measure), which “varies” slowly
with the parameter. In dimension 2, the idea is to include a Cantor set of small box
dimension into the stable foliation of a Pesin set, such that the picture “varies” slowly
with the parameter. We give the abstract, sufficient conditions of [BM13] (which were
motivated by an earlier version of this work), such that a compact subset K1 of R can
be included in another compact subset K2 of R, for an abundant set of translation
parameters. The conditions involve the box dimension d of K1, the diameters of
K1 and K2, the Lebesgue measure of K2 and the L
1−d norm of the gaps of K2. In
section 4.2, we truncate the definition of the strongly regular maps to some finite depth
k to form the definition of k-strongly regular maps. The symbolic formalism enables
us to define rigorously and quickly the notion of k-combinatorial parameter interval,
as those for which all the dynamics define the same set of words Rk. In section 4.3,
we state that the hyperbolic continuation of any strongly regular piece varies with the
parameter slower than the fold of any persisting Pesin unstable manifold indexed by
an element of
←−
R . In section 4.4, we define combinatorialy the subset of greatly regular
words in R, which is included in the set strongly regular words in R. We show that
these words define a stable foliation of positive Lebesgue measure, surprisingly without
using the large deviation theorem nor distortion bounds. Such a proof is inspired
from the work of [Tsu93] and [Tak11], although it seems that they used both the
large deviation theorem and some distortion bounds. Then we state a combinatorial
proposition, which implies that the box dimension of the transversal space to the
unstable lamination indexed by
←−
R is small. This implies that the stable and the
unstable laminations define subsets satisfying the assumptions of the aforementioned
Theorem of [BM13]. We use all this material to achieve the proof of the parameter
selection in section 4.5. It is a new proof which does not use the large deviation
argument (nor distortion bounds at this step). Instead, it counts the number of
the combinatorial components of “greatly regular maps”, the number of excluded
parameter intervals and uses sharp bounds on their lengths. In section 5, we prove
the stated upper bound on the box dimension of the unstable lamination indexed
by
←−
R . The proof is new and crucial for the parameter selection because it defines
combinatorialy some finite -dense set in
←−
R ′k ⊂
←−
R∩RZ−k′ with k′ small compared to k.
As a matter of fact, this set is constant in any k′-combinatorial interval. In order to
introduce the finite -dense set, we define in section 5.1 an order relation on the words
of Aˆ(N), called the right divisibility. This defines an arithmetic distance on AˆZ
−
. A
combinatorial counterpart of the Benediks-Carleson favorable times [BC91] is defined
and called the favorable divisors. This definition is indeed purely combinatorial. In
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section 5.2, we show that the favorable divisor defines an -dense subset of
←−
R , which
is included in
←−
Rk and so depends only on the k-combinatorial interval for any  ≥ ηk
with η small. Furthermore, we show that the map which associates to an element
of
←−
R its local unstable manifold is Lipschitz for the C1-topology. In section 5.3, we
define the closure T of
←−
R for the combinatorial, arithmetic distance, and associate
a Pesin local unstable manifold to each t ∈ T . This is useful for the proof of the
existence of the SRB measure done in section 6. In section 6.1, we first define the
one-dimensional piece of 2-dimensional maps and prove that under a combinatorial
condition, the words in R˜ define pieces whose images have wide width: they are
puzzle pieces. In section 6.2, we give a combinatorial condition implying that the
corresponding one-dimensional pieces have bounded distortions, and show that such
pieces fill up the local unstable manifolds defined by
←−
R exponentially fast if the map
is strongly regular. In section 6.3, we use the previous section to deduce the existence
of an SRB, physical, ergodic measure via a standard argument written in [BV06].
The third part proves all the analytical ingredients of the proof. This part does
not involve the definition of (k)-strongly regular maps. It is also independent of
the second part of this manuscript. In section 7, we recall Yoccoz’ bounds on the
expansion of the simple pieces, and deduce similar bounds for the corresponding two-
dimensional pieces, as well as for the strongly regular pieces. In section 8, we first
recall some analytic tools from [BC91] and [WY01], which implies that the graph
transform induced by a piece takes its value in the set of horizontal curves. Then we
give some sharp bounds on the distortion of strongly regular pieces. We finish this
section by recalling and applying some general lemmas of [WY01] which study the
most contracted direction in a piece. In section 9, we start by presenting the latter
bounds using the affine-like representation of these pieces. Such representations were
introduced in [PY01, PY09], but the idea goes back to the generating functions
and the Shilnikov cross coordinates [vSn67]. We apply this to deduce that the graph
transform induced by the pieces is contracting for the C1-topology. Then we show that
the graph transform induced by a parabolic product is also contracting. Furthermore,
we prove the well-definedness of the parabolic product can be deduced from purely
topological and combinatorial conditions. In section 10, we first give bounds on the
parameter dependence of the pieces. Then we prove the bounds on the parameter
dependence of the local unstable manifold indexed by
←−
R . We finishes this manuscript
by recalling the proof of a combinatorial lemma of [BM13].
An index at the end gives the notations and the definitions involved.
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PART I
STRONG REGULARITY
1. Strongly regular quadratic maps
For a greater but close to −2, the quadratic map P : x 7→ x2 + a has two fixed
points −1 ≈ α0 < β ≈ 2 which are hyperbolic. The segment [−β, β] is sent into itself
by P , and its boundary bounds the basin of infinity. All the points of (−β, β) are
sent by an iterate of Pa into [α0,−α0]. Yoccoz’ definition of strongly regular maps
is based on the position of the critical value a with respect to the preimages of α0.
To formalize this, he used his concept of puzzle pieces.
1.1. Puzzle pieces. —
Definition 1.1 (Piece and puzzle piece). — A piece (I, n) of P is the data of a
segment I of R with non-empty interior and an integer n, such that:
1. Pn|I is a diffeomorphism onto its image included in [α0,−α0].
2. the endpoints of I are preimages of α0 but not of 0:
∂I ⊂
⋃
n≥0
f−n({α0}) \
⋃
n≥0
f−n({0}) .
The integer n is called the order of the piece. The piece (I, n) is a puzzle piece of P
if Pn sends I onto [α0,−α0].
The set of pieces (I, n) will be endowed below with a binary operation ?, defined
by the composition of the iterations fn|I. We will see in §3.1 that the set of pieces
endowed with ? is a graded pseudo-monoid. This structure of pieces will be generalized
in dimension 2. One of the main idea behind the two dimensional argument is to
describe the dynamics using the structure of this pseudo-monoid. In dimension one,
since we will consider the return map to the interval [α0,−α0] , we introduce the
identity element of the pseudo-monoid by setting:
Ie := [α0,−α0] and ne = 0 .
Example 1.2. — The pair (Ie, ne) is a puzzle piece, called neutral.
To define the simple puzzle pieces, let us denote by M the minimal integer such
that PM (a) belongs to Ie. Assume that P
M (a) is not an endpoint of Ie.
Remark 1.3. — We notice that M is large since a > −2 is close to −β ≈ −2. In
proposition 7.1 page 88, we will show that a+ β is of the order of 4−M .
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For i ≥ 0, let αi := −(P |R+)−i(−α0). Note that (αi)i≥0 is decreasing and con-
verges to −β. Also [αi+1, αi] is sent bijectively by P i+1a onto Ie. The same holds for
[−αi,−αi+1].
Figure 2. Dynamics of the first preimages of α0.
By definition of M , the critical value a belongs to (αM , αM−1). Hence for 2 ≤
i ≤ M , there are segments Isi− ⊂ R− and Isi+ ⊂ R+ both sent bijectively by P onto
[αi−1, αi−2].
Definition 1.4 (Simple puzzle piece). — The pairs of the form (Isi± , i) for 2 ≤
i ≤M − 1 are puzzle pieces called simple. We put nsi± = i. There are 2(M − 2) such
pairs. The set of symols of simple puzzle pieces is denoted by Y0 = {si±; 2 ≤ i ≤
M − 1,± ∈ {−,+}}. We put A0 := Y0 ∪ {s−M , s+M} with (Is−M ,M) and (Is+M ,M) the
pieces associated to sM± .
In corollary 7.6 p. 90, we will show that:
Proposition 1.5. — for every s ∈ Y0, it holds |DxPns | ≥ 2(ns−k)/3|DxP k| for every
k ≤ ns and x ∈ Is.
Puzzle pieces enjoy two fundamental properties:
1. Two puzzle pieces (I, n) and (I ′, n′) are nested or with disjoint interior:
I ⊂ I ′ or I ′ ⊂ I or int I ∩ int I ′ = ∅ .
2. For every piece (I, n), for every perturbation of the dynamics, the hyperbolic con-
tinuations of the corresponding preimages of the fixed point α0 define a puzzle
piece for the perturbation.
A natural operation on the pieces is the so-called simple product ?:
Definition 1.6 (?-product). — Let (I, n) and (I ′, n′) be pieces. Also we put:
(I, n) ? (I ′, n′) = (I ′′, n′′), with I ′′ := I ∩ f−n(I ′) and n′′ = n+ n′.
The pair of pieces ((I, n), (I ′, n′)) is said admissible for ? if Pn(int I) intersects I ′.
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Remark 1.7. — We notice that if (I, n) and (I ′, n′) are puzzle pieces with I ′ ⊂ Ie,
then they are admissible for ? and their ?-product (I, n) ? (I ′, n′) is a puzzle piece:
the map Pn
′′
sends bijectively I ′′ onto Ie.
The following is immediate:
Proposition 1.8. — The operation ? is associative. For any pieces (I, n), (I ′, n′),
(I ′′, n′′) it holds:
((I, n) ? (I ′, n′)) ? (I ′′, n′′) = (I, n) ? ((I ′, n′) ? (I ′′, n′′)) =: (I, n) ? (I ′, n′) ? (I ′′, n′′) .
The piece (Ie, ne) is the neutral element of the product ?:
(I, n) ? (Ie, ne) = (I, n) for every piece (I, n).
Definition 1.9 (Prime piece). — A puzzle piece (I, n) such that I ⊂ Ie is prime
if it is not (Ie, 0) and if there is no puzzle piece (I
′, n′) such that I ( I ′ ( Ie.
The following sheds light on the concept of prime piece:
Proposition 1.10. — (i) A puzzle piece is prime if and only if it is not the ?-
product of two pieces both different to (Ie, 0).
(ii) If (I, n) is a prime puzzle piece and (I ′, n′) is a puzzle piece different to (Ie, 0),
then the interiors of I and I ′ are disjoint or I ′ is contained in I.
Proof. — To show (i) we notice that if a puzzle piece is a simple product (I, n) =
(I ′, n′) ? (I ′′, n′′) of pieces different to (Ie, 0) , then I ( I ′, thus (I, n) is not prime.
Conversely, if two puzzle pieces (I, n) and (I ′, n′) are strictly nested: say I ( I ′, then
fn
′
(I) ( Ie, and so n > n′. Furthermore, we notice that (I ′′, n′′) := (fn
′
(I), n − n′)
is a puzzle piece 6= (Ie, 0) which satisfies (I, n) = (I ′, n′) ? (I ′′, n′′).
Statement (ii) is an immediate consequence of the definition of prime and the fact
that puzzle pieces are nested or with disjoint interiors.
A consequence of the proof is the well-definedness of:
Definition 1.11 (Prime decomposition and depth). — Every puzzle piece
(I, n) is equal to a unique product (I1, n1) ? · · · ? (Ik, nk) of prime puzzle pieces. The
chain (Ii, ni)1≤i≤k is called the prime decomposition of (I, n). The integer k is called
the depth of (I, n).
1.2. Strongly regular quadratic map after Yoccoz. —
Definition 1.12 (Strongly regular product of pieces)
A ?-product (I1, n1) ? · · · ? (Im, nm) of puzzle pieces (Ij , nj) is strongly regular if
each interval Ij is included in Ie and it holds:∑
j≤i: (Ij ,nj) is not simple
nj ≤ 2−
√
M
∑
j≤i
nj , ∀m ≥ i ≥ 1.
Roughly speaking, the latter inequality means that the time proportion of simple
pieces in the product (I1, n1) ? · · · ? (Ij , nj) is very close to 1 for every j ≤ m.
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Let us recall:
Definition 1.13 ( Yoccoz’ definition of strong regularity)
A quadratic map P is Yoccoz’ strongly regular if there exists a sequence (Ij , nj)j≥1
of puzzle pieces with Ij ( Ie such that with (I(k), n(k)) := (I1, n1) ? · · · ? (Ik, nk) it
holds:
(SR1) the first return P
M+1(0) ∈ Ie belongs I(k) for every k: PM+1(0) ∈
⋂
k≥1 I
(k).
(SR2) The product (I1, n1) ? · · · ? (Ik, nk) is strongly regular for every k ≥ 1.
(SR∗3) For every j, the segment Ij has a neighborhood Iˆj which is sent bijectively by
Pnj onto the neighborhood [α1,−α1] of Ie.
We are going to change condition (SR∗3) by a condition slightly more technical but
which will simplify greatly the combinatorial study of those mappings. The interest of
(SR∗3) is the uniform distortion bound it implies (by using the Schwarzian derivative
of P , see lemma 7.5 p. 90). In particular the contraction of Pnj |Ij is bounded from
below by a constant independent of M . On the other hand, by proposition 1.5, for
every simple piece (I, n), the iteration Pn|I is expanding by a uniform constant > 1 at
the power n. As most of the puzzle pieces (Ij , nj)j≥1 are simple by strong regularity
of the products (see definition 1.12), it comes:
Proposition 1.14 (Prop. 3.10 [Yoc]). — A Yoccoz’ strongly regular unimodal
map satisfies the Collet-Eckmann condition, when M is large enough:
(CE) lim inf
n→∞
1
n
log ‖DPn(a)‖ > 0 .
1.3. Strongly regular quadratic maps. — Our definition needs one new com-
binatorial definition. To make the notation less cluttered, we denote the symbols s2−
and s2+ by respectively s− and s+. We recall that Is− and Is+ are neighborhoods of
respectively α0 and −α0 in Ie. The ?-product of k-times (Is− , 2) is denoted by:
(Isk−
, nsk−
) := (Is− , 2) ? · · · ? (Is− , 2) .
We put also:
(Is+·sk− , ns+·sk− ) := (Is+ , 2) ? (Isk− , nsk− ) .
We notice that the segments Isk−
and Is+·sk− are neighborhoods of respectively α0
and −α0 in Ie.
Definition 1.15 (Common piece). — A puzzle piece (I, n) is common if its prime
decomposition (Ij , nj)1≤j≤m satisfies for every j ≥ 0:
(Ij+1, nj+1) ? · · · ? (Ij+m′ , nj+m′) 6= (Ism′− , nsm′− ) if m ≥ j +m
′ and
(Ij+1, nj+1) ? · · · ? (Ij+m′+1, nj+m′+1) 6= (Is+·sm′− , ns+·sm′− ) if m ≥ j +m
′ + 1,
with m′ := ℵ(n(j)), n(j) := n1 + · · ·+ nj and ℵ(k) :=
⌊
k
12 +
M
24
⌋
for every k ≥ 0.
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The following definition is similar but not equivalent to Yoccoz’ strong regularity
definition. It differs by condition (SR∗3) which is replaced by (SR3).
Definition 1.16 (Strong regular quadratic map). — A quadratic map P is
strongly regular if there exists a sequence (Ij , nj)j≥1 of puzzle pieces with Ij ( Ie
such that, with (I(k), n(k)) := (I1, n1) ? · · · ? (Ik, nk), it holds:
(SR1) the first return P
M+1(0) ∈ Ie belongs I(k) for every k: PM+1(0) ∈
⋂
k≥1 I
(k).
(SR2) The product (I1, n1) ? · · · ? (Ik, nk) is strongly regular for every k ≥ 1.
(SR3) The puzzle piece (I
(k), n(k)) is common and with depth k for every k ≥ 1.
Remark 1.17. — Asking that (I(k), n(k)) is common for every k implies that 0 is not
one of the preimages of α0. In particular, P
M+1(0) does not belong to the boundary
∂I of any puzzle piece (I, n).
Remark 1.18. — Asking that each piece (I(k), n(k)) is of depth k in (SR3) is equiv-
alent to ask that each piece (Ij , nj) is prime. This is not an extra condition on the
map, because if a piece is not prime we can replace it by its prime decomposition.
Indeed (SR1), (SR2) and the common condition are then still satisfied. However, this
enables us to fix the structure: the point PM+1(0) is included in the (interior) of a
unique puzzle piece of depth k which is (I(k), n(k)).
To analyse the pieces of strongly regular maps, let us introduce the parabolic
products. In order to do so, let us define:
I  := cl(Ie \
⋃
a∈A0
Ia) = P
−1
a ([a,−αM−1]) and n  = M + 1 .
As a+ β is of the order of 4−M by proposition 7.3 page 89, it holds:
|I | = O(2−M ) when a→ −2 (or equivalently M →∞) .
The first return time of I  into Ie is n . The pair (I , n ) is not a puzzle piece
because Pn  |I  is not bijective. However, the parabolic products  − and  + will
enable us to define (combinatorially) pieces with subsegments of I . First let us
notice that P has two inverse branches: g+ : [a,∞)→ R+ and g− : [a,∞)→ R−.
Definition 1.19 (Parabolic products  − and  +). — Let (I, n) and (I ′, n′) be
two puzzle pieces such that PM+1(0) ∈ I ′ ⊂ I ⊂ Ie. Assume that the left endpoints
of I and I ′ are different (in particular I ′ ( I). Then the parabolic product  ±(I−I ′)
are called admissible and we define the segments:
I +(I−I′) := g+(cl(I \ I ′)) and I −(I−I′) := g−(cl(I \ I ′)) ,
and for p ∈ { +(I − I ′), −(I − I ′)} , we put np := n  + n. The pair (Ip, np) is a
parabolic pieces.
Fact 1.20. — For every p ∈ { +(I−I ′), −(I−I ′)}, the segment Ip is sent by Pnp
onto a component of Ie \ I ′′, with I ′′ = Pn(I ′). The pair (Ip, np) is not a puzzle piece
and (I ′′, n′ − n) is a puzzle piece.
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2. Pieces and operations for He´non like-endomorphisms
2.1. Initial settings. — For every n,m ≥ 1, every r ≥ 0, every compact set
C ⊂ Rn, the space Cr(C,Rm) is formed by the maps φ ∈ C0(C,Rm) which can be
extended to a Cr-map φ˜ : Rn → Rm. Then we put:
‖φ‖Cr = inf
φ˜ extension of φ
r∑
j=0
max
z∈C
‖Djzφ˜‖ .
The space Cr(C,Rm) endowed with this norm is a Banach space.
In dimension 2, we will deal with the following maps:
Definition 2.1 (0-strongly regular map). — A C2-map f of R2 is 0-strongly reg-
ular if it is of the form:
f(x, y) = (Pa(x), 0) +B(x, y) with Pa(x) = x
2 + a
and with a and B which satisfy that:
• The parameter a > −2 is close to −2 or equivalently the first return time M of
a by Pa in Ie = [α0,−α0] is large. Furthermore PMa (a) does not belong IsbM/24c−
(defined page 15).
• The C2-norm of B|[−3, 3]2 and the determinant of Df are bounded by b.
• The integer M is large, and b is small depending on M .
To fix the idea, we will assume:
M ≥ 106 and θ := 1/| log b| ≤ 2−2M .
Fact 2.2. — For every 0-strongly regular map f , it holds:
• ‖D2f |[−3, 3]2‖ ≤ 2 + b,
• ‖Df |[−β, β]× [−3, 3]‖ < 4.
Assumption on the families of maps. — Some 0-strongly regular maps will be
selected among families (fa)a∈[−3,3] of the form:
fa(x, y) = (Pa(x), 0) +Ba(x, y)
such that (x, y, a) ∈ [−3, 3]3 7→ Ba(x, y) is of class C2, with C2-norm smaller than b.
By definition, a 0-strongly regular map fa is b-close to Pˆa := (x, y) 7→ (x2 + a, 0)
which preserves the line R×{0} and whose restriction therein is equal to the quadratic
map Pa. Hence, the fixed point (α0, 0) of Pˆa persists as a fixed point A of fa.
Let W sloc(α0; Pˆa) = {α0} × [−θ, θ] and W sloc(−α0; Pˆa) = {−α0} × [−θ, θ]. These
are two segments of the stable manifold of A, whose union is sent into W sloc(α0; Pˆ )
by Pˆa. As fa is C
2-close to Pˆa, there are two curves W
s
loc(α0; fa) and W
s
loc(−α0; fa)
which are C2-close to respectively W sloc(α0; Pˆa) and W
s
loc(−α0; Pˆa), which are both
sent into W sloc(α0; fa) by fa and with endpoints in R× ({−θ} ∪ {θ}).
Also a halve local unstable manifold Wu1/2(A; fa) of the fixed point A of fa is C
2-
close to [α0,−α0]×{0} = Ie×{0} and with endpoints in W sloc(α0; f)∪W sloc(−α0; f).
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Fact 2.3. — For every f 0-strongly regular we can assume moreover that
Wu1/2(A; f) = Ie × {0} and W sloc(±α0, f) = {±α0} × [−θ, θ].
This can be also assumed at every 0-strongly regular parameter of any (fa)a satisfying
the assumption on families.
Proof. — We will be short because this fact will be used only to simplify the notations
of the manuscript. Let J be the set of parameters for which fa is 0-strongly regular.
To prove this lemma, it suffices to show that:
—
⋃
a∈J{a} ×W sloc(±α0, fa) is O(b)-C2-close to
⋃
a∈J{a} × {±α0(a)} × [−θ, θ].
—
⋃
a∈J{a} ×Wuloc(A, fa) is O(b)-C2-close to
⋃
a∈J{a} × Ie(Pa)× {0}.
Then we can conjugate (fa)a via a family O(b)-C
2-close to the identity to a family of
dynamics with the sough property .
By hyperbolic continuation, the above sets are indeed O(b) − C0-close surfaces.
The C1-bounds are shown by using the Df forward and backward invariance of cones
centered to respectively the direction R2×{0} and R×{0}×R with angle O(b). The
C2-bounds are done using the invariance of C2-jet cones [Ber10][§6.6 and §7.6].
We put:
Ye := Ie × [−θ, θ], ∂sYe := {α0,−α0} × [−θ, θ] and ∂sYe := Ie × {−θ, θ} .
Wu1/2(A; f) = Ie × {0} and W sloc(A) := W s(α0; f) .
2.2. Pieces. — The definition of strong regularity is both combintatorial and topo-
logical. The formulation of the topological conditions will be done by using boxes and
curves. Both need cones to be defined.
Definition 2.4 (Horizontal and vertical cones). — The horizontal cone is
χh := {(u, v) : |v| ≤ θ|u|}. The vertical cone is χv := {(u, v) : |u| ≤ θ|v|}.
Definition 2.5 (Flat curve). — A C1+Lip-embedded curve in Γ in R2 is flat if its
curvature is at most θ. In other words, there exists parametrization t 7→ γ(t) of Γ
such that ‖∂tγ‖ = 1 and the following holds true at every t:
lim sup
s→0
∣∣∣∣det( γ˙(t)− γ˙(t+ s)s , γ˙(t)
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ θ .
Definition 2.6 (Horizontal and vertical stretched curves)
By horizontal curve we mean a C1+Lip-embedded curve S included in R× [−θ, θ],
which is flat and such that its tangent space is in χh. A horizontal curve is said to be
stretched if both of its endpoints belong to the vertical sides ∂sYe of Ye.
By vertical curve, we mean a C1+Lip-embedded curve C included in R × [−θ, θ]
which is flat and such that its tangent space is in χv. The vertical curve C is stretched
if both of its endpoints belong to R× {−θ} unionsq R× {θ}.
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From this definition, each of the two endpoints of a horizontal, stretched curve S
belongs to each of the two connected components of ∂sYe respectively, such that the
curve stretches across Ye. Then, note that S is included in Ye.
Similarly, each of the two endpoints of a vertical stretched curve belongs to each
of the two connected components of R×{−θ, θ}, such that the curve stretches across
R× [−θ, θ]. We note that a vertical, stretched curve is included in R× [−θ, θ] but it
is not necessarily included in Ye.
Similarly to the one-dimensional case, we will define subset of R × [−θ, θ] using
subsets of the stable manifold of A. We recall that W sloc(A) := {α0} × [−θ, θ] is a
local stable manifold of A. Its preimages are not necessarily curves because f is an
endomorphism. To this end we need a transversality assumption.
Definition 2.7 (Arc of W s(A)). — An arc of W s(A) is a connected curve C ⊂
R× [−θ, θ] which is sent by an iterate fn into W sloc(A), and such that Dfn does not
vanish on the normal space to C:
∀z ∈ C, Dzfn(R2) 6⊂ Tfn(z)W sloc(A) .
By transversality, arcs are C2-embedded curves. A first interest of the later object
is that given two arcs of W s(A), they are either disjoint or their union forms an arc
of W s(A). A second interest is that the hyperbolic continuation enables us to follow
them for perturbations of the dynamics. In dimension 2, the concept of piece takes
the following form:
Definition 2.8 (Box). — A box Y is a compact subset of R × [−θ, θ] such that
there exist two real C2-functions ψ+ > ψ− satisfying:
Y = {(x, y) ∈ R× [−θ, θ] : ψ−(y) ≤ x ≤ ψ+(y)} .
and each of the curves {(ψ±(y), y) : y ∈ [−θ, θ]} is a vertical, stretched, arc of W s(A).
We remark that Y is diffeomorphic to the filed square [0, 1]2. We define also:
∂uY :=
⊔
±∈{−,+}
{(x,±θ) : ψ−(±θ) ≤ x ≤ ψ+(±θ)} ,
∂sY :=
⊔
±∈{−,+}
{(ψ±(y), y) : y ∈ [−θ, θ]}.
We notice that ∂sY is formed by two disjoint, vertical, stretched curves.
Also ∂uY is formed by two horizontal curves and ∂Y := ∂uY ∪∂sY is the topological
boundary of Y .
Remark 2.9. — Conversely, a subset of R× [−θ, θ] bounded by two disjoint vertical,
stretched, arcs of W s(A) is a box.
An example of box is Ye = Ie× [−θ, θ]. To construct a box associated to each letter
s±n ∈ Y0, we will use the following:
Lemma 2.10. — Let U := [a + 2b,∞] × [−θ, θ]. For every box Y ⊂ U , the preim-
age (f |R × [−θ, θ])−1(Y ) is formed by two boxes g−(Y ) ⊂ (−∞,−
√
b) × [−θ, θ] and
g+(Y ) ⊂ (
√
b,+∞)× [−θ, θ].
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Proof. — Note that f−1(U) is in the complement of [−√b,√b] × R. We note that
the differential Dx,yf is b-close to (u, v) 7→ (2xu, 0). Thus:
(3) Dzf(χh) ⊂ χh and Dzf−1(χv) ⊂ χv , ∀z ∈ f−1(U).
Consequently, given y ∈ [−θ, θ], the curve (√b,+∞) × {y} is sent by f to a hori-
zontal curve which stretches across U . It intersects transversally ∂sY at two points.
By transversality these two points depend C2-on y. Also by eq. (3), when y varies
in [−θ, θ], these intersection points form two disjoint vertical curves. As by defini-
tion, these two vertical curves are stretched, by remark 2.9, the preimage of Y in
(
√
b,+∞)× [−θ, θ] is a box g+(Y ). The proof for g−(Y ) is the same.
We are going to construct boxes for each of these symbols:
Y0 := {s±j : ± ∈ {−,+}, 2 ≤ j ≤M − 1} and A0 := Y0 unionsq {s−M , s+M}
Example 2.11 (Simple boxes Ys, s ∈ Y0). — With the notation of lemma 2.10,
an induction on i shows that gi+(Ye) is a box included in (0,+∞) × [−θ, θ] ⊂ U .
Actually each of these boxes is O(b)-close to [−αi−1,−αi]× [−θ, θ] when i ≥ 1 (where
the sequence (αi)i was defined in section 1.1 page 12). Similarly, g− ◦ gi+(Ye) is a box
which is O(b)-close to [αi, αi−1]× [−θ, θ].
Thus when i ≤ M − 2, the box g− ◦ gi+(Ye) is included in U . Thus we can define
for every s±i+2 ∈ Y0 the following simple box:
Ys±i+2
:= g± ◦ g− ◦ gi+(Ye) .
Example 2.12 (Boxes Ys±M
, Yr and Y  ). — Let Yr := g− ◦ gM−1+ (Ye).
We recall that by 0-strong regularity, it holds that PM+1(0) does not belong
to I
s
ℵ(0)
−
, with ℵ(0) = bM/24c. As DP |[−β, β] is at most 4, the preimage by
fM |[αM , αM−1] of Isℵ(0)− has length ≥ 2·4
−M−M/12 and so a−αM−1 ≥ 2·4−M−M/12.
Consequently, Yr := g− ◦ gM−1+ (Ye) belongs to the open set U defined in lemma 2.10
because it is O(b)-close to [αM , αM−1] × [−θ, θ]. Also by lemma 2.10, the following
are boxes:
Ys±M
:= g± ◦ g− ◦ gM−2+ (Ye) .
The right component of ∂sYs−M
and the left component of ∂sYs+M
are disjoint vertical,
stretched curves. By remark 2.9, they bound a box that we denote by Y .
We notice that f(Y ) ⊂ Yr . Also it holds Ye =
⋃
s∈A0 Ys ∪ Y .
Definition 2.13 (Piece). — A piece (Y, n) is the data of an integer n and a box Y
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(o) The box Y is sent into Ye by f
n: fn(Y ) ⊂ Ye.
(i) For every w ∈ χh, for every z ∈ Y , for every 0 ≤ m ≤ n, it holds:
‖Dzfn(w)‖ ≥ 2m3 ‖Dfm(z)fn−m(w)‖ .
(ii) For every w ∈ χh, for every z ∈ Y , for every 0 ≤ m ≤ n it holds:
‖Dzfm(w)‖ ≥ bm/6‖w‖ .
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Figure 3. Simple pieces and their first return
Using that the determinant of Df is very small, we will show in sections 8.1 and
8.3, Pages 93 and 99, the following:
Proposition 2.14. — Every piece (Y, n) satisfies the following properties for every
z ∈ Ya:
(i) The horizontal cone is sent into itself by Dzf
n: Dzf
n(χh) ⊂ χh . Moreover,
given a horizontal curve S ⊂ Y , the curve fn(S) is horizontal (and so flat).
(ii) The vertical cone pulls back into itself by Dzf
n: (Dzf
n)−1(χv) ⊂ χv . More-
over, for every vertical stretched curve C ⊂ Ye which is between the two compo-
nents of fn(∂sY ), the set (fn|Y )−1(C) is a vertical, stretched curve.
Remark 2.15. — In the piece definition 2.13, we put conditions (i) and (ii) instead
of the above cone conditions (i) and (ii) (which would give a canonical generalization
of the definition of piece in dimension 1), because they are stronger by proposition 2.14
and the stated expansion will be obtained automatically for all the operations we will
consider, provided that some combinatorial rules are satisfied. In other words, for all
the pieces we will construct, these two pair of conditions are equivalent.
Remark 2.16. — As f is an endomorphism, the set fn(Y ) is not necessarily diffeo-
morphic to the filed square [0, 1]2. However, fn(∂uY ) is a union of two horizontal
curves by proposition 2.14 (i). These two curves may intersect. Conversely, fn(∂sY )
is the union of two disjoint curves (in general not vertical and not even embedded),
by definition 2.13 (i) and proposition 2.14 (i) .
Definition 2.17 (Puzzle piece). — A piece (Y, n) is a puzzle piece if fn(∂sY ) is
included in ∂sYe.
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Example 2.18 (Piece associated to e). — The pair (Ye, ne) is a puzzle piece,
with ne = 0.
Example 2.19 (Pieces associated to s ∈ A0 ∪ {r}). — Given s = s±i ∈ A0, we
recall that ns = i. We put nr = M . We recall that in examples 2.11 and 2.12 we
showed that Ys is a box for every s ∈ A0 ∪ {r}. We notice furthermore that (Ys, ns)
satisfies fns(Ys) ⊂ Ye fns(∂sYs) ⊂ ∂sYe. In section 7.3 p. 92, we will show moreover
that (Ys, ns) satisfies Conditions (i) and (ii) of definition 2.13. Thus (Ys, ns) is a
puzzle piece for every s ∈ A0 ∪ {r}. The puzzle piece is said simple if s ∈ Y0.
Remark 2.20. — The first return time of Y  in Ye is n  = M + 1. We notice that
fn (∂sY ) is included in the left hand side component of ∂sYe. Thus fn (R×{0}∩Y )
has both endpoints in the left component of ∂sYe and so it cannot be horizontal. Thus
(Y , n ) is not a piece.
The following is fundamental although elementary.
Proposition 2.21. — If (Y, n) and (Y ′, n′) are puzzle pieces, then they are either
nested or with disjoint interior: Either Y ⊂ Y ′ or Y ′ ⊂ Y or Y ∩ int(Y ′) = ∅.
Proof. — Assume that n ≥ n′ and that Y intersects Y ′ at a set with non-empty
interior. By coherence of the arcs of W s(A), the set I := ∂uY ∩ ∂uY ′ is the union of
two non trivial segments. If Y is not included in Y ′, then fn
′
(∂uY ) is not included in
Ye ⊃ fn′(∂uY ′). As it contains fn′(I) ⊂ Ye, the curves fn′(∂uY ) intersects ∂sYe in
their interiors. This property will hold also for any iterate fn
′+k(∂uY ), k ≥ 0. This
contradicts the fact that fn(Y ) ⊂ Ye. Consequently Y is included in Y ′.
2.3. Operation ? on the pieces. — The mapping cone property 2.14 enables to
define a ?-product of two pieces as soon as a pure topological condition is satisfied.
Definition 2.22 (?-product). — Let (Y, n) and (Y ′, n′) be pieces with Y ′ ⊂ Ye.
The pair of pieces ((Y, n), (Y ′, n′)) is said admissible for ? if fn(int Y ) intersects Y ′.
Also we put:
(Y, n) ? (Y ′, n′) = (Y ′′, n′′), with Y ′′ = Y ∩ f−n(Y ′) and n′′ = n+ n′.
We depict this definition in fig. 4.
Proposition 2.23. — If ((Y, n), (Y ′, n′)) is a pair of pieces admissible for ?, then
(Y ′′, n′′) = (Y, n) ? (Y ′, n′) is a piece.
Proof. — We recall that fn(∂sY ) is formed by two components by remark 2.16. As
∂sY and ∂sY ′ are formed by arcs of W s(A), each component of fn(∂sY ) is disjoint
or included in ∂sY ′. Also fn(Y ) is included in the b-neighborhood of R× {0} and so
it is disjoint from ∂uYe.
Let y ∈ [−θ, θ] and S(y) := R × {y} ∩ Y . This curve has its endpoints in ∂sY
and its tangent space in χh. By proposition 2.14 (i), the curve S
′(y) := fn(S(y))
has its tangent space in χh. Hence S
′(y) is transverse to ∂sY ′ and intersects at most
once each of its components (by the coherence of the arcs of W s(A) and since the
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Figure 4. Two admissible configurations for the ?-product:
(Y ′′, n′′) = (Y, n) ? (Y ′, n′) .
image of f is in R × [−b, b]). The curve S′(y) varies C2 with y, and its endpoints
cannot cross the curves ∂sY ′ nor ∂uYe. Thus S′(y) intersects in its interior a number
of components of ∂sY ′′ which does not depend on y ∈ [−θ, θ]. If this number is 0,
then fn(Y ) must be included in Y ′, and so Y ′′ = Y is a box. If a component of
∂sY ′ intersects the interior of S′(y), then it intersects the interior of each curve S′(y′)
for y′ ∈ [−θ, θ]. Thus by proposition 2.14 (ii), the preimage of this component is a
vertical, stretched curve. This vertical curve bounds one side of Y ′′. The other side
is shown to be a vertical curve using the same argument. This proves that Y ′′ is a
box.
To verify conditions (i) and (ii) of definition 2.13, it suffices to recall that Dfn|Y
sends χh into χh by proposition 2.14 and to use then conditions (i) and (ii) of (Y, n)
and (Y ′, n′). This shows that (Y ′′, n′′) is a piece.
Note that the operation ? is associative:
Proposition 2.24. — For any pieces (Y, n), (Y ′, n′), (Y ′′, n′′) the two following as-
sertions are equivalent:
— ((Y, n), (Y ′, n′)) is admissible for ? and ((Y, n) ? (Y ′, n′), (Y ′′, n′′)) is admissible
for ?,
— ((Y ′, n′), (Y ′′, n′′)) is admissible for ? and ((Y, n), (Y ′, n′)? (Y ′′, n′′)) is admissible
for ?.
Furthermore it holds:
((Y, n)?(Y ′, n′))?(Y ′′, n′′) = (Y, n)?((Y ′, n′)?(Y ′′, n′′)) =: (Y, n)?(Y ′, n′)?(Y ′′, n′′) .
The proof of this proposition follows from the commutativity of the operations
⋂
and f−1 on sets.
Example 2.25. — For g = a1 · · · am ∈ A(N)0 , the following product is admissible:
(Yg, ng) := (Ya1 , na1) ? · · · ? (Yam , nam) .
Furthermore, (Yg, ng) is a puzzle piece.
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Example 2.26. — We recall that s− := s−2 and s− := s
+
2 . Given j ≥ 0, we denote:
(Ys?j−
, ns?j−
) := (Ys− , 2) ? · · · ? (Ys− , 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
j times
and (Ys+·sj− , ns+·sj− ) := (Ys+ , 2)?(Ysj− , 2j)
We notice that the box Ysj−
is a neighborhood in Ye of the left component of ∂
sYe.
On the other hand Ys+·sj− is a neighborhood in Ye of the right component of ∂
sYe.
Example 2.27 (Set ∂jY ). — Given a puzzle piece (Y, n) let:
(∂−j Y, n+2j) := (Y, n)?(Ysj− , 2j) and (∂
+
j Y, n+2j+2) := (Y, n)?(Ys+·sj− , 2j+2)
∂jY := ∂
+
j Y unionsq ∂−j Y
The set ∂jY is a neighborhood of ∂
sY in Y .
Remark 2.28. — For every y ∈ [–θ, θ], the line R × {y} intersects ∂jY at two
segments of length at least 4−n−2j . Indeed, such segments are sent by fn+2j to
horizontal, stretched curves (whose length is approximately 2), and along this orbit,
the norm of Df is at most 4 by Fact 2.2.
2.4. Action of pieces on curves. — Puzzle piece induces natural graph transform
on the set of horizontal, stretched curves. They are also contracting for a complete
distance that we shall define.
Definition 2.29 (Metric space H). — Let H be the set of horizontal, stretched
curves. Given S+ and S− in H, we define:
d(S+, S−) = ‖ρ− − ρ+‖C1 ,
where S± is the graph of ρ±: S± = {(x, ρ±(x)) : x ∈ Ie}.
A graph transform is a continuous map from H into H.
We notice that (H, d) is a compact metric space.
We recall that by the first item of proposition 2.14, given a puzzle piece (Y, n) in
Ye and a horizontal, stretched curve S ∈ H, the curve fn(S ∩ Y ) is horizontal and
stretched. We will prove the following in section 9.2.
Proposition 2.30. — For every puzzle piece (Y, n), the map S ∈ H 7→ fn(S ∩ Y ) ∈
H is bn/3 contracting.
Corollary 2.31. — For every g = a1 · · · am ∈ A(N)0 , with (Yg, ng) the puzzle piece
defined in example 2.25, the following graph transform is well defined and bng/3-
contracting:
Tg : S ∈ H 7→ Sg := fng(Yg ∩ S) ∈ H .
The next proposition shows that a sequence of nested puzzle pieces defines a Pesin
local stable manifold (see definition 0.2 page 6).
Proposition 2.32. — There is a Lipschitz map pif : R× [−θ, θ]→ R such that:
1. The map pif is b
1/3-Lip-close to the first coordinate projection, and its fibers are
C1+Lip-curves.
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2. The map z 7→ kerDzpif is Lispchitz with constant smaller than b1/3.
3. For every puzzle piece (Y, n), there are (x−, x+) such that Y = pi−1([x−, x+]).
Moreover, for every z ∈ ∂sY and n ≥ 1 it holds ‖Dfn|Tz∂sY ‖ ≤ bn/2 .
4. For every sequence C = (Yk, nk)k of puzzle pieces (Yk, nk) such that Yk+1 ( Yk for
every k ≥ 0, there exists xC ∈ R such that:
W sC :=
⋂
k≥0
Yk = pi
−1
f (xC)
and for every z ∈W sC and n ≥ 1 it holds ‖Dfn|TzW sC‖ ≤ bn/2 . In particular W sC
is a vertical stretched curve and a Pesin local stable manifold.
We will prove this proposition in section 8.3.
The next proposition shows how to construct a Pesin local unstable manifold (see
definition 0.2 page 6). Let M := R × (−θ, θ) and let ←−Mf := {(zi)i≤0 ∈ MZ− :
f(zi−1) = zi ∀i} be the inverse limit of f . We recall that ←−Mf is endowed with the
induced product topology. We will prove the following in section 8.1 page 94:
Proposition 2.33. — Let Y∞ := (Yi, ni)i be a sequence of puzzle pieces of increasing
order such that fni+1−ni(Yi+1) ⊂ Yi ⊂ Ye for every i. Then it holds:
1. the set WY∞u :=
⋂
i f
ni(Yi) is a horizontal stretched curve.
2. the set
←−
WY∞u = {(zi)i ∈Mf : z−ni ∈ Yi,∀i ≥ 0} is a Pesin local unstable manifold
which projects via the 0-coordinate projection onto WY∞u .
2.5. Parabolic product. — In the one-dimensional case we define the parabolic
pieces using that the first return Pn (0) of the critical point in Ie belongs to Ia ⊂ Ib
for two puzzle pieces (Ia, na) and (Ib, nb). Actually, assumption (SR3) of strongly
regular, quadratic map implies that the parabolic product used satisfies that Pn (0)
does not belong to Ib \ (Ib·sℵ(b)− ∪ Ib·s+·sℵ(b)− ). The following is the 2-dimensional
counterpart of this assumption.
Definition 2.34 (Critical position). — A horizontal, stretched curve S is in crit-
ical position with a puzzle piece (Y, n) if fn (S ∩ Y ) intersects cl(Y \ ∂ℵ(n)Y ) and
exactly one component of ∂ℵ(n)Y , with ℵ(n) = b n12 + M24 c. This definition is depicted
fig. 5.
Definition 2.35 (Domains D( (Y − Y ′)) and D˜( (Y − Y ′)))
Let (Y, n) and (Y ′, n′) be two puzzle pieces such that Y ′ ⊂ Y ⊂ Ye and n′ ≤
n+ max(M,n). Let D( (Y −Y ′)) be the set of horizontal stretched curves in critical
position with (Y ′, n′) and let D˜( (Y−Y ′)) be the closed θn′ -neighborhood ofD( (Y−
Y ′)) in H.
Remark 2.36. — The set D( (Y −Y ′)) is closed for the C0-topology of H, whereas
D˜( (Y − Y ′)) is closed for the canonical, C1-topology of H.
Remark 2.37. — If the left components of ∂sY ′ and ∂sY are the same, then
D( (Y − Y ′)) = D˜( (Y − Y ′)) = ∅.
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Figure 5. Critical position
Remark 2.38. — For every S ∈ D˜( (Y −Y ′)) there exists S′ ∈ D( (Y −Y ′)) which
is θn
′
-close. Then connected compact sets fn (S ∩ Y ) and fn (S′ ∩ Y ) are 4Mθn′ -
close. We recall that n′ ≤ n + max(M,n). Hence by remark 2.28, the width of each
component of ∂ℵ(n′)Y ′ is large compared to 4Mθn
′
. Thus for every S ∈ D˜( (Y −Y ′)),
the curve fn (S ∩ Y ) enter and exit at least once in int Y ′ by the left component of
∂sY ′, and does not intersect the right component of ∂sY ′.
Proposition 2.39. — For every S ∈ D˜( (Y −Y ′)), the set (fM+1|S ∩Y )−1cl(Y \
Y ′) consists of two disjoint segments. We denote by S −(Y−Y ′) the left hand side
segment and by S +(Y−Y ′) the right hand side segment.
One endpoint of S ±(Y−Y ′) is given by a transverse intersection with ∂
sY via fM+1
and the other endpoint is given by a transverse intersection with ∂sY ′ via fM+1.
Proof. — As S is a horizontal, stretched curve, it can be parametrized by (t, ρ(t))t∈Ie
for a function ρ which is 2θ-C1+Lip-small. Its image by f |Y  is O(b)-close to
(t2 + a, 0)t∈I  . Likewise, S
  := fM+1(S ∩ Y ) is θ-C1+Lip-close to be of the form
(S (t))t = {(Cst · t2 + PM (a), 0) : t ∈ Ie} ∩ Ye for Cst < 0. Note that S  is in the
b-neighborhood of Ie × {0} and so does not intersect ∂uYe. Also the endpoints of
(S (t))t are in the left component of ∂sYe.
Thus given any stretch vertical curve V ⊂ Ye which intersects (S (t))t, either the
intersection is tranverse and occurs at exactly two points, or the intersection holds
at a unique intersection point. Consequently, by remark 2.38, the parametric curve
(S (t))t intersects the left components of ∂sY ′ transversally at exactly 2 points, but
does not intersect the right component of ∂sY ′.
The curve fn +n(S ±(Y−Y ′)) is not stretched. However, under extra assumptions,
it is horizontal and we will be able to extend it to a horizontal, stretched curve. Let
us precise this:
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Definition 2.40 (Extension algorithm for a piece). — If S is a horizontal
curve, an extension Sˆ of S is a horizontal, stretched curve which contains S: Sˆ ∈ H
and Sˆ ⊃ S. An extension algorithm for a piece (Y, n) in Ye is a continuous map
TY : S ∈ H → SY ∈ H such that
TY (S) ⊃ fn(S ∩ Y ), ∀S ∈ H .
We recall that the space of horizontal, stretched curves H is canonically endowed
with a complete C1-distance d (see definition 2.29).
Proposition 2.41. — Let (Y, n) and (Y ′, n′) be two puzzle pieces such that Y ′ ⊂
Y ⊂ Ye with n′ ≤ n + max(M,n). If D˜( (Y − Y ′)) is non-empty, then for every
± ∈ {−,+}, there exists a map:
T ±(Y−Y ′) : S ∈ D˜( (Y − Y ′)) ⊂ H 7→ S ±(Y−Y
′) ∈ H,
such that:
(i) Then for every S ∈ D˜( (Y − Y ′)), the horizontal, stretched curve S ±(Y−Y ′)
is an extension of fn +n(S ±(Y−Y ′)): S
 ±(Y−Y ′) ⊃ fn +n(S ±(Y−Y ′)) .
(ii) The map T ±(Y−Y ′) is b
(n +n)/3-contracting.
(iii) The curve S ±(Y−Y
′) is θbn/3-close to fn(S′ ∩ Y ) for all S ∈ D˜( (Y − Y ′))
and S′ ∈ H.
We will show this proposition in section 9.3. The proof will define explicitly the
map T ±(Y \Y ′) in definition 9.8 page 105. A consequence of this proposition is that
each curve fn +n(S ±(Y−Y ′)) is horizontal.
Figure 6. Admissible parabolic product.
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Definition 2.42 (Admissible parabolic products). — Let ± ∈ {−,+}. Let
(Y, n), (Y ′, n′), (Y ′′, n′′) be pieces and let TY ′′ be an extension algorithm for (Y ′′, n′′).
The parabolic product  ± is (resp. weakly) pre-admissible from these data if:
1. the pairs (Y, n) and (Y ′, n′) are puzzle pieces and M + 1 + n′ ≤ 2Mn,
2. the range of TY ′′ is included in D( (Y − Y ′)) (resp. D˜( (Y − Y ′))),
3. fn
′′
(Y ′′) intersects  ±(Y −Y ′) =
⋃
S∈D˜( (Y−Y ′)) S ±(Y−Y ′) at more than one arc
of W s(A).
A pre-admissible parabolic product is (resp. weakly) admissible if the pair:
(Y ′′  ± (Y − Y ′), n′′ + n  + n)
is a piece, with Y ′′  ± (Y − Y ′) := (fn′′ |Y ′′)−1( ±(Y − Y ′)). This definition is
depicted fig. 6.
Remark 2.43. — If conditions 1 and 2 of the pre-admissibility are satisfied then:
Y ′′  ± (Y − Y ′) := (fn′′ |Y ′′)−1(
⋃
S∈D( (Y−Y ′))
S ±(Y−Y ′)), ∀± ∈ {−,+}.
Indeed fn
′′
(Y ′′) ⊂ ⋃S∈H TY ′′(S) ⊂ D( (Y − Y ′)) b D˜( (Y − Y ′)). This enables
us to see that the above preimage of the union over D( (Y − Y ′)) is equal to the
one of the union over D˜( (Y − Y ′)). As D( (Y − Y ′)) is defined by a topological
condition, by remark 2.36, it comes that pre-admissibility conditions 2 and 3 are also
topological.
Proposition 2.44. — If the parabolic product is weakly pre-admissible for the data
defined in 2.42, then the set Y ′′  ± (Y − Y ′) is a box. If both parabolic products  −
and  + are weakly pre-admissible, then the boxes Y ′′ − (Y −Y ′) and Y ′′ + (Y −Y ′)
are disjoint.
We will prove this proposition in section 9.3 p. 111. The parabolic product is
more subtle than the simple product. We will need an extra condition to ensure
the admissibility of a pre-admissible parabolic product: that the pair (Y ′′  ± (Y −
Y ′), n′′ + n  + n) is a piece. Namely we need that Y satisfies sharper expansion
estimates than those given by piece’s definition 2.13 (i) and some distortion bounds.
This will be obtained by asking (Y, n) and (Y ′, n′) to satisfy a pure combinatory
condition: the strong regularity.
The interest of this combinatory definition is to enable us to define algebraically
the products of pieces which are well defined and satisfy these sharper expansion
estimates on combinatorially and topologically defined open set of maps. In the
parameter selection this will enable us to know when the parameter varies which
pieces will be defined and varies continuously with the parameter. The formalism
introduced in the next section is designed for this.
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3. Symbolic formalism and strongly regular He´non-like endomorphisms
Let us recall some algebraic definitions which will be hopefully helpful to under-
stand the notations and terminologies of our definition of strong regularity.
3.1. Algebraic preliminary. —
Definition 3.1 (Pseudo-monoid). — A pseudo-monoid (M,⊗) is an algebraic
structure consisting of a set M together with a binary operation ⊗ defined on a
subset D(⊗) ⊂M×M, which satisfies the following axioms:
— Closure: For all (a, b) ∈ D(⊗), the result operation a⊗ b is also in M.
— Associativity : for all (a, b) ∈ D(⊗) and (b, c) ∈ D(⊗), we have: a ⊗ (b ⊗ c) =
(a⊗ b)⊗ c.
— Identity element : there exists an element e ∈ M such that for every element
a ∈M, we have (a, e) ∈ D(⊗) and a⊗ e = a.
A simple example of pseudo-monoid is the semi-group (N,+) where D(+) = N.
An immediate consequence of proposition 1.8 is:
Example 3.2. — The set P1 of pieces of a quadratic map endowed with the opera-
tion ? with as domain D(?) the set of on admissible pairs for ? is a pseudo-monoid.
Example 3.3. — The set P2 of pieces of a He´non-like endomorphism endowed with
the operation ? with as domain D(?) the set of on admissible pairs for ? is a pseudo-
monoid.
To define the strongly regular He´non-like endomorphisms we are going to define
some combintatorial rules using a countable alphabet Aˆ which does not depend on
the dynamics.
Definition 3.4 (Symbolic pseudo-monoid). — Let Aˆ be a countable alphabet
and let R ⊂ Aˆ(N) be a set of words in the alphabet Aˆ. Then the set R endowed with
the concatenation law is pseudo-monoid: Given two words a, b ∈ R, we denote by a ·b
the concatenation of these two words, and define D(·) := {(a, b) ∈ R2 : a · b ∈ R}.
The pair (R, ·) is a pseudo-monoid with neutral element e the empty word.
The symbolic pseudo-monoids will be useful to do rigorously the parameter selec-
tion. They will encode some pieces of any 0-strongly regular He´non-like endomorphism
using an homomorphism:
Definition 3.5 (Homomorphism of pseudo-monoids)
A homomorphism from a pseudo-monoid (M,⊗) to a pseudo-monoid (M′,⊗′) is a
map φ : M→M′ which satisfies:
φ(a⊗ b) = φ(a)⊗′ φ(b) and φ(e) = e′ .
The homomorphism which will associate a piece to a symbolic word will be injec-
tive.
A simpler example of (non-injective) homomorphism is the following. For i ∈
{1, 2}, the map Pi → N which associates to a piece its order is a homomorphism
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of pseudo-monoid. This actually endows these pseudo-monoids with a structure of
graded pseudo-monoid:
Definition 3.6 (Graded pseudo-monoid). — A pseudo-monoid (M,⊗) is graded
if it is endowed with a homomorphism to (N,+):
a ∈ (M,⊗) 7→ na ∈ (N,+).
A homomorphism of graded pseudo-monoid φ : (M,⊗, n) → (M,⊗′, n′) is a homo-
morphism of pseudo-monoid which leaves invariant the order: n′φ(a) = na for every
a ∈M.
This algebraic structure of the symbolic pseudo-monoid will be enriched with more
structure which will take care of the parabolic operations  + and  +. This will be
shed light using an order relation called the right divisibility |, which will be crucial for
the parameter selection. The order relation will enable us to define in §5.1 an ultra-
metric distance on A(N) (using a notion of GCD on Aˆ(N)). This distance will bound
from above the distance of two horizontal curves by using only their combinatorial
definitions. Let us precise the definition of order relation in this setting:
Definition 3.7 (Ordered pseudo-monoid). — A pseudo-monoid (M,⊗) is or-
dered if it is endowed with an order relation  satisfying the following property:
If (a, b, c) ∈M3 is such that a  b and (a, c), (b, c) ∈ D(⊗) then a⊗ c  b⊗ c.
Although the order relation on the symbolic monoid will be defined combinatorially,
its restriction to the words associated to pieces will be equivalent to the following:
Example 3.8. — The pseudo-monoid (P2, ?) is ordered by:
(Y ′, n′)  (Y, n)⇔ (n′ ≤ n and fn−n′(Y ) ⊂ Y ′) .
3.2. The combinatorial rules. — In the previous sections, we defined pieces for
every symbol in A0, and three operations ?,  − and  + on the pieces. These op-
erations will be used following combinatorial rules in the definition of the strong
regularity. We are going to define an alphabet Aˆ and several subsets of Aˆ(N) to en-
code these combinatorial rules. The alphabet Aˆ does not depend on fˆ but only on M ;
this is an object in the category of symbols. Such a way of presentation enables us to
shed light on the combinatorial rules that we will use and to split the combinatorial
part of the proof to the topological part. (1)
In the next section, we will associate to some words g ∈ Aˆ(N) a two-dimensional
piece (Yg, ng) if some purely topological and combinatorial conditions are satisfied
by f . These topological and combinatorial conditions will imply nice analytical and
geometrical properties of the pieces.
An important point is that this symbolic setting enables us to define combinato-
rially the continuation of the piece Yg when the parameter vary, in such a way that
1. In the earlier version of this text, this symbolic alphabet was presented right after the definition
of the strong regularity. It is put here before thanks J.C. Yoccoz and M. Shishikura who suggested
me to extract the pure combinatorial part of the argument. I also might have been influenced by
[Yoc15], where the combinatorial structure was presented at the very beginning of his note.
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the analytical estimate (e.g. expansion of vectors in χh) are preserved when the pa-
rameter varies. It will be used in a crucial way in the parameter selection to define
the set of pieces which will persist for some parameter intervals.
The alphabet Aˆ is defined as an increasing union Aˆ =
⋃
k≥0 Aˆk of alphabets Aˆk+1 ⊃
Aˆk ⊃ · · · ⊃ Aˆ0 := A0 defined inductively. We recall that:
Y0 := {sj± : ± ∈ {−,+}, 2 ≤ j ≤M − 1} and A0 := Y0 unionsq {sM− , sM+ } .
For s ∈ A0, we put ns = j if s = sj±.
The induction on k will associate to each symbol a ∈ Aˆk an integer na ≥ 0. Given
a1 · · · am ∈ Aˆ(N)k we put:
a1 · · · am ∈ Aˆ(N)k =
⋃
m≥0
Aˆmk 7→
∑
j
naj .
The empty word is denoted by e and belongs to Aˆ
(N)
k for every k. We put ne = 0. It
is the neutral element for the pseudo-monoids Aˆ
(N)
k endowed with the concatenation
rule · . The inductive definition of (Aˆk)k needs a few definitions.
Definition 3.9 (Prime and complete words). — Let g ∈ Aˆ(N)k . It is the con-
catenation of finitely many letters ai ∈ Aˆk. We say that g is prime if ai /∈ A0 for
every i < m. The word g is complete if am belongs to A0.
Definition 3.10 (Prime decomposition). — A word g ∈ Aˆ(N)k has depth j if it
contains exactly j letters in A0. If g is complete then there exists a unique chain of
prime, complete words g1, . . . , gj ∈ Aˆ(N)k such that g = g1 · · · gj . This is called the
prime decomposition of g.
We notice that a word which is prime has depth at most 1, and a word which is
complete has depth at least 1.
Let us denote by sk− the concatenation of k-symbols s
2
−: s
k
− := s
2
− · · · s2− . Given
a word g ∈ Aˆ(N)k , we put
ℵ(g) :=
⌊
ng
12
+
M
24
⌋
.
Definition 3.11 (Regular words). — A word g = a1 · · · am ∈ Aˆ(N)k is regular if
the letter a1 belongs to A0 and for every 2 ≤ j ≤ m it holds:
(4) naj ≤ 2M
j−1∑
m=1
nam .
A word g = a1 · · · am ∈ Aˆ(N)k is weakly-regular if the first letter satisfies na1 ≤M · 2M
and the same inequality (4) holds true for every 2 ≤ j ≤ m.
We notice that a chain which is regular is weakly regular. Moreover, if we erase
the first letter of a regular word, then the resulting word is weakly regular.
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Definition 3.12 (Strongly regular words). — A word g ∈ Aˆ(N)k with prime de-
composition g = g1 · · · gm is strongly regular if it is complete and:∑
i≤j:gi /∈Y0
ngi ≤ 2−
√
M
∑
i≤j
ngi , ∀j ≤ m .
Proposition 3.13. — If g is strongly regular with prime decomposition g = g1 · · · gm
then for every i ≤ m, it holds:
ngi ≤ max
(
2−
√
M (1− 2−
√
M )−1ng1···gi−1 ,M − 1
)
and ng ≤ m·(M−1)(1+21−
√
M ).
In particular a strongly regular word is regular.
Proof. — The left inequality is a consequence of the bound na ≤M − 1 for every a ∈
Y0. To prove the second inequality, we consider the J := {i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : gi ∈ Y0}.
Then we have:
ng ≤ (M − 1) · card(J) + 2−
√
M (1− 2−
√
M )−1 · (M − 1) · card(J)
Then we conclude by bounding card(J) by m and 2−
√
M (1−2−
√
M )−1 by 21−
√
M .
Definition 3.14 (Common words). — A word g = a1 · · · am ∈ Aˆ(N)k is common if
for every 0 ≤ j ≤ m with aj ∈ A0 and m′ := ℵ(a1 · · · aj) it holds:
aj+1 · · · aj+m′ 6= sm
′
− if m ≥ m′+j and aj+1 · · · aj+m′+1 6= s+·sm
′
− if m ≥ m′+1+j.
We are now ready to define the alphabet.
Definition 3.15 (Aˆk and Aˆ). — We recall that Aˆ0 := A0. Let k ≥ 1. The alpha-
bet Aˆk is the union of Aˆk−1 with the symbols  −(g′ − g) and  +(g′ − g) among all
the pairs of complete words (g′, g) ∈ (A(N)k−1)2 such that g is strongly regular, common
and of depth at most k whereas g = g′ · g′′ with g′′ prime. Put:
n −(g′−g) = n +(g′−g) = M + 1 + ng′ .
We notice that g′ is also strongly regular and common; its depth is at most k − 1.
Example 3.16. — Let us give the explicit expression of the first alphabets:
— Aˆ0 = A0,
— Aˆ1 = A0 ∪ { ±(e− s) : s ∈ Y0},
— For every 1 ≤ k ≤ 2
√
M , the strongly regular words of depth k are made only by
simple pieces. Thus we have:
Aˆk = A0 ∪
⋃
0≤j≤k−1
{ ±(g− g · s) : s ∈ Y0 and g ∈ Yj0} .
Remark 3.17. — We notice that Aˆk is finite for every k, and so Aˆ is countable.
Also {a ∈ Aˆ : na ≤ m} is finite for every m ≥ 0.
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The alphabet A defined for the one-dimensional case is included in Aˆ. The inclusion
is strict: we have (Aˆk+1 \ Aˆk)∩A at most of cardinality 2, whereas (Aˆk+1 \ Aˆk)k grows
super exponentially. Nevertheless, in dimension 2, one could show that the number
of letters we will use in ((Aˆk+1 \ Aˆk) ∩ A)k will grow at most exponentially fast with
a factor close to 1.
3.3. Puzzle structure in dimension 1. — The following section aims to make
the reader comfortable with our combinatorial formalism by reformulating the defi-
nition of strongly regular quadratic maps. This formalism will be used intensively in
dimension 2. However, none of the following one-dimensional statements will be used
to prove the main theorem. Let P (x) = x2 +a be a quadratic map such that the first
return time M of the critical value a in Ie is large.
Definition 3.18 (Definitions of Ak and Gk). — We define by induction on k ≥
0, a subset Ak ⊂ Aˆk of letters and a subset Gk ⊂ Aˆ(N)k of words g associated to a
pieces (Ig, ng). For k = 0 the set A0 was already defined. The set G0 := A
(N)
0 is
formed by the words g either equal to the neutral symbol e or to the concatenation
of j-letters in A0. If g = e, it is associated to the piece (Ie, 0). If g = a1 · · · aj ∈ Aj0,
it is associated to the puzzle piece:
(Ig, ng) := (Ia1 , na1) ? · · · ? (Iam , nam) .
Let k ≥ 1. The set Ak is the union of Ak−1 with the set of symbols a ∈ Aˆk of the
form a =  ±(b− c) such that b, c ∈ Gk−1 and the pair of pieces (Ib, nb) and (Ic, nc)
is admissible for the parabolic product. We put (Ia, na) :=  ±(Ib − Ic).
A word g ∈ A(N)k belongs to Gk if g = g1 · · · gm is a concatenation of letters in Ak
and such that the following ? product is admissible:
(Ig1 , ng1) ? · · · ? (Igm , ngm)
Note that (Gk)k is increasing. We put G :=
⋃
kGk and A :=
⋃
k Ak.
We notice that the sets Gk and Ak can be defined even if P is not strongly regular.
The following sheds light on the correspondence between the combinatorial prop-
erties of the words in G and those of their associated pieces.
Proposition 3.19. — A word g ∈ G is complete iff (Ig, ng) is a puzzle piece. A
complete word g ∈ G is prime iff the puzzle piece (Ig, ng) is prime.
Before proving this proposition, let us state an immediate consequence of it.
Corollary 3.20. — For every word g ∈ G, it holds:
— the piece (Ig, ng) is a common puzzle piece iff the word g is common and complete.
— the piece (Ig, ng) is a strongly regular puzzle piece iff g is strongly regular.
— If g is complete, the depth of (Ig, ng) is equal to the depth of g.
Another consequence is:
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Corollary 3.21 (Alternative definition of strongly regular quadratic maps)
A quadratic map P is strongly regular iff there exists (ck)k≥0 ∈ GN such that:
(SR1) P
n (0) belongs to
⋂
k Ick .
(SR2) The word ck is strongly regular, for every k.
(SR3) The word ck is common with depth k, for every k.
Proof. — By corollary 3.20 this reformation implies obviously the initial defini-
tion 1.16 of strongly regular quadratic maps. To show the other direction, using
again corollary 3.20, it suffices to show the next lemma.
Lemma 3.22. — If P is strongly regular, then for every puzzle piece (I, n) in Ie,
there exists g ∈ G such that (I, n) = (Ig, ng).
Proof. — We proceed by induction on n. If I intersects the interior of Ia for a ∈ A0,
then I is included in Ia by the nested property of puzzle pieces. Then by the induction
hypothesis, the puzzle piece (fna(I), n−na) equals (Ig′ , ng′) for g′ ∈ G and so (I, n) =
(Ig, ng) with g = a · g′ ∈ G. Otherwise, I is included I . It cannot contain 0, so it is
included in I  ∩R± with ± ∈ {−,+}. Then (I ′, n′) := (fn (I), n ) is a puzzle piece
included in Ie. There exists k maximal such that I
′ is included in I(k). By maximality
of k and the nested property of the puzzle pieces, it comes that I ′ is included in
I(k) \ int I(k+1). Then (I, n) is of the form ( ±(I(k) \ I(k+1)), n  + nI(k)) ? (I ′′, n′′),
with (I ′′, n′′) a puzzle piece of order n′′ < n. By induction (I ′′, n′′) = (Ig′′ , ng′′) and
by using corollary 3.20, it holds (I(k), nI(k)) = (Ick , nck) for a word ck ∈ G which is
strongly regular and common of depth k. Then we use sub-lemma 3.31, which implies
that (I(k), nI(k)) = (Ick+1 , nck+1) with ck+1 ∈ G. Again corollary 3.20, implies that
ck+1 is strongly regular and common of depth k + 1. Thus ( ±(I(k) \ I(k+1)), n  +
nI(k)) = (Ia, na) with a =  (ck − ck+1) ∈ A and so (I, n) = (Ia·g′′ , na·g′′) with
a · g′′ ∈ G.
A first interest of this reformulation is that it will be generalizable in dimension
2. Another interest of such a formulation (and of the combinatorial formalism) is its
ability to study the combinatorial structure of strongly regular maps. From such a
study, we will deduce analytic estimates on the pieces. Indeed:
Proposition 3.23. — Let a ∈ A. Then it holds:
∀z ∈ Ia and j ≤ np : |DPna(z)| ≥ 2
na−j
3 |DP j(z)| .
Proof. — The case where a ∈ Y0 is given by proposition 1.5. The case a ∈ A0 \Y0
is given by corollary 7.8. The case a ∈ A \ A0 will be stated in a more general form
in proposition 3.53.
An immediate consequence is:
Corollary 3.24. — For every g ∈ G, the piece (Ig, ng) satisfies:
∀z ∈ Ig and j ≤ np : |DPng(z)| ≥ 2
ng−j
3 |DP j(z)| .
Together with lemma 3.22 this implies:
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Corollary 3.25. — If P is strongly regular, then every puzzle piece (I, n) it holds:
∀z ∈ I and j ≤ n : |DzPn(z)| ≥ 2
n−j
3 |DzP j(z)| .
Corollary 3.26. — Let SR be the set of points in Ie which belongs to the segment
of a strongly regular piece of arbitrarily large order. Then it holds:
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
log ‖DxPn‖ ≥ log 2
3
− 21−
√
M log 4 .
Proof. — Let x ∈ SR and (I ′j , n′j)j be a sequence of puzzle pieces such that x belongs
to I ′(j) with (I ′(j), n′(j)) = (I ′1, n
′
1) ? · · · ? (I ′j , n′j). By corollary 3.25 it holds:{
log ‖DPn′j (Pn′(j−1)(x))‖ ≥ log 23 n′j ,
log ‖DPn′(j)(x)‖ ≥ log 23 n′(j) .
As DP ≤ 4 along the orbit of x, the first inequality implies that log ‖DPm(x′)‖ ≥
−2n′i for every m ≤ n′i, x′ ∈ I ′i and i ≥ 0. Finally we infer that the chain (I ′i, n′i)i
is strongly regular and so for i sufficiently large it holds n′i ≤ 2−
√
Mn′(i). Putting
together these inequalities, we obtain:
log ‖DPn′(i−1)+m(x)‖ ≥ log 2
3
n′(i−1) − log 4 · n′i
≥ log 2
3
n′(i−1) − 2−
√
M · log 4 · n′(i) ≥ ( log 2
3
− 2−
√
M+1 log 4)(n′(i−1) +m) .
This implies as for Yoccoz’ strong regularity definition:
Corollary 3.27. — If P is strongly regular, then it satisfies the Collet-Eckmann
Condition (CE).
The combinatorial formalism enables also to define immediatly the k-combinatorial
interval, which are parameter intervals on which the symbolic set Gk is constant, and
so for which the pieces persist (with the same analytical estimate by corollary 3.24).
Really, an analytic definition of such parameter intervals turned out to be more tricky
to state in dimension 2. Moreover, using mostly combinatorial arguments, we will
evaluate the Lebesgue measure of the union of the parameter intervals for which Gk
is given by a ‘k-strongly regular map’, from which we will deduce that strongly regular
maps are abundant:
Theorem 3.28. — There exists Λ0 ⊂ R such that for every a ∈ Λ0, the map Pa is
strongly regular and Leb Λ0 > 0.
This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 3.45 stated below.
Proof of proposition 3.19. — There are four implications to show. Two of them are
given by lemmas 3.29 and 3.30. These lemmas will be used to prove the two remaining
implications in lemmas 3.32 and 3.33.
Lemma 3.29. — For every g ∈ G if (Ig, ng) is a puzzle piece, then g is complete.
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Proof. — If g = b1 · · · bk is not complete, then its last letter bk ∈ A is parabolic.
Thus the piece (Ibk , nbk) is parabolic and P
ng(Ig) ⊂ Pnbk (Ibk) is strictly included in
Ie by fact 1.20. Thus (Ig, ng) is not a puzzle piece.
Lemma 3.30. — If g ∈ G is such that (Ig, ng) is a puzzle piece and g is prime, then
(Ig, ng) is a prime puzzle piece.
Proof. — If (Ig, ng) is not prime, there exist two puzzle pieces (I, n) and (I
′, n′) such
that (Ig, ng) = (I, n) ? (I
′, n′), with I 6= Ie 6= I ′′. As the puzzle pieces are nested or
disjoint, it holds Ig ⊂ I. Then we apply the following lemma proved below.
Sublemma 3.31. — If (I, n) is a puzzle piece such that I ⊃ Ig with g ∈ G complete,
then there exists g′ ∈ G such that (I, n) = (Ig′ , ng′) and there exists g′′ ∈ G such that
g = g′ · g′′.
By lemma 3.29, the word g′ is complete, and so g is not prime.
Proof of sublemma 3.31. — We assume that (I, n) is not the neutral piece (Ie, 0)
(since otherwise the lemma is trivial). We proceed by induction on the number k
of A-letters of g = a1 · · · ak. If k = 1, then g ∈ A0 and so (Ig, ng) is prime. Thus
(I, n) = (Ig, ng). Let k > 1. If a1 ∈ A0, then I Ia1 because (Ia1 , na1) is a prime puzzle
piece. Then (I, n) = (Ia1 , na1)?(I
′, n′) with I ′ ⊃ Ia2···ak and we conclude by induction.
If a1 =  ±(b−c), then I intersects the interior of I  and so I ⊂ I \{0}. Thus n ≥ n 
and (Pn (I), n−n ) is still a puzzle piece. Also Pn (I) must intersect the interior of
Ib \Ic. By definition of admissible parabolic product, Ib and Ic are segments of puzzle
pieces. Thus each of them is nested or disjoint from Pn (int I). But Pn (I) cannot
contain Ib nor Ic because otherwise I would contain 0. Thus P
n (I) is included in
Ib \ Ic and so I is included in Ia1 ; we conclude then by induction as above.
A third implication stated in proposition 3.19 is given by the following.
Lemma 3.32. — If a word g ∈ G is complete then (Ig, ng) is a puzzle piece.
Proof. — Put g = b1 · · · bk with bi ∈ A. Let us show by induction on k that (Ig, ng)
is a puzzle piece. If k = 1, then g = bk = b1 belongs to A0, and so (Ig, ng) is a
puzzle piece. Assume that k ≥ 2 and put g′ := b2 · · · bk. Observe that g′ := b2 · · · bk
is in G and (Ig, ng) = (Ib1 , nb1) ? (Ig′ , ng′) by associativity of the ?-product. As g
′
is complete, by induction, the piece (Ig′ , ng′) is a puzzle piece. If b1 is in A0, then
(Ig, ng) is a ?-product of two puzzle piece, and so by remark 1.7, it is a puzzle piece.
If b1 /∈ A0, then it is of the form b1 =  ±(c− c′), with c, c′ ∈ G such that (Ic, nc)
and (Ic′ , nc′) are puzzle pieces with Ic ⊃ Ic′ . By definition Aˆ, it holds that c′ = c · c′′,
with c′′ prime. We notice that (Pnc(Ic′), nc′ − nc) = (Pnc(Ic′), nc′′) is a puzzle piece
which is included in (Ic′′ , nc′′). Thus (Ic′′ , nc′′) is a puzzle piece. By lemma 3.30, the
puzzle piece (Ic′′ , nc′′) is prime. As the puzzle pieces (Ic′′ , nc′′) and (P
nc(Ic′), nc′′)
are nested and have the same order, they are equal: Ic′′ = P
nc(Ic′). By Fact 1.20,
the segment Ib1 := Pnb1 (Ib1) is a component of Ie \ Pnc(int Ic′) = Ie \ Ic′′ . By
admissibility, the segment Ib1 intersects the interior of the puzzle piece Ig′ . Thus Ig′
cannot be included in Ic′′ and since the latter is prime, Ig′ cannot contained strictly
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Ic′′ . Thus Ig′ is disjoint to the interior of Ic′′ and so Ig′ is included in I
b1 . This
implies that (Ig, ng) is a puzzle piece.
The next lemma proves the fourth and the last implication of proposition 3.19.
Lemma 3.33. — A complete word g ∈ G is prime if (Ig, ng) is prime.
Proof. — If g ∈ G is not prime, then there are complete words g′ and g′′ in G such
that g = g′ · g′′. By lemma 3.32, (Ig′ , ng′) and (Ig′′ , ng′′) are non-trivial puzzle pieces.
Note that (Ig, ng) = (Ig′ , ng′) ? (Ig′′ , ng′′) is not prime.
We recall that P1 denotes the set of the pieces for the quadratic map P . For the
sake of completeness let us finish this section by the following:
Proposition 3.34. — The map g ∈ G 7→ (Ig, ng) is an injectif homomorphism of
graded pseudo-monoid from (G, ·) into (P1, ?).
Proof. — We already noticed that g ∈ G 7→ (Ig, ng) is homomorphism of graded
pseudo-monoid from (G, ·) into (P1, ?). To show its injectiveness by induction, it
suffices to show that for every a 6= b ∈ A, it holds int(Ia)∩int(Ib) = ∅. If a or b belong
to A0 it is clear. Otherwise, both are of the form  ±(ck − ck+1) and  ±′(cj − cj+1),
where cm denotes the prime piece of depth m which contains P
n (0). As Ia intersects
int Ib, they must be on the same side of 0 and so ±′ = ±. Furthermore, the image
by Pn  of the interior of these segments must intersect each other. Thus Ick − Ick+1
intersects Icj − Icj+1 . This implies that j = k and so a = b.
3.4. Puzzle struture and strongly regular endomorphisms in dimension 2.
— Let f be 0-strongly regular (see §2.1). The strong regularity condition on f will
be stated using the following subset R ⊂ Aˆ(N) and its action onto the spaces of graph
transforms and pieces.
Definition 3.35 (Definition of Rk and R˜k). — We define by induction on k ≥
0, two subsets Rk and R˜k ⊂ Aˆ(N) of words g associated to a piece (Yg, ng) and an
extension algorithm Tg. By definition, Tg satisfies f
ng(S ∩Yg) ⊂ Tg(S) ∈ H for every
S ∈ H.
Let R˜0 = R0 := A
(N)
0 . Every word g ∈ R0 is either the neutral letter a = e or a
product of j-letters in A0 for j ≥ 1. In example 2.25 p.22, we defined the puzzle piece
(Yg, ng) and in corollary 2.31, its extension algorithm Tg : S ∈ H 7→ fng(Yg∩S) ∈ H.
Let k ≥ 1. A word g ∈ Aˆ(N)k belongs to Rk (resp. R˜k) if it is regular (resp. weakly
regular) and one of the two following conditions hold true:
(i) g = g1 · · · gm is a concatenation of words g1, g2, ..., gm in Rk−1 (resp. in R˜k−1)
such that if m ≥ 2 the following ?-product is admissible:
(Yg1 , ng1) ? · · · ? (Ygm , ngm) .
We denote by (Yg, ng) its product. Put Tg := Tgm ◦ · · · ◦ Tg1 .
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(ii) g = a ± (b−c) with ± ∈ {−,+} and where a, b, c are words in Rk−1 (resp. a ∈
R˜k−1), the letter  ±(b− c) belongs to Aˆk, the pieces (Ya, na), (Yb, nb), (Yc, nc)
and the extension algorithm Ta form a 4-tuple (resp. weakly) admissible for the
parabolic product  ±. We denote (Yg, ng) := (Ya  ± (Yb − Yc), na + n  + nb)
and put Tg := T ±(Yb−Yc) ◦ Ta (see prop. 2.41).
Note that the sequences (Rk)k and (R˜k)k are increasing. Also Rk ⊂ R˜k for every k.
We put R :=
⋃
k≥0 Rk and R˜ :=
⋃
k≥0 R˜k.
We recall that the set P2 of pieces endowed with the ?-product, the space of graph
transforms C0(H,H) endowed with the composition rule ◦, and the set of symbols
R˜ endowed with the concatenation · are pseudo-monoids. A direct consequence of
definition 3.35 (i) is:
Fact 3.36. — The maps g ∈ (R˜, ·) 7→ (Yg, ng) ∈ (P2, ?) and g ∈ (R˜, ·) 7→ Tg ∈
(C0(H,H), ◦) are homomorphisms of pseudo-monoids.
Remark 3.37. — By definition of Rk, for every word g = a1 · · · am ∈ Rk, it holds
ai ∈ Ak−1 if i < m and am ∈ Ak. By definition 3.15 of Ak, if ai /∈ A0 then ai is of the
form ai =  ±(b − c) with depth b + 1 = depth c ≤ k. If i < k, it holds furthermore
depth c ≤ k − 1.
Let us emphasis that the sets R and R˜ are well defined for any 0-strongly regular
map f . The set R of regular words will be useful to define the strongly regular maps.
For such maps, the set R will be also useful to encode the dynamics of a set of positive
Lebesgue measure of points. The set R˜ of weakly regular words is technical: it will be
useful only for the proofs. Here (2) it will deserve to show the abundance of strongly
regular mappings.
The following is the 2-dimensional counterpart of lemma 3.32. It will shown in
section 6.1 page 83.
Proposition 3.38. — For every g ∈ R, the piece (Yg, ng) is a puzzle piece if and
only if g is complete.
The definition of strong regularity is based on vertical and horizontal, stretched
curves defined via the space (R, ·). These curves are defined by taking limits of words
in R. There are two kinds of limits possible: negative or positive. The negative
limits will be used to define combinatorially horizontal, unstable Pesin manifolds.
The positive limits will be used to define combinatorially stretched, vertical, local
stable Pesin manifolds. We will use both to define the strong regularity condition on
the dynamics f , by asking a tangency condition between them.
2. In [Ber18], it has been used to show the existence of a uniform lower bound m > 0 on the
Lyapunov exponent of every invariant measure of any strongly regular map of the form (x, y) 7→
(x2 + y + a, 0) +B(x, y).
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Definition 3.39. — Let
−→
R be the set of positive one-sided sequences c :=
a1 · · · am · · · ∈ AˆN which are the concatenation of infinitely many words in R:
There exists an increasing sequence (ni)i satisfying for every i: a1 · · · ani ∈ R and
a1+ni · · · ani+1 ∈ R. For every c = a1 · · · am · · · ∈
−→
R , put
W sc =
⋂
m≥0
Ya1···am and W
s
r·c =
⋂
m≥0
Yr·a1···am .
Proposition 3.40. — For every c ∈ −→R, the sets W sc and W sr·c are vertical stretched
curves and local Pesin stable manifolds which satisfy for every unit, tangent vector u:
‖Dfn(u)‖ ≤ bn/2 , ∀n ≥ 1 .
Proof. — As c is in
−→
R , there are infinitely many m such that a1 · · · am is complete
and so such that (Ya1···am , na1···am) is a puzzle piece by proposition 3.38. Thus propo-
sition 2.32.4 implies the statement.
Conversely, we consider:
Definition 3.41 ( Space
←−
R ). — Let
←−
R be the set of negative one-sided sequences
t := · · · a−i · · · a0 ∈ AˆZ− which are the concatenation of infinitely many words in R:
There exists an increasing sequence (ni)i satisfying for every i: a1−ni · · · a0 ∈ R and
a1−ni+1 · · · a−ni ∈ R.
The following proposition shows that the horizontal curves combinatorially encoded
by
←−
R are Pesin local unstable manifolds (see definition 0.2 page 6).
Proposition 3.42. — For every t = · · · a−k · · · a0 ∈ ←−R, the set:
Wˆ tu :=
⋂
{k:a−k···a0∈R}
{Ta−k···a0(S) : S ∈ H}
is a horizontal stretched curve which extends the following horizontal curve:
W tu :=
⋂
{k:a−k···a0∈R}
fna−k···a0 (Ya−k···a0) ⊂ Wˆ tu .
Moreover, the following is a Pesin local unstable manifold:
←−
W tu := {(zi)i≤0 ∈
←−
Mf : ∃k ≤ 0 arbitrarily large s.t. g := ak · · · a0 ∈ R and z−ng ∈ Yg} .
and its 0-coordinate projection of
←−
W tu is equal to W
t
u.
To prove this, we use the following generalization of proposition 2.30 page 24:
Lemma 3.43. — For every g ∈ R˜, the map Tg : S ∈ H 7→ Sg is bng/3-contracting.
Proof. — We prove this proposition by induction on k such that g ∈ R˜k. By propo-
sition 2.30, for every g ∈ R0, the map Tg is bng/3-contracting. The step k → k + 1 is
an immediate consequence of the induction in the case (i) of the definition of Rk+1.
It is given by proposition 2.41 page 27 for the case (ii).
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Proof of proposition 3.42. — By definition of
←−
R , there exists (g−m)m≥0 ∈ RN such
that t = · · · g−m · · · g0. By lemma 3.43, the set {Sg−m···g0 : S ∈ H} is the image
of H by a composition of contractions of factor bng−m/3 · · · bng0/3. By compactness
of H, the subset {Sg−m···g0 : S ∈ H} is compact in H. Its diameter is smaller than
2θ · bng−m···g0/3, and decreases with m ≥ 0. Hence the intersection ⋂m≥0{Sg−m···g0 :
S ∈ H} consists of a unique horizontal stretched curve Wˆ tu. We notice that:
W tu =
⋂
m≥0
fng−m···g0 (Yg−m···g0) ⊂
⋂
m≥0
⋃
S∈H
Sg−m···g0 = Wˆ tu .
By the regularity, the sequence t = · · · ai · · · a0 displays infinitely many letters
in A0. Thus by
←−
f -invariance of the set of Pesin unstable manifolds, we can as-
sume that a0 is in A0. Then g−i · · · g0 is complete for every i. Thus by proposi-
tion 3.38, the pair (Yi, ni) = (Yg−i···g0 , ng−i···g0) is a puzzle piece. Furthermore its
holds fni+1−ni(Yi+1) ⊂ Yi for every i. Thus we can apply proposition 2.33 which
gives the last statement of the proposition.
Definition 3.44 (Strongly regular He´non-like map). — The map f is strongly
regular if for every t ∈ ←−R , there exists ct = at0 · · · atm · · · ∈
−→
R and (mk)k such that:
(SR1) The map f
n  |Y  ∩ Wˆ tu is tangent to W sct :
∃ζ ∈ Wˆ tu ∩ Y  such that ξ := fn (ζ) ∈W sct and Dfn (TζWˆ tu) ⊂ TξW sct ,
with TζWˆ
t
u and TξW
s
ct the tangent space of Wˆ
t
u and W
s
ct at ζ and ξ.
(SR2) The word ck := a
t
0 · · · atmk is strongly regular for every k ≥ 1.
(SR3) The word c
t
k is common with depth k for every k ≥ 1.
Figure 7. A map is strongly regular is some combinatorially defined Pesin
stable and unstable manifolds are tangent.
Let us comment the axioms of this definition.
For every t ∈ ←−R , the curve Wˆ tu contains the canonical projection W tu of the Pesin
local unstable manifold
←−
W tu. The tangency point ξ ∈ Wˆ tu claimed in (SR1) does not
belong necessarily to W tu.
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The tangency point ξ of Wˆ tu given by (SR1) corresponds to the so-called critical
point in other works on the dynamics of the He´non maps [BC91, MV93, WY01,
Tak11]. An important point of the presented combinatorial formalism is that Wˆ tu
and W st are here combinatorially and topologically defined, as we will see in the next
subsection (in the all other works those are analytically defined).
Among one-dimensional dynamics, Condition (SR1) restated in corollary 3.21 was
stating that the critical value belongs to a combinatorially defined Pesin set. Analo-
gously, among surface endomorphisms, Condition (SR1) of definition 3.44 states that
any combinatorially defined Pesin unstable manifold are tangent to some combina-
torially defined Pesin stable manifold. This is the first time that such geometrical
picture (see figure 7) is proposed.
Conditions (SR1−SR2−SR3) of definition 3.44 are the canonical generalizations
of the same conditions for one-dimensional dynamics (see corollary 3.21). Conditions
(SR1, SR2, SR3) of strong regularity should be seen as a system of axioms. It is not
easy to show that there exists one diffeomorphism of the plane which satisfies these
axioms. The main result of this work is the existence of strongly regular dynamics with
positive probability among any family (faB)a∈R with fa(x, y) = (x2+a, 0)+B(x, y, a)
with B ∈ C2([−3, 3]3,R2) small:
Theorem 3.45 (Abundance of strongly regular mappings)
Strongly regular maps are abundant in the following meaning: For every  > 0,
there exists b > 0, such that for every B of C2 norm less than b, there exist η > 0
and a subset ΠB ⊂ [−2,−2 + η] with LebΠBLeb[−2,−2+η] ≥ 1−  such that for every a ∈ ΠB,
the map faB is strongly regular.
This theorem will be shown in section 4. A second new result of this work is
that every strongly regular endomorphism leaves invariant an ergodic, physical, SRB
probability measure. We will be shown in section 6:
Theorem 3.46 (Existence of SRB measure). — If f is strongly regular then it
leaves invariant an ergodic, physical, SRB probability measure µ.
Remark 3.47 (Maximal entropy measure). — If f is a diffeomorphism, then
the union
⋃
t∈←−RW
t
u is disjoint. The intersection Λ =
⋃
c∈←−RW
t
u∩
⋃
c∈−→RW
s
c is endowed
with a canonical Markov structure. Indeed, given g ∈ R\{e} which is not the concate-
nation of two non-trivial regular words, we put Lg := {c = g · c′ ∈ −→R : with c′ ∈ −→R}.
In [Ber18], we showed (in the case strongly regular He´non-like diffeomorphisms of the
form f(x, y) = (x2 + a+ by, 0) +B(x, by)) that (Lg)g is a strongly positive recurrent
Markovian partition of Λ whose induced times is conjugated is the first return time
in Λ. Moreover we showed that any ergodic probability measure whose entropy is
not too small has its support included in the orbit of Λ and furthermore, that most
of the periodic orbits intersect Λ. From this we deduced that f displays a unique
probability measure of maximal entropy which is supported by the orbit of Λ and
which is equi-distributed on the periodic points.
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3.5. Topological and combinatorial nature of the Puzzle structure. — Let
us focus on the properties of R.
Claim 3.48. — The map g ∈ (R, ·) 7→ (Yg, ng) ∈ (P2, ?) is a homomorphism of
graded pseudo-monoids which is injective.
The functorial property was already observed in Fact 3.36. The injectiveness stated
is not obvious, and given by the next proposition 3.49. Let us notice before this, that
in general the homomorphism is not onto. Actually Rk index a subset of pieces
whose good analytical properties are implied by pure topological and combinatorial
conditions as we will see in Claim 3.52.
Proposition 3.49. — For all g, g′ ∈ R˜, the pieces (Yg, ng) and (Yg′ , ng′) are nested
or with disjoint interior. Furthermore, if Yg′ ⊂ Yg, then there is g′′ ∈ A(N) such that
g′ = g · g′′. Moreover, Yg′ = Yg if and only if g = g′.
Before proving this proposition, let us state the converse:
Lemma 3.50. — For every k ≥ 0 and g = a1 · · · am ∈ R˜k with ai ∈ Aˆk, for every
j ≤ m, the word a1 · · · aj belongs to R˜k and it holds:
Ya1···aj ⊃ Ya1···am .
Proof. — The lemma is an immediate consequence of an induction on the number of
letters of g via the rules (i) and (ii) of definition 3.35.
Proof of proposition 3.49. — By lemma 3.50, to prove the proposition, it suffices to
show by induction on k ≥ 0 that if g−, g+ ∈ R˜k are words with the same number m
of letters, then:
Yg− ∩ int(Yg+) 6= ∅⇐⇒ Yg− = Yg+ .
Only the ‘`ıf” part of this equivalence is not obvious. If k = 0 then g, g′ ∈ Am0 , and
the induction hypothesis follows from the fact that pieces indexed by s ∈ A0 have
disjoint interiors.
Let k ≥ 1. Let us put g = g0 · a and g′ = g′0 · a′ for g0, g′0 ∈ Rk−1 and a, a′ ∈ Ak.
The words g0 = g
′
0 have the same number m−1 of letters. If m = 1, then g0 = g′0 = e.
Otherwise, as Yg intersects the interior of Yg′ , by lemma 3.50, the box Yg0 intersects
the interior of Yg′0 . Then by induction on m, g0 = g
′
0. Let us show that a = a
′. First
note that fng0 (Yg) is included in Ya if a ∈ A0 or in Y  otherwise. The same occurs for
fng0 (Yg′) with a
′ instead of a. Thus if a ∈ A0 then a′ = a (and we are done!), and if
a /∈ A0, then a′ /∈ A0. In the later case, we have a =  ±(b− c) and a′ =  ±′(b′ − c′).
Also fng0+n (Yg) is included in Yb \ Yc and fng0+n (Yg′) is included in Yb′ \ Yc′ .
By pre-admissibility of the parabolic product, the connected set fn (Tg0(Re ×
{0} ∩ Y ) intersects only the left component of the sets: ∂sYe, ∂sYb, ∂sYb′ , ∂sYc
and ∂sYc′ . Thus Yb, Yb′ , Yc and Yc′ are nested. Up to swapping the notations,
we assume that Yb ⊃ Yb′ . Also (Yb \ Yc) ∩ (Yb′ \ Yc′) contains the non-empty set
fn (Y  ∩ fng0 (intYg ∩ Yg′)). Thus
(5) Yb ⊃ Yb′ ) Yc′ ⊃ Yc or Yb ⊃ Yb′ ) Yc ⊃ Yc′ .
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Now we recall that b, b′, c, c′ are complete words by definition 3.15 page 32. By the
inclusions of (5) and the induction hypothesis, if b 6= b′, there are non-empty complete
words b1 and b2 such that b
′ = b · b1 and c = b · b1 · b2. This is a contradiction with
the fact c is the concatenation of b with a prime, complete word. The same argument
shows that c = c′. Finally we recall that Yg0 +(Yb−Yc) is disjoint from Yg0 −(Yb−Yc)
by proposition 2.44 thus ± = ±′ and so a = a′.
The argument of the latter proof shows moreover that for every g ∈ R˜ and j ≥ 2,
there are at most two letters aj,− and aj,+ in Aˆ such that g · aj,± are in R˜ and
naj,± = j. Moreover every letter in A has its order at least 2. This implies:
Corollary 3.51. — The recurrence relation ican(e) = ∅ and ican(g ·aj,±) = ican(g) ·
(±j) defines an inclusion ican : R˜ ↪→ (Z \ {−1, 0, 1})(N). The cardinality of {g ∈ R˜ :
ng ≤ j} is at most 2j for every j ≥ 0.
Proof. — Let Cj be Card{(ni)i ∈ (Z \ {−1, 0, 1})N) :
∑ |ni| ≤ j}. By induction on j
we assume that Ci ≤ 2i for every i < j. Then it holds:
Cj ≤ 2 +
j−1∑
k=2
2 · Cj−k ≤ 2 +
j−1∑
k=2
2j−k+1 = 2j .
Let us explain the following.
Claim 3.52. — The definition of Rk is purely topological and combinatorial.
The strong regularity condition is purely combinatorial and topological.
As Rk define
←−
R and
−→
R , and since tangencies are topological conditions, the second
statement of this claim is implied by the first. To explain the first statement, let us
describe the nature of conditions (i) and (ii) of definition 3.35.
Condition (i) is purely topological: indeed the admissibility of the product
(Yg1 , ng1) ? · · · ? (Ygm , ngm) means that
⋂
i f
−ng1···gi (Ygi+1) has non empty interior.
Condition (ii) sates that Rk includes all the words of the form g = a  ± (b −
c) such that g is regular, a, b, c are in Rk−1,  ±(b − c) ∈ Ak and such that the
tuple [(Ya, na), (Yb, nb), (Yc, nc), Ta] is admissible for the parabolic product. Such a
condition (see def. 2.42) assumes first the pre-admissibility of this tuple. Actually, the
first condition of the pre-admissibility definition 2.42 is implied by the combinatorial
rules. Indeed, by regularity of g, it holds M + 1 + nb ≤ 2Mna. Furthermore, the
words b and c are strongly regular and so complete. Thus by proposition 3.38, the
pair (Yb, nb) and (Yc, nc) are puzzle pieces. Furthermore, c = b·b′ for a word b′ ∈ A(N),
and so by lemma 3.50, the box Yc is included in Yb.
Thus the pre-admissibility condition of such a tuple is given only by conditions 2
and 3 of definition 2.42, which are purely topological by remark 2.43. Furthermore,
the two latter topological conditions imply also the admissibility of the tuple by the
following proposition proved in section 9.3 p. 114:
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Proposition 3.53. — Let a :=  ±(b−c) ∈ Aˆ with ± ∈ {−,+} such that b, c belongs
to R. Then for every S ∈ D˜( (Yc − Y ′c )), it holds:
∀z ∈ S ±(b−c), ∀u ∈ TzS, ∀k ≤ na, ‖Dzfna(u)‖ ≥ 2k/3‖Dzfna−k(u)‖ .
Moreover, if there exists g ∈ R˜, such that the parabolic product  ±(Yb − Yc) is pre-
admissible for the piece (Yg, ng), then the pair (Yg  ± (Yb − Yc), ng + na) is a piece.
PART II
PROPERTIES OF STRONGLY REGULAR MAP
4. Proof of the abundance of strongly regular map: the parameter
selection
In the last part we defined several subsets of R, R2, Aˆ(N) and AˆZ− depending on f
or P . As now the dynamics is going to vary, we shall display the dependence on f of
these subsets. For instance will denote Ie(P ), Ye(P ), R(f),
←−
Rk(f) etc.
4.1. Ideas of the proof of the parameter selection. —
The one-dimensional case. — Let P (x) = x2+a be a quadratic map such that the
first return time M of a in Ie(P ) is large. Let IL(P ) be the subset of points in Ie(P ) ⊂
R which belong to the support of strongly regular and common pieces of arbitrarily
large orders. By corollary 3.26, for every x ∈ IL(P ), it holds lim inf∞ 1n log ‖DxPn‖ >
0. Thus IL(P ) ⊂ Ie(P ) is a combinatorially defined Pesin set. We recall that P is
strongly regular iff PM+1(0) belongs to IL(P ). A consequence of next proposition 4.6
is:
Proposition 4.1. — Let P be strongly regular. Then it holds for M large:
Leb IL(P )
Leb Ie(P )
= 1 + o(1) .
Thus at fortiori, it sounds intuitive that PM+1(0) belongs to IL(P ) with “positive
probability”; or in other words, that strongly regular mappings are abundant. To
prove this, our plan of proof is the following. First we will show that the strongly
regular pieces move uniformly slower than the critical value when the parameter a
varies. It is slightly more tricky here: all strongly regular pieces will not persist
for every parameter a, however those of order ≤ max(M, 2
√
Mk) will persist when
PM+1(0) belongs to a same strongly regular piece of depth k. This local constance
of the combinatory will enable us to use estimates of the proof of proposition 4.1 to
deduce the abundance of strongly regular quadratic maps.
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The He´non-like case. — Let f be 0-strongly regular (see §2.1). Let L(f) be the
set of c = (ai)i≥0 ∈ −→R(f) such that a0 · · · am is strongly regular and common for
infinitely many m. We put:
L(f) :=
⋃
c∈L(f)
W sc (f) .
Definition 4.2 (Ku(f)). — Let Ku(f) := pif (L(f)) with pif the map defined in
proposition 2.32 which is Lip-close to the first coordinate projection, sends each W sc
to a point for every c ∈ −→R(f) and whose restriction to R×{0} is equal to the identity.
For every t ∈ ←−R , we recall that the horizontal stretched curve Wˆ tu is the graph of
a function 2θ-C1+Lip-small. This induces a parametrization of fn (Wˆ tu ∩ Y ) close
to be of the form {(K · x2 +K ′, 0) : x ∈ Ie(f)}. Thus pif ◦ fn (Wˆ tu ∩ Y ) is equal to
a segment [α0(f), ξt(f)] where α0(f) is the left endpoint of Ie(f) and ξ
t(f) ∈ Ie(f).
One can think ξt(f) as the point whose fiber pi−1f (ξ
t(f)) is ‘tangent’ to fn (Wˆ tu∩Y ).
This defines a subset of R:
Ks(f) := cl{ξt(f) : t ∈ ←−R} ⊂ Ie(f) .
We remark that the He´non-like map f is strongly regular if and only if Ks(f) is
included in Ku(f). Hence the following question is natural to study the abundance
of strongly regular mappings:
Question 4.3. — Under which conditions, a translation of a precompact subset K ⊂
R is included in a precompact subset K˜ ⊂ R for a set of positive Lebesgue measure of
translations:
Leb {τ ∈ R : K + τ ⊂ K˜} > 0 ?
This question motivated the following result:
Theorem 4.4 (Thm 2.1 [BM13]). — Let K and K˜ be two precompact subsets of
R satisfying the following properties:
(i) There exist 0 < d < 1 and CK > 0 such that K can be covered by CK
−d -balls
for every  > 0,
(ii) the lengths (ln)n of the bounded components of R \K satisfy:∑
n:ln>diamK
(diamK + ln) + 2CK
∑
n:ln≤diamK
(ln)
1−d < diam K˜ − diamK .
Then the set of translations τ ∈ R such that K+τ ⊂ K˜ has positive Lebesgue measure:
Leb{τ ∈ R : k + τ ⊂ K˜, ∀k ∈ K} > 0 .
Remark 4.5. — The first hypothesis of the theorem implies that K has box di-
mension at most d. In the second hypothesis, we have K˜ = [a, b] \ unionsqn(an, bn) with
ln = bn − an and
∑
n l
1−d
n <∞.
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Our strategy to prove the abundance of strongly regular He´non-like endomorphisms
is first to show that the strongly regular pieces move uniformly slower than all ‘critical
values’ ξt(fa) when the parameter a varies. Then we will define K˘
u(fa) ⊂ Ku(fa)
which satisfies with Ks(fa) the assumptions (i) and (ii) of theorem 4.4, whenever fa
is strongly regular:
Proposition 4.6. — For every 0-strongly regular map f , it holds:
1. The set Ks(f) can be covered by 2j balls of radius 4M · b1+j/8M for every j ≥ 0.
2. If furthermore f is strongly regular, there exists K˘u(f) ⊂ K˜u(f) such that Leb(Ie \
K˘u(f)) is small when M is large and the length (ln)n of the bounded components
of Ie(f) \ K˘u(f) satisfies:∑
n
l1−dn = o(1) with d = 2
−√M−3.
The second part of this proposition will be shown in section 4.4 p. 60. The first
part will be restated in proposition 4.45 p. 61.
Observe that the first statement implies that the diameter of Ks(f) is smaller than
2 · 4M · b and the box dimension of Ks(f) is smaller than 8M/| log2 b| with capacity
CKs(f) ≤ 1. On the other hand, the second statement implies that the diameter of
K˜u(f) is close to 2 ≈ diam Ie(f) and that assumption (ii) of theorem 4.4 is satisfied.
Thus theorem 4.4 implies that Ks(f) + τ is included in K˜u(f) for a set of numbers τ
of positive Lebesgue measure.
Thus, it sounds intuitive that Ks(f) ⊂ K˘u(f) with “positive probability”; or
equivalently that strongly regular mappings are abundant. Again it is a rough idea of
the parameter selection: when the parameter a varies, the geometries of both Ks(f)
and K˘u(f) vary. To overcome this difficulty we will define in §4.2 some combinatorially
defined neighborhood of the set of strongly regular maps, called k-strongly regular,
as those on which Rk is constant. On such sets of maps we will show that strongly
regular pieces of depth ≤ 2
√
Mk as well as a b1+k/(8M)-dense set of points in Ks(f)
vary smoothly with f . This will enable us to use similar estimates to those of the
proof of proposition 4.6 to deduce the abundance of strongly regular He´non-like maps.
Remark 4.7. — In [BM13] we studied several toy models for K˜u(f). This let me
hope that the strongly regular theory could be adapted to contain an example of
attractor of the same dimension as the one of the initial He´non conjecture.
4.2. k-Strong regularity. — In order to prove theorem 3.45 on abundance of
strongly regular maps, we will work with 0-strongly regular map f which satisfies
moreover a truncated version of the strong regularity condition. This will be the
definition of k-strongly regular dynamics. The idea is basically to look at the subsets←−
Rk of
←−
R of infinite concatenation of words in Rk, and to ask that Wˆ
t
u is in critical
position with Yctk for every t ∈
←−
Rk.
Definition 4.8 (Space
←−
Rk ). — For every k ≥ 0, let ←−Rk be the set of negative
one-sided sequences t := · · · a−i · · · a0 ∈ AˆZ− which are the product of infinitely
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many words in Rk: There exists an increasing sequence (ni)i satisfying for every
i: a1−ni · · · a0 ∈ R and a1−ni+1 · · · a−ni ∈ Rk.
The union
←−
R ′ :=
⋃
k
←−
Rk is in general strictly included in
←−
R , because it could exist
a sequence · · · gk · · · g0 ∈ ←−R with gk ∈ R \Rk for every k. However we have:
Proposition 4.9. — The set {W tu : t ∈
←−
R ′} is dense in {W tu : t ∈
←−
R} for the
topology induced by the space of horizontal stretched curves H.
Proof. — Indeed for every t = · · · am · · · a0 ∈ ←−R , there exists m large such that
g := am · · · a0 ∈ R. Thus there exists k ≥ 0 such that g ∈ Rk. We can complete the
latter by the sequence constantly equal to some a ∈ A0 to form an element of ←−Rk:
t′ := · · · a · · · a · g ∈ ←−Rk. By lemma 3.43, the curves Wˆ tu and Wˆ t
′
u are b
ng/3 close.
We recall that a horizontal curve S is in critical position with a puzzle piece (Y, n)
if fn (S ∩ Y ) intersects Y \ ∂ℵ(n)Y and exactly one component of ∂ℵ(n)Y (see def.
2.34 p. 25). Also if cj ∈ R is strongly regular, then it is complete by definition and
so by proposition 3.38, the pair (Ycj , ncj ) is a puzzle piece.
Definition 4.10 ( k-Strongly regular He´non-like map)
A 0-strongly regular map f (see §2.1) is k ≥ 1-strongly regular if for every 1 ≤ j ≤
k, for every t ∈ ←−Rk−1, there exists ctj ∈ Rj−1 complete such that:
(SRj1) The horizontal stretched curve Wˆ
t
u is in critical position with (Yctj , nctj ).
(SRj2) The word c
t
j is strongly regular with depth j.
Remark 4.11. — By definition of the critical position, for every i ≤ j ≤ k, the
boxes Ycti and Yctj are nested and so by proposition 3.49, there exists g ∈ Aˆ such that
ctj = c
t
i · g. Then by definition of the critical position, it holds:
(SRj3) The word cj is common for every j ≤ k.
The following encodes the whole combinatorial part of the latter definition:
Definition 4.12 (k-Strongly regular structure). — The k-strongly regular
structure of f is (Rk,
←−
Rk−1, (ctk)t∈←−Rk−1). We note that:
Rk ⊂ Aˆ(N) , ←−Rk−1 ⊂ AˆZ− and (ctk)t∈←−Rk−1 ∈
∏
←−
Rk−1
Rk−1 .
This structure belongs to the category of symbols, and is such that via the homomor-
phisms pure topological conditions are satisfied for the dynamics f .
The following proposition implies the uniqueness of this structure:
Proposition 4.13 (Uniqueness of k-strongly regular structure)
If f is k-strongly regular, then for every t ∈ ←−Rk−1, there is a unique strongly regular
words ck ∈ Rk−1 such that Wˆ tu is in critical position with (Yck , nck). In particular the
word ctk ∈ Rk−1 is uniquely defined.
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We recall that the depth of a word g ∈ Aˆ(N) is the number of its letters in A0. Also if
a curveW is in critical position with a piece (Y, n), then the curveW  := fn (W∩Y )
intersects only the left component of ∂sY . Thus the latter proposition is an immediate
consequence of the following:
Lemma 4.14. — Let (Yg, ng) and (Yg′ , ng′) be two pieces defined by two complete
words g, g′ in R. Let W be a horizontal stretched curve such that fn (W ∩ Y )
intersects only the left component of both ∂sYg and ∂
sYg′ . It holds:
— If the depth g′ is at least the depth of g, then Yg′ ⊂ Yg, and there exists a words
g′′ ∈ A(N) such that g′ = g · g′′.
— If the depths of g and g′ are equal, then g = g′ and Yg = Yg′ .
Proof. — As fn (W ∩ Y ) is connected, the boxes Yg and Yg′ are nested. Then by
proposition 3.49, Yg′ ⊂ Yg ⇒ ∃g′′ ∈ Aˆ(N), g′ = g · g′′ and Yg ⊂ Yg′ ⇒ ∃g′′ ∈ Aˆ(N), g =
g′ · g′′. This proves the first part of the lemma. Also, as g and g′ are complete so is
g′′. Thus if g′′ 6= e then the depth of g′′ is positive and so the depths of g and g′ are
different.
For the parameter selection, we will need to understand the combinatory of the
mapping, and to this end we will use the following similar lemma:
Lemma 4.15. — Let f be k-strongly regular. We have:
1. If t, t′ ∈ ←−Rk−1 have their curves Wˆ tu and Wˆ t
′
u which are 2θ
k-close, then ctj = c
t′
j
for every j ≤ k.
2. If g · a ∈ Rk−1, with a =  ±(c′− c), then with j ≤ k the depth of c′ it holds c′ = ctj
for every t ∈ ←−R of the form t = t′ · g.
Proof. — Put cj := c
t
j . We recall that the width of each component of ∂mYr·cj is
≥ 4−M−ncj−2m by remark 2.28. We recall that ncj ≤ M · j by proposition 3.13
p. 32. With m = ℵ(ncj ) = b
ncj
12 +
M
24 c and j ≤ k, this thickness is larger than
4−(M+1)(j+1)  b · θk. By definition of the critical position, the curve f(Wˆ tu ∩ Y )
intersects only one component of Yr·cj \ ∂mYr·cj . Thus f(Wˆ t
′
u ∩ Y ) intersects only
one component of ∂sYr·cj and so c
t′
j = cj by lemma 4.14. This proves the first item of
the lemma. For the second item, we recall that S ∈ H 7→ Sg is bng/3-contracting by
proposition 2.30. Note that j ≤ nc′ ≤ na ≤ 2Mng by definition of the regular words
3.11. Thus bng/3 is small compared to θj and so the first item implies the second.
The concept of k-strong regularity is designed to prove the abundance of strongly
regular dynamics. To this end, we will use the following:
Proposition 4.16. — If a map is strongly regular for every k ≥ 0, then it is strongly
regular.
Proof. — Let f be k-strongly regular for every k ≥ 0. We put ←−R ′ := ⋃k≥0←−Rk and
take t ∈ ←−R ′. Note that t belongs to ←−Rk−1 for k large enough. By k-strong regularity,
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there exists ctk ∈ R which is strongly regular and of depth k such that Wˆ tu is in
critical position with Yctk . By remark 4.11, c
t
k is common and for every j ≥ k, it holds
ctj = c
t
k · g for g ∈ Aˆ(N). Thus there is a sequence ct = a1 · · · am · · · ∈
−→
R such that for
every k, there exists m(k) satisfying ctk = a1 · · · am(k) and it holds:
Yct0 ) · · · ) Yctk ) Yctk+1 ) · · ·
As Wˆ tu is in critical position with all these boxes, the map f
n  |Y ∩ Wˆ t′u is tangent to
W sct :=
⋂
k Yctk as stated in (SR1). By construction of c
t, conditions (SR2) and (SR3)
are also satisfied for every t ∈ ←−R ′. To show that f is strongly regular, it remains only
to prove that conditions (SR1 − SR2 − SR3) are satisfied for every t ∈ ←−R \ ←−R ′. We
infer the following property of Ku (defined in 4.2) shown below:
Lemma 4.17. — The set Ku ⊂ R is compact.
By proposition 4.9, for every t ∈ ←−R ′, there exists (tn)n such that (Wˆ tnu )n con-
verges to Wˆ tu. Thus the right endpoint of pif (f
n (Wˆ tnu ∩ Y ) converges to the one of
pif (f
n (Wˆ tu ∩ Y ). As pif (fn (Wˆ tnu ∩ Y ) belongs to Ku for every n, it comes that
pif (f
n (Wˆ tu ∩ Y ) belongs to Ku. In other words, the map fn  |Y  ∩ Wˆ tu is tangent
to W sc for c strongly regular and common.
Proof of lemma 4.17. — There are finitely many strongly regular and common words
of depth k in R. The images by pif of their associated pieces is a finite union of
segments (which is compact). The intersection over k of all these compact subset is
compact and equal to Ku.
Remark 4.18. — Conversely, it is immediate to show that k-strongly regular maps
are j-strongly regular for every j ≤ k. Also a strongly regular map is k-strongly
regular because a strongly word cj ∈ R of depth j is necessarily in Rj−1, as we will
prove in proposition 4.35.
A consequence of the proof of proposition 4.16 is that (SR1−SR2−SR3) does not
have to be checked for every t ∈ ←−R , but only for a dense subset such as ←−R0 R :=
{t0 · g : g ∈ R, t0 ∈ ←−R0} ⊂ ←−R (see the proof of proposition 4.9 for the density):
Corollary 4.19. — The map f is strongly regular if and only if for every t ∈ ←−R0R,
there exists ct = a0 · ai · · · ∈ −→R and (mk)k ∈ NN satisfying that:
(SR1) The f
n  |Y  ∩W tu is tangent to W sct ,
(SR2) The word c
t
k := a0 · · · amk is strongly regular for every k ≥ 1.
(SR3) The word c
t
k is common with depth k for every k ≥ 1.
The above corollary states the definition strong regularity used in[Ber18].
Let us now consider the C2-family of maps (fa)a satisfying the assumptions of
section 2.1.
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Definition 4.20 (k-Combinatorial interval). — Let Ω0 be interval formed by
the parameter a at which fa is 0-strongly regular. It is a 0-combinatorial interval.
Let w ⊂ Ω0 be an interval such that fa is k-strongly regular for every a ∈ w with
structure: (
Rk(fa),
←−
Rk−1(fa), (ctk(fa))t∈←−Rk−1(fa)
)
.
The interval w is k-combinatorial if this structure is independent of a ∈ w. In
other words, there exist Rk(w) ⊂ Aˆ(N), ←−Rk−1(w) ⊂ AˆZ− , and (ctk(w))t∈←−Rk−1(w) ∈∏
←−
Rk−1(w)
Rk−1(w) such that for every a ∈ w, it holds
Rk(fa) = Rk(w) ,
←−
Rk−1(fa) =
←−
Rk−1(w) and (ctk(fa))t∈←−Rk−1(fa) = (c
t
k(w))t∈←−Rk−1(w) .
Remark 4.21. — A k-combinatorial interval is also a k′-combinatorial interval for
any k′ < k.
We recall that for every g ∈ Rk(w), the boundary ∂sYg(fa) is formed by two arcs
of W s(A). Thus by hyperbolic continuation these arcs persist for the perturbation
fa′ , with a
′ close to a. Together with {y = ±θ} they bound a subset Y˜g(fa′) close to
Yg(fa) that we call the hyperbolic continuation of Yg(fa). The next proposition states
that for every a′ ∈ w, this hyperbolic continuation is equal to the box Yg(fa′) defined
by the structure Rk(fa′): Yg(fa′) = Y˜g(fa′).
Proposition 4.22. — Let w be a k-combinatorial interval and a ∈ w. Then for
every g ∈ Rk(w), the family of boxes (Yg(fa′))a′∈w is the hyperbolic continuation of
Yg(fa). In particular, the curves ∂
sYg(fa′) depends C
2 on a′ ∈ w.
Proof. — We proceed by induction on k. For k = 0, we recall that R0(w) = A
(N)
0
and for a ∈ A0, the box Ya(fa) is defined using the hyperbolic continuation of arcs of
W s(A; Pˆ ), so are the boxes (Yg, ng) for g ∈ A(N)0 by definition of the ?-product.
For k ≥ 0, assume that for every g ∈ Rk(w), the box Yg(fa′) is the hyperbolic
continuation of Yg(fa) for every a
′ in a k + 1 combinatorial interval w 3 a. Let
g ∈ Rk+1(w). If g := g1 . . . gj with g1, . . . , gj ∈ Rk(w). By induction, note that
the box Yg(fa′) :=
⋂j−1
i=0 f
−ng1 ···−ngi
a′ (Ygi+1(fa′)) is still the hyperbolic continuation
of Yg(fa). If g = a  ± (b − c), then the box Yg(fa′) is one of the two components
of (fna |Ya(fa′))−1(fM+1a′ |Y )−1cl(Yb − Yc)(fa′) and so by induction, it is still the
hyperbolic continuation of Yg(fa).
As the arc of W s(A; fa) depends C
2 on a, we obtain the same regularity for a′ 7→
∂sYg(fa′).
4.3. Transversality of the hyperbolic continuations. — We state here that the
hyperbolic continuations of the strong regular pieces move slower than the “critical
values”.
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The one-dimensional case. — We recall that Pa(x) = x
2 + a. We shall show
that the motion w.r.t a of the hyperbolic continuation of any strongly regular piece
(Ic(Pa), nc) for Pa is “slower” than the one of P
M+1
a (0). As a belongs to Ir(Pa) =
[αM (a), αM−1(a)], to study this difference of speed we shall work in this interval. We
recall that Ir·c(Pa) denotes the support of the puzzle piece equal to (Ir(Pa),M) ?
(Ic(Pa), nc), then it suffices to show that the motion of the endpoints of Ir·c(Pa) is
different to 1, as given by:
Proposition 4.23. — For every strongly regular word c for Pa, if Ir?c(Pa) =:
[x−(a), x+(a)], then for M large, it holds:
∂ax
±(a) =
1
3
+O(2−M ) .
We will generalize and prove this proposition in proposition 4.27 below:
The He´non-like case. — Let (fa)a be satisfying the assumptions of §2.1. Given
c ∈ R(fa), we put (Yr·c(fa), ng) := (Yr(fa),M)? (Yc(fa), nc). Note that ng = M +nc.
We recall that k-combinatorial intervals were defined in definition 4.20 p. 50.
Proposition 4.24. — Let w be a k-combinatorial interval for (fa)a. Let a ∈ w and
let c ∈ Rk(w) be strongly regular, and let (Yc(fa), nc) be its a puzzle piece. Then there
exist two C2-functions ρ± : w × [−θ, θ]→ R such that:
(i) ∂sYr·c(fa) =
⋃
±{(ρ±(a, y), y) : y ∈ [−θ, θ]},
(ii) ∂aρ± = 13 +O(2
−M ) in the C0-topology.
Proof. — The proof contains one part which is combinatorial and one which is ana-
lytical. We prove here the following combinatorial part:
Lemma 4.25. — Let k ≥ 1 and let c be a strongly regular word in Rk. Then, there
exist complete, regular words g1, . . . , gm ∈ Rk such that:
1. the concatenation of the regular, complete words gi is equal to c : c = g1 · · · gm,
2. for every i, either gi ∈ Y0 or ngi ≤ 2−
√
M/2
∑
j≤i ngj .
Proof. — Let c = p1 · · · pm be the prime decomposition of c (each pi is complete and
prime). For every i ≤ nc, put Xi = 1 if there exists l such that i ∈ [np1···pl , np1···pl+1−
1] with pl+1 ∈ A0 and put Xi = 0 otherwise.
By definition of strongly regular words, it holds for every i:∑
j≤np1···pi
Xj = np1···pi −
∑
j≤i:pi /∈Y0
npj ≥ (1− 2−
√
M )np1···pi .
This implies that
∑
j≤mXj ≥ (1 − 2−
√
M )m for every m ≤ nc. We use now the
following lemma with A = 1, c2 = 1− 2−
√
M and c1 = 1− 2−
√
M/2.
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Lemma 4.26 (Pliss [Pli72]). — Given A ≥ c2 > c1 > 0 such that for any real
numbers X1, . . . , Xk in (−∞, A] satisfying
∑k
i=1Xi ≥ c2k, there exists l ≥ c2−c1A−c1 k
and 1 = n1 < · · · < nl < k such that
(6)
m∑
i=nj
Xi ≥ c1(m− nj + 1) for all m ≥ nj and j = 1, . . . , l.
This lemma implies that there exists a set of integers ni of density ≥ (2−
√
M/2 −
2−
√
M )2
√
M/2 = 1− 2−
√
M/2 of integers ni such that:
(7)
j∑
p=ni
Xp ≥ (1− 2−
√
M/2)(j − ni + 1) ∀j ≥ ni .
Thus we can split c as a maximal product g = g1 · · · gm such that for every j, there
exists i satisfying that ni belongs to [ng1···gj−1 , ng1···gj−1 +nb1) with b1 the first letter
of gj . By (7), we notice that X1+ni = 1 and so the first letter b1 of gj is in A0.
This implies that Xi = 1 for every i ∈ [ng1···gj−1 , ni]. Thus (7) is satisfied with
ni = ng1···gj−1 . This implies that the word gj =: b1 · · · bm(j) satisfies:
(1− 2−
√
M/2)nb1···bi ≤
ng1···gj−1·b1···bi∑
q=ng1···gj−1
Xq = nb1···bi −
∑
q≤i:bq /∈A0
nbq ∀i ≤ m(j) .
In particular gj =: b1 · · · bm(j) is regular as stated in lemma 4.25. Furthermore, as
the set {nj : j} has density ≥ 1 − 2−
√
M/2, the last property of lemma 4.25 holds
true.
We recall that a given gi ∈ Rk complete, the pair (Ygi , ngi) is a puzzle piece by
proposition 3.19. Thus the latter lemma together with the following combinatory free
proposition (proved in section 10.1 P. 114) implies proposition 4.24:
Proposition 4.27. — Let (fa)a be satisfying the assumptions of §2.1. Let I be a
parameter interval and let (Y (fa), n) = (Y0(fa), n0) ? · · · ? (Ym(fa), nm) be a product
of puzzle pieces for fa, each of which persists for every a ∈ I and satisfies:
— (Y0, n0) = (Yr, nr),
— the box Yi is included in Ye, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
— either (Yi(fa), ni) = (Ys(fa), ns) for s ∈ Y0 or ni ≤ 2−
√
M/2
∑
1≤j≤i nj, for every
1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Then there exist two C2-functions ρ± : I × [−θ, θ]→ R such that:
(i) ∂sY (fa) =
⋃
±{(ρ±(a, y), y) : y ∈ [−θ, θ]},
(ii) ∂aρ± = 13 +O(2
−M ).
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Given t ∈ ←−R(fa), we cannot consider the hyperbolic continuation of Wˆ tu(fa), be-
cause this curve contains the “artificial part” Wˆ tu(fa)\W tu(fa). However, the extension
algorithm of proposition 2.41 P. 27 will be chosen such that the following proposition
holds true:
Proposition 4.28. — Let (fa)a be satisfying the assumptions of section 2.1. Let
t ∈ AZ− and w ∈ R such that t ∈ ←−R(fa) for every a ∈ w. Then
⋃
a∈w{a} × Wˆ tu(fa)
is a Lipschitz surface in R3, and any vector tangent to it makes an angle less than θ
with the plane R2 × {0}.
This proposition we will be proved in proposition 10.5 p. 116.
Let us recall that Wˆ tu(fa) is a horizontal curve and so it is the graph of a function
x ∈ Ie(Pa) 7→ wtu(a, x) which is θ−C1+Lip-small. Thus the image by fa of the surface⋃
a∈w{a} × Wˆ tu(fa) is:
{fa(x,wtu(a, x)) : x ∈ Ie(fa)} = {(x2 + a, 0) +Ba(x,wtu(a, x)) : x ∈ Ie(fa)} .
It is a family θ -C1+Lip-close to ({(x2 + a, 0) : x ∈ Ie(Pa)})a.
4.4. Geometry of the stable and unstable transverse spaces. — We recall
that the transverse space to the stable lamination is Ku(f) = pif (L(f)) with L(f) =⋃
c∈L(f)W
s
c (f) and L(f) the subset of
−→
R(f) formed by the strongly regular and
common sequences. We are going to study the Lebesgue measure and the Ld norm
of the gaps of a combinatorially defined subset K˘u(f) ⊂ Ku(f). Namely, we are
going to define
−→
S(f) ⊂ AˆN such that K˘u(f) = pif (
⋃
c∈L∩−→SW
s
c (f)). The Lebesgue
measure of K˘u(f) will be shown positive by counting the number of its gaps and
their lengths. Such a combinatorial way of evaluating the Lebesgue measure appears
in [Tsu93, Tak11]. However, a new (and unexpected) aspect of our proof is that
we will not use distortion estimates along the pieces nor the so-called large deviation
argument. Instead we will use very sharp bounds on the expansion of the pieces
associated to symbols in {s ∈ Y0 : ns ≤ M/2}, given by proposition 4.33 stated
below. This leads to the following definition:
Definition 4.29 (Greatly regular word). — A word g = a1 · · · am ∈ Aˆ(N) is
greatly regular if: ∑
naj>
M
2 , j≤m
naj ≤ δ
∑
j≤m
naj , ∀j ≤ m with δ = 2−
√
2M .
Let us now consider 0-strongly regular map f . As f will not vary during this
section, we do not display the dependence on f in the combinatorial subsets R = R(f)
and
−→
R =
−→
R(f).
Definition 4.30 (S,
−→
S, S(> n), S(m)). — Let S be the subset of R formed by
words which are greatly regular. Let
−→
S be the subset of sequences (ai)i ∈ −→R such
that a1 · · · aj is greatly regular for some j arbitrarily large. Let S(> m) (resp. S(m))
be the subset of S formed by the words g of order ng > m (resp. ng = m).
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Proposition 4.31. — A sequence (ai)i ∈ −→S is in L if a1 · · · am is common for ar-
bitrarily large m.
Proof. — By definition of greatly regular words, for every (ai)i ∈ −→S , there exists an
arbitrarily large J such that aJ belongs to Y0. Then the word a1 · · · aJ is complete.
Let p1 · · · pm be its prime decomposition. For each j, let pj = p′j · bj with bj ∈ A0.
Again by definition of greatly regular words, it holds for every j ≤ m:∑
i≤j
np′i ≤ 2−
√
2M
∑
i≤j
npi .
Note that if pi /∈ A0, then np′i ≥M + 1 > M ≥ nbi . Thus npi/2 ≤ np′i and:∑
i≤j:pi /∈A0
npi ≤ 21−
√
2M
∑
i≤j
npi .
We infer that 21−
√
2M is small compared to 2−
√
M , and so a1 · · · aJ is strongly regular.
As there exists I ≥ J such that a1 · · · aI is common, the word a1 · · · aJ is also
common and so (ai)i is in L.
A consequence of the proof if:
Corollary 4.32. — A complete, greatly regular word is strongly regular.
To state the sharp estimate on the expansion of greatly regular pieces, we consider
the Riemannian metric g whose value at (x, y) ∈ R2 is:
g(x,y) : (u, v) 7→ u
2
β2 − x2 + v
2 .
We denote by ‖·‖g the norm associated to this metric. It is different to the Euclidean
norm ‖ · ‖ : (u, v) 7→ √u2 + v2. In corollary 7.12 and proposition 7.14, we will show
the following sharp estimates:
Proposition 4.33. — Let f be 0-strongly regular. It holds:
1. For every a ∈ Y0 and for every z ∈ Ya such that na ∈ {2, . . . , bM/2c}, it holds:
1− 2−M ≤ 1
na
log2
‖∂xfna(z)‖g
‖∂x‖g ≤ 1 + 2
−M .
2. For every strongly regular g ∈ R and z ∈ Yr·g, it holds:
1− 1√
M
≤ 1
2M + ng
log2 ‖∂xfM+ng(z)‖ .
Note that the first bound from above is stated with the norm ‖ · ‖g whereas the
second is stated with the Euclidean norm. A consequence of the first bound is:
Corollary 4.34. — For every 0-strongly regular map f , for every a1 · · · am ∈ R, for
every z ∈ Yg, it holds:
(1− 2−M )(ng − n∗) + (1
3
− 1√
M
)n∗ ≤ log2 ‖∂xfng(z)‖g with n∗ :=
∑
nai>M/2
nai .
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Proof. — We have log2 ‖∂xfng(z)‖g greater than (1 + 2−M )(ng−n∗) plus the expan-
sion (for the metric g) corresponding to the symbols of orders ≥ M/2. The times
spent in the latter symbols is n∗. We recall that for every q · b ∈ R(f), by expansion
stated in definition 2.13.(ii) of a piece, it holds:
1
3
≤ 1
nb
log2 ‖∂xfnb(fnq(z))‖ .
If nb ≥M/2, as the metric g is bounded on Ye, it holds:
1
3
− 1√
M
≤ 1
nb
log2 ‖∂xfnb(fnq(z))‖g .
For the parameter selection, the following will be useful:
Proposition 4.35. — If g ∈ R is strongly regular, then g belongs to Rb2−1−√M ·ngc.
If g ∈ S, then g belongs to Rb2−1−√2M ·ngc.
Proof. — We prove the two statement by the same argument. To this end, we put
δ = 2−
√
2M if g ∈ S and δ = 2−
√
M otherwise. Let g = a1 · · · am with ai ∈ Aˆ and
note that: ∑
ai /∈A0
nai ≤ δng .
If ng ≤M/δ, then nai ≤M and so ai ∈ A0 for every i. This implies that g ∈ R0.
If ng ≥ M/δ, then
∑
ai /∈A0 nai ≤ δng and every ai /∈ A0 is of the form ±(c − c′)
with:
nc = nai−M −1 and nc′ ≤M +(nai−M −1)(1+21−
√
M ) < nai(1+2
1−√M )−1 .
Thus both c and c′ have an order at most ng(1 + 21−
√
M )δ which is small compared
to ng. Thus by induction, both c and c
′ belong to Rbδnc′/2c ⊂ Rbδnai (1+21−
√
M )/2c.
As nai(1/2 + 2
−√M )δ is small compared to depth(c′) ≤ (nai −M − 1)/2 + 1 it
comes that ai belongs to Aˆdepth(c′) ⊂ Aˆb(nai−M−1)/2+1c = Aˆb(nai−M+1)/2c. Let us
now denote by (ij)1≤j≤N the increasing sequence of integers such that aij does not
belong to A0. We have:
— a1 · · · a−1+i1 ∈ R0 and a1 · · · ai1 ∈ Rbna1−M+12 c,
— a1 · · · a−1+i2 ∈ Rbna1−M+12 +1c and a1 · · · ai2 ∈ Rbna1−M+1+(na2−M+12 +1c,
— . . .
— a1 · · · aiN ∈ RbN−1+∑j nai−M+12 c and g ∈ RbN+∑j nai−M+12 c = Rb∑j nai−M+32 c.
Using
∑
j naij ≤ δng, we obtain that g belongs to Rb 12 ∑j naij c ⊂ Rb δ2ngc.
We are going to study how fat K˘u(f) = pif (
⋃
c∈−→S∩LW
s
c ) is. To this end we shall
study the number and the size of the components of E := Ye \
⋃
c∈−→SW
s
c and those of
E ′ := ⋃
c∈−→S\LW
s
c . Observe that:
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Claim 4.36. — It holds K˘u(f) = Ie \ pif (E) ∪ pif (E ′) and
E :=
⋃
c∈S
Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc)
Yc′ and E ′ = intYe
⋃
c′∈{c·sℵ(c)− ,c·s+·sℵ(c)− }∩S
Yc′ .
with intYe the interior in the topology of Ye induced by R2.
Proof. — The first equality is obtained by noting that Ye \
⋃
c∈−→S∩LW
s
c = E ∪ E ′. To
prove the new expression of E , we notice that a point is in E iff it belongs to a box Yc
for a greatly regular word c ∈ S but it does not belong to the box Yc′ for a greatly
regular word c′ ∈ S with order nc′ > nc. To prove the new expression of E ′, we recall
that by proposition 4.31,
−→
S \L is formed by the sequence c¯ := (ai)i ∈ −→S which are not
common. This means that there exists (ai)1≤i≤m ∈
⋃
c∈S{c · sℵ(c)− , c · s+ · sℵ(c)− }∩S
for a certain m.
To evaluate the length of the components of pif (E) and pif (E ′), we will use:
Definition 4.37. — Let Lebg be the measure on [−β, β] with density 1√
β2−x2 :
Lebg(E) :=
∫
E
(β2 − x2)−1/2dx for every Borel subset E ⊂ R .
We will see that to each c ∈ S is canonically associated at most 3 gaps of K˘u(f)
via Claim 4.36. We will bound their Lebg-length by an exponential function of the
integer Nc defined below, and the number of the c ∈ S will be bounded by a smaller
exponential function of Nc. From this we will obtain proposition 4.6.
Definition 4.38 (Nc). — For every c = a1 · · · am ∈ S, let Nc ≥ nc + bM/2c+ 1 be
minimal such that:
Nc − nc +
∑
i:nai>M/2
nai > δ ·Nc with δ = 2−
√
2M .
Note that Nc is greater than any nc′ , with c
′ = c · a ∈ S with a ∈ Aˆ.
Remark 4.39. — If Nc ≤ M2δ then Nc − nc = bM2 + 1c.
Proposition 4.40. — For every c ∈ S different to e, it holds:
Nc ≤ max(2δnc, bM
2
c+ 1) + nc and Nc ≤ (m+ 1) · bM/2 + 1c ,
where m is the number of Aˆ-letters of c.
Proof. — If Nc − nc > 1 + bM/2c, then Nc > M/(2δ) and nc is large by definition of
Nc. Then we have Nc − nc ≤ δNc + 1 = δnc + δ(Nc − nc) + 1. Thus:
Nc − nc ≤ δnc + 1
1− δ ≤ 2δnc .
The second statement is proved by the same argument as for proposition 3.13.
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Given c ∈ S and c′ ∈ {c · sℵ(c)− , c · s+ · sℵ(c)− } ∩ S, the following bounds the
length of pif (Yc′) ⊂ Ie \ K˘u(f) in function of Nc, as involved in the union E ′ of gaps
corresponding of the common condition:
Proposition 4.41. — Let c ∈ S and put m := ℵ(c) = ⌊nc12 + M24⌋. For every c′ ∈
{c · sm− , c · s+ · sm−} ∩S, with δ = 2−
√
2M , it holds:
log2
Lebgpif (Yc′)
LebgIe
≤ −(1−0, 66·δ)·Nc+
{
0 if Nc ≥M/(2δ)
bM/2c − 2bM/24c+ 1 otherwise.
Proof. — By corollary 4.34, for every z ∈ Yc′ it holds:
log2 ‖∂xfnc′ (z)‖g ≥ ((1− δ)(1− 2−M ) + δ(
1
3
−M−1/2))nc + 2m(1− 2−M ) .
If Nc ≥M/(2δ) then nc ≥M/δ, and so mM/2. Then by the mean value theorem,
it holds 2m Nc − nc. This gives:
log2 ‖∂xfnc′ (z)‖g ≥ (1−0, 99 ·δ+
δ
3
) ·nc+(Nc−nc)(1−2−M ) ≥ (1−0, 99 ·δ+ δ
3
) ·Nc .
If Nc < M/(2δ) then Nc−nc = bM2 +1c by remark 4.39. Thus 2m ≥ 2bM/24c and
by the mean value theorem, it holds 2m ≥ 2bM/24c − bM/2c − 1 + Nc − nc. Then
we conclude similarly.
The following gives a bound from above of the length of the components of pif (E ′)
corresponding to the greatly regular condition:
Proposition 4.42. — Let f be k-strongly regular. Let c ∈ S(f) be such that Nc ≤
max(M/(2δ), k/δ). Then the set pif (Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc) Yc′) is a segment of Ie satisfying:
− log2
Lebgpif (Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc) Yc′)
LebgIe
≥ (1− 0, 66 · δ) ·Nc .
Moreover c belongs to Rk and Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc) Yc′ = Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc)∩Rk Yc′ .
Proof. — We recall that pif |Ie × {0} is the canonical inclusion onto Ie.
Case Nc ≤ M2δ . This implies that nc < M2δ . By definition of greatly regular
words, c is a concatenation of symbols in {s ∈ Y0 : ns ≤ M/2}. By remark 4.39,
Nc−nc = bM/2c+1. As c is a product of symbols in A0, for every s ∈ A0 is admissible
from c. Consequently:
Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc)
Yc′ = cl(Yc \
⋃
s∈Y0:ns≤bM/2c
Yc·s) = (fnc |Yc)−1(Y ∪
⋃
s∈A0:ns≥bM/2c+1
Ys) .
Thus Ie × {0} intersects Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc) Yc′ at a segment. By corollary 7.11 P. 92:
(8) − log2
Lebgpif (Y  ∪
⋃
s∈A0:ns≥bM/2c+1 Ys)
LebgIe
≥ (1− 2−M )(bM/2c+ 1) .
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Using proposition 4.33.1 for the product c of symbols of order ≤ M/2, it comes,
log2
‖∂xfnc (z)‖g
‖∂x‖g ≥ (1− 2−M )nc. Then with (8) and bM/2c+ 1 = Nc − nc, we obtain:
− log2
Lebgpif (Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc) Yc′)
LebgIe
≥ (1− 2−M )Nc > (1− 0, 66 · δ) ·Nc .
Case Nc >
M
2δ . Let c = a1 · · · am with ai ∈ Aˆ and put n∗ =
∑
nai>M/2
nai . It holds:
(9) Nc − nc + n∗ = max(bM
2
c, bδNcc) + 1 = bδNcc+ 1 ≥ bM
2
c+ 1 .
Sub-case Nc − nc ≤M + 1. For the same reason as above, we have:
Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc)
Yc′ = (f
nc |Yc)−1(Y  ∪
⋃
s∈A0:ns≥Nc−nc
Ys) .
As Nc − nc ∈ [M/2 + 1,M + 1], by corollary 7.11 P. 92, it holds:
Lebgpif (Y  ∪
⋃
s∈A0:ns≥Nc−nc
Ys) ≤ 2−(Nc−nc)/3 · LebgIe .
Thus by corollary 4.34, it holds:
− log2
Lebgpif (Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc) Yc′)
LebgIe
≥ (1− 2−M )(nc − n∗) + (1
3
− 1√
M
)n∗ +
Nc − nc
3
(10) ≥ (1− 2−M )Nc + (1− 2−M )(−Nc + nc − n∗) + (1
3
− 1√
M
)(Nc − nc + n∗)
≥ (1− 2−M )Nc + (1
3
− 1√
M
− 1 + 2−M )(Nc − nc + n∗) .
Then by (9), Nc − nc + n∗ = bδNcc+ 1 > δ ·Nc and so:
− log2
Lebgpif (Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc) Yc′)
LebgIe
> (1− 0, 66 · δ) ·Nc .
Sub-case Nc − nc > M + 1. We recall that Nc − nc ≤ Nc − nc + n∗ = bδNcc + 1.
Also by proposition 4.40, Nc − nc is at most 2δnc. As f is k-strongly regular with
Nc ≤ max(M/(2δ), k/δ) and Nc > M/(2δ), it comes k ≥ δNc and so:
(11) 2k ≥ 2δNc ≥ 2δnc ≥ Nc − nc .
We recall that Ie ×{0} is equal to Wu1/2(A) = W t0u with t0 = · · · s− · · · s− ∈
←−
R0 by
Fact 2.3 page 18. We recall that W tu := f
nc(Yc ∩W t0u ) with t := t0 · c . The curve
W tu is in critical position with a piece associated to a strongly regular word c
t
i ∈ R of
depth i, for every i ≤ k. The piece cti has order at least 2i, and so nctk ≥ 2k ≥ Nc−nc
by (11). Thus there exists j < k minimal such that:
M + 1 + nctj ≥ Nc − nc .
For every i < j, the curve Wˆ tu is in critical position w.r.t. (Ycti+1 , ncti+1). Thus, if
fM+1(W tu ∩ Y ) intersects int Ycti \ Ycti+1 , the corresponding letter a =  ±(cti − cti+1)
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satisfies that c · a belongs to S. Note that Nc·a = Nc, and so c · a belongs to Rk by
proposition 4.35. This implies:
Ie × {0} ∩ Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc)
Yc′ = (f
nc |W t0u ∩ Yc)−1(f |W tu)−1(Yr·ctj ) .
By proposition 2.32 and horizontality of Wˆ tu, there exists φ Lip-close to the identity
of R and ψ C1+Lip-close to the first coordinate projection (x, y) 7→ x such that
pif ◦ f |Wˆ tu : z ∈ Wˆ tu 7→ φ(ψ(z)2 + a). On the other hand, pif (Yr·ctj ) is an interval of
length at most 2−(2M+ncj )(1−1/
√
M)Leb Ie by proposition 4.33.2. Thus its preimage
by pif ◦ f |W tu is a segment, and its length is bounded by:
(1 + o(1))
√
2−(2M+ncj )(1−1/
√
M)Leb Ie ≤ 2−(2M+ncj )/3 .
As the Riemannian metric g is bounded on Ye and M is large, the Lebg measure of
this segment is at most 2−(Nc−nc)/3LebgIe. Again, by corollary 4.34 this implies that
the set pif (Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc) Yc′) is an interval, with g-length satisfying:
− log2
Lebgpif (Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc) Yc′)
LebgIe
> (1− 2−M )(nc − n∗) + (1
3
− 1√
M
)n∗ +
Nc − nc
3
and then we conclude as we did in (10). Furthermore, we observe that Yc \⋃
c′∈S(>nc) Yc′ = Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc)∩Rk Yc′ .
Now we infer the following which gives a bound on cardinality of greatly regular
words c with the same Nc:
Proposition 4.43. — For every N ≥ 0, the set {c ∈ S : Nc = N} has cardinality
whose log2 is at most:  ≤ (1− δ · 0.999) ·N, if N ≥
M
2δ
≤ N −M/2, if N < M2δ
.
Proof. — First we recall corollary 3.51. Given c ∈ R and j ≥ 0, there are 0, 1 or
2 symbols a ∈ Aˆ such that na = j and c · a belongs to R. If there are one or two
symbols, then they are of the form sj± or  ±(ci − ci+1). Note that na ≥ 2. Thus the
formula ican(c · a) = ican(c) · (±j) defines by induction on the number of letters of c
an injection:
ican : R ↪→ (Z \ {−1, 0, 1})(N) .
If c belongs to S, we consider the concatenation of ican(c) with the symbol Nc−nc ≥
bM/2c+ 1. This defines:
jcan : c ∈ S→ ican(c) · (Nc − nc) ∈ (Z \ {−1, 0, 1})(N) =: R .
We notice that jcan is an inclusion of the set {c ∈ S : Nc = N} into E(N) with
E(N) :=
(nj)j ∈ R : ∑
j
|nj | = N &
∑
|nj |>M/2
|nj | = bmax(δN,M/2)c+ 1
 .
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Then the bounds on the cardinality follows from the next lemma.
Lemma 4.44 (Lem. 5.4 [BM13]). — The cardinality of E(N) satisfies:
N32N−δN (e2M2/(4δ))2(δN+1)/M , with δ = 2−
√
2M .
We recall the proof in section 10.3 p. 120. We are now ready to:
Proof of the second item of proposition 4.6. — Let K˘u(f) := pif (
⋃
c∈−→S∩LW
s
c ). We
have obviously K˘u(f) ⊂ Ku(f) = pif (
⋃
c∈LW
s
c ). Let us show that the Lebesgue
measure of K˘u(f) is positive. By propositions 4.42 and 4.41, it holds:
Lebg(Ie \ K˘u(f))
Lebg(Ie)
≤ 3
∑
N≥M/(2δ)
Card {c ∈ S : Nc = N} · 2−N(1−0,66·δ)
+ (2bM/2c−2bM/24c+2 + 1)
∑
N<M/(2δ)
Card {c ∈ S : Nc = N} · 2−N(1−0,66·δ) .
Then we infer proposition 4.43. This gives:
(12)
Lebg(Ie \ K˘u(f))
Lebg(Ie)
≤
∑
N
uN
with
{
uN = (2
bM/2c−2bM/24c+2 + 1) · 2−M/2 · 2−0,66·δ·N if N < M2δ
uN = 3 · 2−N δ3 if N ≥ M2δ
.
This measure is small because:∑
N≤M2δ
2−M/2 · 2−0,66·δ·N ≤ M
2δ
2−M/2 =
M
2
2−M/2+
√
2M = o(2−bM/2c+2bM/24c) ,
and ∑
N>M2δ
2−N
δ
3 ≤ 2
−M6
1− 2− δ3 ∼ ·
3
δ ln 2
· 2−M6 = 3
ln 2
· 2
√
M−M6 = o(1) .
Thus Lebg(Ie \ K˘u(f)) is exponentially small when M is large.
Let us now now study the Lp-norm
∑
n l
p
n where (ln)n are the Lebg-length of the
gaps of Ie \ K˘u(f). We are interested if this series converges for p = 1− d < 1. From
the above discussion, the convergence of
∑
n l
1−d
n is equivalent to the convergence of
the following series: ∑
N
2(1−δ·0.999)·N2−N(1−0,66·δ)(1−d)
which converges if the following is positive:
(1− 0, 66 · δ)(1− d)− (1− δ · 0.999) > δ
3
− d(1− 0, 66 · δ)
this is equivalent to
d <
δ
3(1− 0, 66 · δ) .
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The proof of the first statement of proposition 4.6 follows from a more general
proposition:
Proposition 4.45. — For every k there exists a projection pik : Aˆ
Z− → AˆZ−bk·2−Mc
such that for every f which is bk · 2−Mc-strongly regular, the set ←−R ′k(f) := pik(
←−
R(f))
satisfies:
1.
←−
R ′k(f) is included in
←−
Rbk·2−Mc(f).
2. For every t ∈ ←−R(f), with t′ := pik(t), it holds d(Wˆ t′u (f), Wˆ tu(f)) ≤ 4θ · bb
k2−M−3
M c .
3. It holds log2 Card(
←−
R ′k(f)) ≤ 2−Mk .
4. For every bk·2−Mc-strongly regular f¯ , if Rbk·2−Mc(f) = Rbk·2−Mc(f¯) then
←−
R ′k(f) =←−
R ′k(f¯).
The proof of this proposition will occupy the full section 5. Let us emphasis that
the map pik is purely combinatorially defined and this independently of the dynamics
f . Thus
←−
R ′k(f) is a combinatorially defined subset of
←−
R(f). This proposition aims
to defined the -dense set {St : t ∈ ←−R ′k(f)} of {St : t ∈
←−
R(f)} (as stated in items (1-
2-3)). Up to my knowledge, all the previous proof of the abundance of non-uniformly
hyperbolic basic sets (of He´non-like maps) involve also some -dense sets of unstable
manifolds, however they define them analytically (e.g. using the estimates on the
expansion of some vectors by the dynamics) and not from pure combintatory. A tricky
point is that these estimates might vary with the parameter, and so the corresponding
set of curves also: some dramatic jump of curves may occur. To avoid such dramatic
scenario, a solution proposed in [PY09] is to attach the full structure of pieces and
curves to parameter intervals which are inductively defined. As a matter of fact,
their definition of strongly regular mappings depends on the choice of the family of
maps and need furthermore a much longer induction to be defined (as in [BC91,
MV93, WY01, Tak11]). This is not the case here: the definition of strongly
regular mappings dependent only on the mapping (and not on the family of maps);
this improvement is obtained thanks to the 4th item of the above proposition.
Before proving proposition 4.45, let us show how all what we already stated imply
our main theorem on the abundance of the strongly regular mappings.
4.5. Proof of Theorem 3.45 on abundance of strongly regular maps. — Let
(fa)a∈w be a C2-family of maps satisfying the assumptions of §2.1. By the trasversal-
ity stated in proposition 4.23, the maximal parameter interval Ω0 := (a−, a+) satisfies
that PMa+(a+) belongs to the right endpoint of IsbM/24c−
(Pa+) and P
M
a−(a−) belongs to
the right endpoint −α0 of Ie(Pa−).
To prove Theorem 3.45 it suffices to show the existence of a Borel subset Ω ⊂ Ω0
such that:
(1) for every a ∈ Ω, the map fa is strongly regular,
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(2) the relative measure Leb(Ω0 \ Ω)/Leb(Ω0) is small.
By proposition 4.16 and remark 4.18, this is equivalent to show the existence of a
nested sequence (Ωk)k≥0 of Borel subsets wk of w such that:
(1’) for every k, for every a ∈ Ωk, the map fa is k-strongly regular,
(2’) the sum
∑
k≥0
Leb(Ωk\Ωk+1)
Leb(Ω0)
is small.
Indeed proposition 4.16 implies that Ω =
⋂
k Ωk is formed by strongly regular maps,
and an elementary computation shows that (2’ ) implies (2 ).
We will give an ‘induction free’ definition of Ωk by introducing the following notion:
Definition 4.46 (Greatly regular map). — For k ≥ 1, a 0-strongly regular f
is k-greatly regular if for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k and t ∈ ←−R ′j−1(f), there exists ctj ∈
Rb2−
√
M (j−1)c(f) such that
(GRj1) The curve f(Wˆ
t
u) intersects Yr·ctj without the θ
j-neighborhood of ∂ℵ(gj)Yr·ctj
and f(Wˆ tu) does not intersect the left component of θ
j-neighborhood of
∂ℵ(ctj)Yr·ctj .
(GRj2) The word c
t
j is greatly regular, complete and with depth j.
This definition state topological conditions on objects defined by the combinatory
of b2−
√
M (k − 1)c-puzzle structure, and such that the following holds:
Proposition 4.47. — If f is k-greatly regular then it is k-strongly regular.
Proof. — As a complete greatly regular word is strongly regular by corollary 4.32,
it suffices to show that for every j ≤ k, for every t¯ ∈ ←−Rk−1, there exists a greatly
regular, complete word cj ∈ Rj−1(f) of depth j such that the curve Wˆ t¯u is in critical
position with (Ycj , ncj ).
By proposition 4.45.2, there exists t ∈ ←−R ′j−1(f) such that Wˆ tu is 4θ·bb(j−1)2
−M−3/Mc-
close to Wˆ t¯u. Then f(Wˆ
t
u) and f(Wˆ
t¯
u) are b·4θ ·bb(j−1)2
−M−3/Mc-close for the Hausdorff
distance. By (GRj1), there exists a greatly regular, complete word cj ∈ Rb2−√M jc(f) of
depth j such that the curve f(Wˆ tu∩Y ) intersects Yr·cj without the θj-neighborhood of
∂ℵ(cj)Yr·cj and does not intersect the left component of θ
j-neighborhood of ∂ℵ(cj)Yr·cj .
As the distance between f(Wˆ tu) and f(Wˆ
t¯
u) is small compared to θ
j , the curve Wˆ t¯u is
in critical position with (Ycj , ncj ).
Definition 4.48 (Ωk). — For every k ≥ 1, let Ωk be the set of parameters a at
which the map fa is k-greatly regular.
We remark that (Ωk)k is a decreasing sequence of compact subsets of Ω0.
Proposition 4.49. — Every component w of Ωk is a k-combinatorial interval.
Proof. — By proposition 4.47, for every a ∈ w, the map fa is k strongly regular. Let
us show by induction that the k-puzzle structure is constant on w. This is obvious for
k = 0. Let k > 1. By induction, the structure Rk−1(fa),
←−
Rmax(k−2,0)(fa) is constant
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among a ∈ w. Thus ←−Rk−1(fa) is also constant. Assume for the sake of contradiction,
the existence of t ∈ ←−Rk−1(w) such that Wˆ tu(fa) and Wˆ tu(fa′) are in critical position
with respectively (Yc(fa), nc) and (Yc′(fa′ , nc′) for two different strongly regular words
c, c′ ∈ Rk−1 of depth k. Note that for every a′′ ∈ [a, a′], the set Yc \ ∂ℵcYc(fa′′) is
disjoint from Yc′ \∂ℵc′Yc′(fa′′) and at lower bounded positive distance. Using the fact
that strongly regular words of depth k form a finite set, we can take the limit a′ → a
such that this property occurs and we obtain a contradiction with the continuity of
a′′ ∈ w 7→ Wˆ tu(fa′′) given by the induction.
We are going to prove theorem 3.45 by bounding the number and the lengths of
the components of Ωk \ Ωk+1. To this end, the following will be used many times:
Lemma 4.50 (Transfer phase-parameter spaces). — Let k ≥ 0 and let w be a
component of Ωk. Let (c−, c+) ∈ Rk(w) be strongly regular words and let Yc(fa) be the
box bounded by the left and right component of respectively ∂sYc−(fa) and ∂
sYc+(fa).
For t ∈ ←−Rk(w), let w′ be the subset of parameters a ∈ w such that f(Wˆ tu(fa)) intersects
the right component of ∂sYr·c(fa) but not the left component. Then w′ is an interval,
and there exists a universal constant C such that its length satisfies:
Lebw′
Leb Ω0
≤ C ·max
a∈w Lebg (Ic(fa)) with Ic(fa) := Yc(fa) ∩ R× {0}
Proof. — By proposition 4.27, there exists a family (pic,a)a of functions pic,a : R ×
[−θ, θ] → R, which is C1-close to the family of the first coordinate projections, and
such that for every a, pic,a|R × {0} is the canonical inclusion and pic,a(∂sYr·c(fa)) is
equal to a pair of points {x−a , x+a }, satisfying:
∂ax
−
a =
1
3
+ o(1) and ∂ − ax+a =
1
3
+ o(1)
For every t ∈ ←−Rk(w), let L(t, a) be the left endpoint of pic,a(fa(W tu)). By proposi-
tion 4.28, here exists η small when M is large such that:
(1− η)h ≤ L(t, a+ h)− L(t, a) ≤ (1 + η)h when h→ 0 .
The two latter motions are uniformly transverse, and the difference of the speed
is close to 2/3. Thus w′ is a (possibly empty) interval, and its length is at most
maxa∈w Lebpic,a(Yr·c(fa)) times a factor close to 3/2. We will see in corollary 7.13,
that Lebpic,a(Yr·c(fa)) is of the same order as 4−MLebg Ic(fa). This gives:
(13) ∃a ∈ w : Leb(w′)  4−MLebg (Ic(fa)) .
Using the above bound with fa = Pˆa, Yc− = Ysℵ(0)−
and Yc+ = Ye, we obtain:
(14) Leb(Ω0)  4−M .
Equations (13) and (14) imply the sought result.
Definition 4.51 ( SR(k)). — Given f 0-strongly regular, let ŜR
(k)
(f) be the set
of greatly regular words g ∈ R(f) of depth k and let SR(k)(f) be the subset of
ŜR
(k)
(f) formed by complete words.
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Proposition 4.52. — Every g ∈ ŜR(k)(f) has its order ng ≤ bM2 c · (1 + 21−
√
2M )k.
Moreover, ŜR
(k)
(f) is included in Rb2−
√
2MkM2 c(fa) ⊂ Rb2−√M (k−1)c(fa).
Proof. — The first statement follows from the same argument as for proposition 3.13.
The second is implied by the first and proposition 4.35 which states that any g ∈ S(fa)
belongs to Rb2−1−
√
2Mngc.
A first consequence of lemma 4.50 and proposition 4.52 is the following:
Corollary 4.53. — Two different components w+ and w− of Ωk are at least
Leb(Ω0)4
−2Mk-distant.
Proof. — Let k ≥ 1 and put k′ := bk2−
√
Mc. If w+, w− are in different components
of Ωk′ , then we can use the bound given by the induction at step k
′. Otherwise,
w+ and w− are in a same component w0 of Ωk′ . Thus by proposition 4.45.3 and
proposition 4.52, for every ± ∈ {−,+}, it holds←−R ′k(w±) =
←−
R ′k(w0) and SR
(k)(w±) =
SR(k)(w0). Every t ∈ ←−R ′k(w0) satisfies (GRk1) with a same ctk(w±) ∈ SR(k)(w)
for every a ∈ w±. By lemma 4.50, the set of parameters a ∈ w0 such that each
t ∈ ←−R ′k(w0) satisfies (GRk1) with ctk(w±) is an intersection of intervals, and so it is
connected. Consequently, there exists t ∈ ←−R ′k(w0) such that ct(w+) 6= ct(w−) and
so the pieces Yct(w+) and Yct(w−) are disjoint. By remark 2.28, the width of each
component of ∂ℵ(ct(w+)Yct(w+) is at least 4
−nct(w−)−2ℵ(c
t(w−)). Thus lemma 4.50 and
proposition 4.52 imply the sough lower bound.
Lemma 4.50 will enable us to bound the component of Ωk\Ωk−1 using the estimate
of propositions 4.42 and 4.41. We also need a bound on the number of components.
Our strategy is to use – as for the proof of proposition 4.43 – the inclusions ican
(see corollary 3.51) and jcan of Rk(fa) into (Z \ {0,±})N. However if such maps are
injective on each Rk(fa), they are not injective on
⋃
a∈Ωk Rk(fa). We are going to
show their injectivity when restricted to the set of used symbols.
Proposition 4.54. — For any component w of Ωbk2−Mc, element t ∈ R′k(w), pa-
rameters a+, a− ∈ w, words g+ ∈ ŜR
(k)
(fa+) and g− ∈ ŜR
(k)
(fa−), if:
— ican(g+) = ican(g−),
— ∀± ∈ {−,+}, the curve fa±(W t) intersects exactly one component of ∂sYr·g± ,
then a and a′ belong to the same component of Ωbk2−
√
Mc and g+ = g−.
Proof. — First let us recall that each g± belongs to ŜR
(k)
(fa±) ⊂ Rb(k−1)2−√Mc(fa±)
by proposition 4.52. The proposition is shown by induction on k.
If k < 2
√
M , then bk2−
√
Mc = 0 and so for each a±, the word g± belongs to R0(Ω0).
Then the proposition follows from the injectivity of ican|R0(Ω0) (see corollary 3.51).
Let k ≥ 2
√
M and assume that the proposition holds true at step k − 1. Let
g± = g′± ·g′′± with g′± ∈ ŜR
(k−1)
(fa±) and g
′′
± which begin with a symbol in A0. Note
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that ican(g
′
±) is the initial segment of ican(g±) which ends before the last integer of
absolute value ≤ M . Thus ican(g′+) = ican(g′−). Also Yg′± contains Yg± , and so by
induction a+ and a− belong to the same component w of Ωb(k−1)2−
√
Mc. Again by
injectivity of ican|Rb(k−1)2−√Mc(w) and since g−, g+ belong to Rb(k−1)2−√Mc(w) by
proposition 4.52, it comes that g+ and g− are equal to a same g ∈ Rb(k−1)2−√Mc(w).
Furthermore, by lemma 4.50, with c = c− = c+ = g, it holds:
|a− a′| ≤ Leb Ω0 max
a∈w Lebg (Ig(fa)) with Ig(fa) := Yg(fa) ∩ R× {0}
Now we infer that Lebg (Ig(fa)) ≤ 2−k by corollary 4.34 (because ng ≥ 2k and k is
large). Thus |a− a′| ≤ Leb Ω0 · 2−k, and so by corollary 4.53, it comes that a and a′
belongs to the same component of Ωbk2−
√
Mc.
Still we need to bound the number of component of Ωk2−M to use the previous
previous proposition. To this end we use the following:
Proposition 4.55. — The number of components of Ωk is at most 2
kM2 (1+2
3−√M ).
Proof. — For every k, let Ck be the cardinatility of the components of Ωk and let
k′ := bk2−
√
Mc. Let pi0(Ωk′) be the set of components of Ωk′ and let w ∈ Ωk′ . There
are at most Ck′ such components.
We are going to bound the number Ck(w) of components of Ωk ∩ w and we will
use the recurrence relation:
(15) Ck ≤ Ck′ · max
w∈pi0(Ωk′ )
Ck(w) .
The interest of the above recurrence relation is that for each w ∈ pi0(Ωk′), the sets←−
R ′k(fa) and SR
(k)(fa) do not depend on a ∈ w by proposition 4.45.4 and proposi-
tion 4.52:
←−
R ′k(fa) =:
←−
R ′k(w) and SR
(k)(fa) = SR
(k)(w).
We notice that Ωk ∩ w is equal to the following intersection:
Ωk ∩ w =
⋂
t∈←−R′k(w)
Ωtk ∩ w,
where Ωtk is the subset of parameters a ∈ w for which there exists ctk(a) ∈ SR(k)(w)
satisfying GRk1 with t (and GR
k
2 by definition of SR
(k)(w)). By lemma 4.50, for each
ck ∈ SR(k)(w), the set of parameter for which ctk(a) = ck is an interval.
By proposition 4.52, the order of every g ∈ SR(k)(w) is at most M2 (1 + 21−
√
2M )k.
Thus by corollary 3.51, the cardinality of SR(k)(w) is at most 2
M
2 (1+2
1−√2M )k. Con-
sequently the number of components of Ωtk is at most 2
M
2 (1+2
1−√2M )k. As the sets Ωtk
are subsets of R, the number of components Ck(w) of
⋂
t Ω
t
k is at most:
Ck(w) ≤ Card←−R ′k(w) ·max
t
Card pi0(Ω
t
k) ≤ Card
←−
R ′k(w) · 2
M
2 (1+2
1−√2M )k+1 .
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Now we infer that the cardinality of
←−
R ′k(w) is at most 2
2−Mk by proposition 4.45.3
to obtain:
log2 Ck(w) ≤ 2−Mk +
M
2
(1 + 21−
√
2M )k .
By (15), this gives the following recurrence relation:
log2 Ck ≤ log2 Ck′ + 2−Mk +
M
2
(1 + 21−
√
2M )k .
Using this formula inductively with the relation k′ = bk2−
√
Mc ≤ k · 2−
√
M , it comes:
log2 Ck ≤
∑
n≥0
(
M
2
(1 + 21−
√
2M ) + 2−M ) · k · 2−n
√
M .
And so:
log2 Ck
k
≤ (M
2
(1 + 21−
√
2M ) + 2−M )
∑
n≥0
2−n
√
M ≤ M
2
(1 + 23−
√
M ) .
We recall that the proof of proposition 4.6 p. 60 was obtained using bound of the
width of Yc \
⋃
c′∈S(>nc)∩Rk Yc′ in function of Nc for every c ∈ S. This will be used
to obtain a bound on the difference of pieces given by complete words thanks to the
following:
Lemma 4.56. — Let k ≥ 1, k′ = b2−
√
Mkc, and let f be k′-strongly regular and
c ∈ SR(k−1).
Yc \
⋃
c′∈SR(k)
Yc′ =
⋃
q=c·g∈ŜR(k−1)∩Rk
Yq \
⋃
q′∈S(>nq)∩Rk
Yq′ .
Proof. — First let us recall thatNc ≤ (M/2+1)(k+1). ThusNc ≤ max(M/(2δ), k′/δ),
with δ = 2−
√
2M . Moreover for every q = c · g ∈ ŜR(k−1), it holds Nq = Nc. Thus by
the last statement of proposition 4.42, it holds q ∈ Rk and⋃
q=c·g∈ŜR(k−1)∩Rk
Yq \
⋃
q′∈S(>nq)∩Rk
Yq′ =
⋃
q=c·g∈ŜR(k−1)
Yq \
⋃
q′∈S(>nq)
Yq′ .
Let us show that the latter set is equal to Yc \
⋃
c′∈SR(k) Yc′ . If z ∈ Yc∩
⋃
c′∈SR(k) Yc′ ,
then z ∈ Yc′ , with c′ = c · g ∈ S with g complete and prime. In other words g = g′ · s
with g′ of depth 0 and s ∈ A0. Then with q = c · g′, it holds that z belongs to Yq and
to
⋃
q′∈S(>nq) Yq′ . Thus z does not belong to
⋃
q=c·g∈ŜR(k−1) Yq \
⋃
q′∈S(>nq) Yq′ .
If z ∈ Yc \
⋃
c′∈SR(k) Yc′ , then let q = c · a1 · · · aj ∈ S be such that z ∈ Yq
and j is maximal. Note that q ∈ ŜR(k−1). Also by maximality of j, it holds z ∈
Yq \
⋃
q′∈S(>nq) Yq′ .
Proof of Theorem 3.45. — To prove the theorem it suffices to show inequality (2′)
which states that the sum
∑
k≥0
Leb(Ωk\Ωk+1)
Leb(Ω0)
is small. We denote by C a compu-
tational constant independent of M . Let lk :=
Leb (Ωk\Ωk+1)
Leb Ω0
and k′ = b2−
√
Mkc.
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Given c ∈ S(fa), we put Ic := Yc ∩ R × {0}. If c is furthermore complete, we put
∂ℵ(c)Ic := ∂ℵ(c)Yc ∩ R× {0}.
Case k < 2M . By proposition 4.45.3, the set
←−
R ′k(fa) does not depend on a ∈ Ω0 and
it is formed by a unique element t.
Let (wi)i be the components of Ωk′ . By proposition 4.52, it holds ŜR
(k)
(fa) ∪
ŜR
(k−1)
(fa) ⊂ Rk′(wi) for every i and a ∈ wi. Let ŜR
(k)
(wi, t) and ŜR
(k−1)
(wi, t)
be the subsets of words c in resp. ŜR
(k)
(wi) and ŜR
(k−1)
(wi) such that fa(W
t
u)
intersects the right component of ∂sYr·c(fa) but not its left component for a certain
a ∈ wi.
By lemma 4.50 we have lk ≤ Cl′k + Cl′′k with
l′k :=
∑
i
∑
c∈SR(k−1)(wi,t)
max
a∈wi
Lebg(Ic \
⋃
c′∈SR(k)(wi,t)
Ic′)(fa) ,
l′′k :=
∑
i
∑
c∈SR(k)(wi,t)
max
a∈wi
Lebg(∂ℵ(c)Ic)(fa) .
The first inequality bounds the measure of the set of parameters a such that fa(W
t
u)
does not intersect the right component but not the left component of ∂sYr·c, with
c ∈ SR(k). The second inequality bounds the measure of the set of parameter a such
that fa(W
t
u) intersects only the left component of ∂
sYr·c but W tu is not in critical
position with (Yc, nc). Actually, by taking the constant C slightly larger, the latter
inequality ensure also the θk-room stated in (GRk1) because θ
k is small compared to
the length of each component of ∂ℵ(c)Ic. In the bound of l′k we infere lemma 4.56 to
obtain:
l′k ≤
∑
i
∑
q∈ ̂SR(k−1)(wi,t)
max
a∈wi
Lebg(Iq \
⋃
q′∈S(>nq)∩Rk′ (wi)
Ic′)(fa)
Now we proceed as in the proof of proposition 4.6 p. 60: we use proposition 4.42
which imply:
l′k ≤
∑
i
∑
q∈ ̂SR(k−1)(wi,t)
2−(1−0,66·δ)·Nq
For every N , by proposition 4.54, the cardinality of
∑
i Card{q ∈ ̂SR(k−1)(wi, t) :
Nq = N} is the same of the one of
⋃
i ican{q ∈ ̂SR(k−1)(wi, t) : Nq = N}. The latter
was bounded during the proof of proposition 4.43, by the one of EN . The cardinality
of EN was bounded by lemma 4.44. This leads to the following bound:
log2
∑
i
Card{q ∈ ̂SR(k−1)(wi, t) : Nq = N} ≤
 ≤ (1− δ · 0.999) ·N, if N ≥
M
2δ
≤ N −M/2, if N < M2δ
.
Thus we obtain the same bound as in (12) p. 60, where uN was defined:∑
k<2M
l′k ≤
∑
N≥0
uN = o(1) .
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And similarly we have: ∑
k<2M
l′′k ≤
∑
N≥0
uN = o(1) .
Case k ≥ 2N . Put k′′ := bk2−Mc and let pi0(Ωk′′) be the set of connected components
of Ωk′′ . Now
←−
R ′k(fa) depends a priori on the component w ∈ pi0(Ωk′′) which contains
a. Furthermore, the set
←−
R ′k(w) is in general not trivial. Thus we have: lk ≤ Cl′k+Cl′′k
with:
l′k :=
∑
w∈pi0(Ωk′′ )
t∈←−R′k(w)
∑
wi∈pi0(Ωk′∩w)
c∈SR(k−1)(wi,t)
max
a∈wi
Lebg(Ic \
⋃
c′∈SR(k)(wi,t)
Ic′)(fa)
l′′k :=
∑
w∈pi0(Ωk′′ )
t∈←−R′k(w)
∑
wi∈pi0(Ωk′∩w)
c∈SR(k)(wi,t)
max
a∈wi
Lebg(∂ℵ(c)Ic)(fa)
Using the same argument as for the case k < 2N , we obtain:
l′k + l
′′
k ≤
∑
w∈pi0(Ωk′′ )
t∈←−R′k(w)
∑
N≥k
uN
We recall that the cardinality of
←−
R ′k(w
′) is ≤ 2k·2−M by proposition 4.45.3. By
proposition 4.55 the number of components of Ωk′′ is at most 2
k2−MM . Furthermore,
uj = 3 · 2−jδ/3 with δ = 2−
√
2M . This implies:
l′k + l
′′
k ≤ 2k·2
−M
2k2
−MM
∑
j≥k
2−jδ ≤ 22k2−MM 2
−δk
1− 2−δ ≤
2−δk/2
δ ln 2
.
Now we sum this among k to obtain:∑
k≥2M
l′k + l
′′
k ≤ 2
2−δ2
M/2
(δ ln 2)2
= o(1) .
5. Structure of the transversal space to the unstable manifolds
In this section we are going to define a combinatorial and arithmetical structure
on
←−
R from which we will deduce the proof of proposition 4.45. As we mentioned, this
is a new and key argument for our proof of the parameter selection.
5.1. Right divisibility on Aˆ(N). — We are going to define a partial order on A(N)
called the right divisibility and denoted by |. It aims to define a combinatorial upper
bound of the C1-distance between horizontal curves St and St
′
, for t, t′ ∈ ←−R , using
proposition 2.30 and proposition 2.41 (ii) and (iii). Item (iii) of proposition 2.41 will
make the divisibility relation different from its usual meaning in the pseudo-monoid
theory. It takes care of the relation between each parabolic symbol  ±(ci− ci+1) and
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word ci. This will define an “arithmetic” distance dist on
←−
R , so that t 7→ Wˆ tu ∈ H is
θ-contracting and
←−
R is of small Haudorff dimension.
Beyond this motivation, the following section is purely combinatory, and in partic-
ular does not depend on any mapping f of R2.
Definition 5.1 (Right divisibility). — We define a relation between two elements
g and g′ ∈ Aˆ(N), denoted by g|g′ by induction on ng ≥ 0. If g|g′, we will say that g is
right-divisible by g′. If g is the empty word e (and so ng = 0), then g|g′ iff g′ = e. If
ng > 0, then g|g′ if one of the following conditions hold:
(D1) g = g
′ or g′ = e with e the empty word,
(D2) g is of the form  ±(cl − cl+1) and satisfies cl|g′ with cl, cl+1 ∈ A(N),
(D3) there are splittings g = g3 · g2 · g1 and g′ = g′2 · g1 into words g1, g′2 of Aˆ(N) such
that g2|g′2 and ng3 + ng1 ≥ 1.
We notice that in (D2), it holds ncl < ng and in (D3) it holds ng2 < ng. Thus the
induction on ng is well defined.
Example 5.2. — Let g = a1 · · · aj with ai ∈ A0 for every i. Then for every g′ ∈ Aˆ(N),
it holds g|g′ iff g′ = aj′ · · · aj for j′ ≤ j or g′ = e. Indeed we cannot use the rule (D2).
Example 5.3. — If g = a1 · · · aj  + (aj+1 · · · aj+j′ − aj+1 · · · aj+j′+1), with ai ∈ A0
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ j + j′ + 1, then g|g′ iff one of the following equality occurs:
— g′ = ai · · · aj  + (aj+1 · · · aj+j′ − aj+1 · · · aj+j′+1) for i ≤ j,
— g′ =  +(aj+1 · · · aj+j′ − aj+1 · · · aj+j′+1),
— g′ = aj+i · · · aj+j′ for i ≥ 1.
The following Lemma is useful to show properties of the right divisibility:
Lemma 5.4. — For all g, g′ ∈ Aˆ(N) \ {e} with Aˆ-spellings g = a−j · · · a0 and g′ =
a′−j′ · · · a′−1 · a′0, it holds that g|g′ iff there exists m ≤ min(j, j′) such that a−n = a′−n
for every n < m and a−m|a′−j′ · · · a′−m.
Proof. — We proceed by induction on ng. If ng ≤M , then a−j , . . . , a0 are in A0 and
we saw in example 5.2 that g′ = a−j′ · · · a0 and j′ ≤ j. Thus the result holds with
m = j′: we have indeed a−m|a′m by (D1). If ng ≥M + 1, there are two possibilities:
— g is equal to a single letter a0 =  ±(cl − cl+1) and so the lemma is satisfied with
m = 0,
— g can be split via (D3) and so the lemma follows from the induction hypothesis.
Let us illustrate this lemma by a discussion on the nature of the last letter of a
pair of words (g, g′) such that g|g′.
Corollary 5.5. — For every pair of non empty words g, g′ ∈ A(N) \ {e} such that
g|g′, with a0 and a′0 the last Aˆ letters of respectively g and g′, it holds:
— If a0 6= a′0 then a0 is of the form ±(c− c′), a′0 ∈ A0 and c|g′.
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Proof. — By Lemma 5.4, m cannot be greater than 0 since otherwise a0 = a
′
0. Thus
m = 0, and so a0|g′.
As announced, we have:
Proposition 5.6. — The right divisibility relation | is a partial order on Aˆ(N).
Proof. — The reflexivity follows from the fact that (D2) and (D3) reduce the order.
Let us prove the transitivity of the divisibility relation. Let g, g′, g′′ ∈ Aˆ(N) be such
that g|g′ and g′|g′′. We are going to prove that g|g′′ by induction on ng. We put
g = q · a0, g′ = q′ · a′0 and g′′ = q′′ · a′′0 , with a0, a′0, a′′0 ∈ Aˆ.
If a0 = a
′
0 = a
′′
0 then we remove this last letter to g, g
′, g′′ and we still have the
same divisibility relations by (D3). Thus we can conclude by induction on ng.
If a0 = a
′
0 but a
′
0 6= a′′0 , by corollary 5.5 it holds a0 = a′0 and a′0|g′′. Using (D3) we
get that g|g′′. If a0 6= a′0, by corollary 5.5 it holds that a0 is of the form  ±(cj − cj+1)
and cj |g′. By induction on ng, it comescj |g′′ and so g|g′′.
The following states some other fundamentals properties of the divisibility relation.
Proposition 5.7. — For all g, g′, g′′ ∈ Aˆ(N), we have:
(i) g|g′ ⇒ ng ≥ ng′ with equality only if g = g′,
(ii) g|g′ and g|g′′ and ng′ ≥ ng′′ ⇒ g′|g′′,
(iii) g|g′ ⇔ g · g′′|g′ · g′′.
Proof. — Property (iii) is an immediate consequence of Condition (D3). Property
(i) is shown easily by induction on ng. To prove Property (ii), we write the Aˆ-spelling
of the words g, g′, g′′:
g = a−j · · · a0, g′ = a′−j′ · · · a′0, g′′ = a′′−j′′ · · · a′′0 .
By Lemma 5.4, there exist maximal m′ ≤ min(j, j′) and m′′ ≤ min(j, j′′) such that:
— a−n = a′−n (resp. a−n = a
′′
−n) for every n < m
′ (resp. n < m′′),
— a−m|a′−j′ · · · a′−m′ and a−m′′ |a′′−j′′ · · · a′′−m′′ .
If m′ > m′′ then g′|g′′ by (D3), and we are done. Similarly if m′ < m′′ then g′′|g′,
then by (i) and the assumption of (ii), it holds ng′ = ng′′ and g
′ = g′′; this contradicts
m′ < m′′.
If m′ = m′′ then the order of a′−j′ · · · a′−m′ is at least the order of a′′−j′′ · · · a′′−m′′ .
Also to show that g′|g′′ it suffices to show that a′−j′ · · · a′−m′ |a′′−j′′ · · · a′−m′ by (iii).
If am is in Y0 then both non-empty words a
′
j′ · · · a′−m′ and a′′j′′ · · · a′′−m′ must be
equal to am and we are done. If a−m /∈ Y0 then it is of the form  ±(cl − cl+1).
If a′j′ · · · a′−m′ = a−m then we are done. Otherwise, by corollary 5.5, the word cl
is divisible by both a′−j′ · · · a′−m′ and a′′−j′′ · · · a′′−m′ . We conclude by induction on
ng.
By properties (i) and (ii), we can define:
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Definition 5.8 (GCM). — The greatest common divisor of g and g′ is the element
d ∈ Aˆ(N) dividing both g and g′ with maximal order. We denote d =: g ∧ g′. For
g, g′ ∈ Aˆ(N), we put ν(g, g′) =: ng∧g′ .
Let AˆZ
−
be the set of negative, one-sided infinite sequences · · · a−j · · · a0 of
letters in Aˆ. Given t = · · · a−i · · · a0, t′ = · · · a′−i · · · a′0 ∈ AˆZ
−
we observe that
(ν(a−i · · · a0, a′−i · · · a′0))i≥0 is a non-decreasing sequence. Let ν(t, t′) be its limit
(which is possibly equal to the infinity).
Definition 5.9 (Distance dist). — Let dist : (t, t′) ∈ AˆZ− × AˆZ− 7→ b ν(t,t
′)
4 .
Proposition 5.10. — The function dist is an ultra-metric distance.
Proof. — We observe that dist is symmetric. Let us show that dist(t, t′) = 0 im-
plies t = t′. This is equivalent to show that if ν(t, t′) = ∞ then t = t′. Put
t = · · · a−j · · · a0 and t′ = · · · a′−j · · · a′0. Let us show that a0 = a′0. To this end, we
consider g ∈ Aˆ(N) such that ng ≥ max(a0, a′0), a−j · · · a0|g and a′−j · · · a′0|g for some
large j. By corollary 5.5, this implies that both a0 and a
′
0 are equal to the last letter
of g. Thus a0 = a
′
0. Now we use (D3) to obtain ν(· · · a−j · · · a−1, · · · a′−j · · · a′−1) =
ν(· · · a−j · · · a0, · · · a′−j · · · a′0) − na0 = ∞ and so by the same argument we obtain
a′−1 = a−1. And so one by induction, we show that t = t
′.
Let us show that dist is ultra-metric and so satisfies the triangle inequality. Let
t = · · · a−j · · · a0, t′ = · · · a′−j · · · a′0 and t′′ = · · · a′′−j · · · a′′0 be distinct. Then for j
sufficiently large, with g := a−j · · · a0, g′ := a′−j · · · a′0, and g′′ := a′′−j · · · a′′0 , it holds
ν(t, t′) = ν(g, g′) and ν(t′, t′′) = ν(g′, g′′). Assume for instance ν(g, g′) ≥ ν(g′, g′′).
We notice that g′ is divisible by both g∧ g′ and g′ ∧ g′′. Thus by proposition 5.7.(ii),
it holds g ∧ g′|g′ ∧ g′′. Consequently both g and g′′ are divisible by g′ ∧ g′′. Then it
comes that ν(t, t′′) ≥ ν(g′, g′′) = ν(t′, t′′) and so dist is ultra-metric.
Let us say that t = · · · a−j · · · a0 is right divisible by g ∈ Aˆ(N) if a−j · · · a0|g for
some sufficiently large j (actually j = ng suffices). Then we write t|g.
The following displays an arithmetic property of dist:
Proposition 5.11. — For every g ∈ A(N), there exists t¯ ∈ AˆZ− such that the set
B := {t ∈ AˆZ− : t|g} is equal to the ball centered at t¯ with radius b(ng− 12 )/4. In
particular B is both open and closed.
Proof. — We recall that in an ultra metric space, the balls with strictly positive radius
are both open and closed. Thus it suffices to find t¯ such that B′ := {t : dist(t, t¯) <
bng/4−1/8} is equal to B.
Let t¯ which is divisible by g. For instance take t¯ = · · · s− · · · s− · g. Obviously, for
any t divisible by g, the distance between t¯ and t is at most bng/4 < bng/4−1/2. Thus
B′ contains B.
Conversely, for any t ∈ AˆZ− which is not in B, then ν (¯t, t) ≤ ng − 1 and so t
belongs to the complement of B′. Indeed, otherwise ν (¯t, t) ≥ ng and so t and t¯ would
be divisible by a certain g′ with ng′ ≥ ng, and as t|g′ and t|g, by proposition 5.7 (ii),
it comes that g′ is divisible by g and so t is divisible by g. A contradiction.
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Proposition 5.12. — The space AˆZ
−
endowed with the distance dist is a complete
metric space.
Proof. — Let us show that any Cauchy sequence (tm)m converges. As (t
m)m is a
Cauchy sequence, for every m ≥ 0, there exists gm with order ≥ m such that every tk
is divisible by gm for k sufficiently large. Let us chose the sequence (gm)m such that
(ngm)m is increasing. We notice that for every m, for k sufficiently large in function of
m, the element tk is divisible by both gm and gm+1. Thus by proposition 5.7 (ii), the
word gm+1 is divisible by gm for every m. Let am−j(m) · · · am0 := gm be the Aˆ spelling
of gm. Let us show by induction on i the following hypothesis:
(Hi) For every i ≥ 0, there exists N(i) ≥ 0 such that i ≤ j(m) for every m ≥ N(i)
and the sequence (am−i)m≥N is constantly equal to a single letter ai ∈ Aˆ.
Let us start with the case i = 0. We observe that by corollary 5.5, given k > m, if
ak0 6= am0 , then ak0 is of the form ak0 =  ±(c− c′) with c|am0 and am0 ∈ A0. Then ak0 is
not A0 and so by corollary 5.5, for every j ≥ k, it holds aj0 = ak0 . Consequently, the
sequence (am0 )m is indeed eventually constant.
Let us assume the induction hypothesis (Hi) for i ≥ 0. Then for m large, the
word gm is of the form g′m · am−i−1 · a−i · · · a0, with a−i · · · a0 independent of m and
am−i−1 ∈ Aˆ for every m. By proposition 5.7 (iii), it holds that g′m · ak−i−1 is divisible
by g′m · am−i−1 for every k ≥ m. By proceeding as in the step i = 0, we get that
(am−i−1)m is eventually constant. This accomplishes the induction.
Therefore, we proved the existence of a t = · · · a−i · · · a0 ∈ Aˆ(N) such that for every
i ≥ 0, m ≥ N(i), the element tm is divisible by a−i · · · a0. Consequently, the sequence
(tm)m converges to t.
In order to bound from above the box dimension of
←−
R , we are going to endow the
elements of AˆZ
−
with favorable divisors. This is a combinatorial counterpart of the
concept of favorable times in [BC91]. However the purpose and the construction are
here rather different.
Definition 5.13 (Favorable words and divisors). — A word g = a1 · · · am ∈
Aˆ
(N)
k is favorable if it is weakly regular and its first letter letter a1 belongs to Aˆ1 =
A0 ∪ { ±(e− s) : s ∈ Y0}:
a1 ∈ Aˆ1 and naj ≤ 2M
j−1∑
m=1
nam j ≥ 2 .
The set of favorable divisors τt of t ∈ AˆZ− consists of the words g ∈ Aˆ(N) which are
favorable and divide t:
τt := {g ∈ Aˆ(N) : t|g and g is favorable} .
Remark 5.14. — By proposition 5.7 (i) and (ii), the set τt is ordered by the divis-
ibility relation: for every g, g′ ∈ τt, it holds g|g′ if ng ≥ n′g and g = g′ if ng = n′g.
Proposition 5.15. — Let t ∈ AˆZ− . Then the following properties hold true:
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(i) There exists a unique g ∈ τt such that g ∈ Aˆ1. Note that ng ≤M + 1.
(ii) If d ∈ τt satisfies nd ≥ M + 2, then there exists d′ ∈ τt such that nd > nd′ ≥
nd/(M + 2).
(iii) If t, t′ ∈ AˆZ− , then their favorable divisors of order at most the order ν(t, t′) of
their greatest common divisor are equal:
{d ∈ τt : nd ≤ nν(t,t′)} = {d ∈ τt : nd ≤ nν(t,t′)}
Proof. — Statement (iii) is an immediate consequence of proposition 5.7 (ii).
Let us prove (i). Let a0 be the last letter of t. If a0 belongs to Aˆ1, then a0 is
favorable and divides t. Otherwise, the last letter a0 is of the form  ±(c − c′), with
nc ≥ 2 strongly regular and so complete. Thus the last letter a′0 of c is in A0. Then t
is divisible by a′0. Thus there is at least one favorable divisor in Aˆ1. As the divisor of
t are ordered by the divisibility relation and as the elements of Aˆ1 are prime between
each-other, there is at most one favorable divisor in Aˆ1.
Let us prove (ii) by induction on nd ≥M + 2. Let d = a−j · · · a0 be the Aˆ-spelling
of d. We recall that a−j belongs to Aˆ1 and since nd ≥ M + 2, we have j ≥ 1. We
notice that d1 := a−j · · · a−1 is favorable. If nd1 ≥ M + 2, then by induction there
exists d′1 with nd1 > nd′1 ≥ nd1/(M + 2) and d1|d′1. We notice that d is divisible by
d′ := d′1 · a0 and:
nd′ := nd′1 + na0 ≥ nd1/(M + 2) + na0 > nd/(M + 2)
If nd1 < M + 2 then d1 belongs to Aˆ1 and nd1 ≤M + 1.
If a0 belongs to Aˆ1, then d
′ := a0 is regular, divides d and satisfies na0 ≥ 2. Thus:
(M + 2)na0 ≥M + 2 + na0 ≥ nd = nd1 + na0 .
If a0 does not belong to Aˆ1, then a0 is of the form a0 =  ±(c− c′) with c a strongly
regular word of order ≥ 2. Thus c is favorable and divides d. Also it holds:
(M + 2)nc ≥ 2M + 2 + nc ≥ nd = nd1 +M + 1 + nc .
Corollary 5.16. — The space (Aˆ(Z
−), dist) is compact.
Proof. — By remark 3.17 page 32, the set {a ∈ Aˆ : na ≤ m} is finite for every m ≥ 1.
Thus the cardinality Cm of {g ∈ Aˆ(N) : ng ≤ m} is finite for every m ≥ 1. By
proposition 5.15, the finite set {t · g ∈ AˆZ− : ng ≤ (M + 2)m, t = · · · s− · · · s−} is
bm/4 dense, and so (Aˆ(Z
−), dist) is totally bounded. Together with the completeness
of (Aˆ(Z
−), dist) given by proposition 5.12, this implies the sought compactness.
5.2. Application of the divisibility to He´non-like endomorphism. — Let
f be 0-strongly regular (see section 2.1). We recall that R and R˜ were defined in
definition 3.35 page 37 and
←−
R was defined in definition 3.41 page 39.
Definition 5.17 (Alphabet A). — Let A ⊂ Aˆ be minimal such that R˜ ⊂ A(N).
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Definition 5.18 (Ta : Da → Ia). — If a ∈ A0, we defined a map Ta : S ∈ H 7→ Sa
in definition 3.35. Let Da := H be its domain and let Ia be the image. If a ∈ A \ A0
it is of the form a =  ±(c− c′) for c, c′ ∈ R such that the domain Da := D˜(Yc − Yc′)
defined in proposition 2.41 non empty. Let Ta : S ∈ Da 7→ S (Yc−Yc′ ) and let Ia be
its image. Given g = a1 · · · am ∈ A(N) we denote Tg := Tam ◦ · · · ◦ Ta1 .
An easy induction on the length of words shows the following:
Fact 5.19. — If g ∈ R˜ is divisible by d ∈ Aˆ(N) then d belongs to A(N).
As we mentioned, the metric dist was designed for the following:
Proposition 5.20. — The function t ∈ ←−R → Wˆ tu ∈ H is 4θ-Lipschitz, for the C1-
distance on the space of flat stretched curves H.
Proof. — For every g ∈ A(N), we define the subset Vg of H by induction on the
number m of A-letters of g = a1 · · · am, for every j ≥ ng:
1. If m = 0, then g = e and put Vg = H.
2. If m ≥ 1, put g = g′ · a and let Vg be the 3θbng/3-neighborhood of Ta(Vg′ ∩ Da).
Note that Vg and Ig might be empty. An immediate induction shows:
Fact 5.21. — The open set Vg contains the 3θbng/3-neighborhood of Ig.
We recall that the diameter of H is at most 4θ and that the graph transform Ta is
bna/3-contracting for every a ∈ A by propositions 2.30 and 2.41.(ii). Thus:
1. If m = 0, the diameter of Vg is at most 4θ.
2. if m > 1, the diameter of Vg is at most bna/3diam Vg′ + 3θbng/3.
As bna/34θbng′/4 + 3θbng/3 ≤ 4θbng/4 when na = ng − ng′ > 0, an induction shows:
Fact 5.22. — The diameter of Vg is at most 4θbng/4.
In view of facts 5.21 and 5.22, the next lemma implies proposition 5.20.
Lemma 5.23. — For every gˆ, g ∈ A(N) such that gˆ|g, it holds Vgˆ ⊂ Vg.
Proof. — We prove the lemma by induction on ngˆ. If gˆ ∈ Y0, then gˆ must be equal
to g or e and it suffices to recall that Igˆ ⊂ Vgˆ ⊂ H = Ve. If gˆ is of the form
 ±(c − c′), either g = gˆ and we proceed likewise, or c|g. In this case, we recall that
by proposition 2.41.(iii), the set Igˆ is included in the θbnc/3-neighborhood of Ic. As
Vgˆ is included in the θbngˆ/3-neighborhood of Igˆ and 3θbngˆ/3 < θbnc/3, the set Vgˆ is
included in the 3θbnc/3-neighborhood of Ic. We recall that Vc contains in the 3θbnc/3-
neighborhood of Ic by fact 5.21. Therefore Vgˆ is included in Vc. As c|g, the set Vc is
included in Vg. Thus Vgˆ is included in Vg.
Now we take gˆ = gˆ′ · a with gˆ′ 6= e and a ∈ Aˆ.
If a|g, then by induction it holds Vg ⊃ Va. Also Va is the 3θbna/3-neighborhood of
Ia, thus Va contains Vgˆ equal to 3θbng/3-neighborhood of Ta(Vgˆ′∩Da) ⊂ Ia. Therefore
Vg ⊃ Va ⊃ Vgˆ.
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If a 6 |g, then g = g′ · a and gˆ′|g′ by corollary 5.5. Then by induction Vgˆ′ ⊂ Vg′ , and
so Ta(Vgˆ′ ∩Da) ⊂ Ta(Vgˆ ∩Da). Thus the 3θbngˆ/3-neighborhood Vgˆ of Ta(Vgˆ′ ∩Da) is
contained in the 3θbng/3-neighborhood Vg of Ta(Vg′ ∩ Da).
We recall that a piece (Yg, ng) is associated to each weakly regular word g ∈ R˜.
In particular R˜ might contain words of the form  −(e− s) = e − (e− s) for s ∈ Y0
because its order is smaller than 2M , without no more assumptions than the 0-strong
regularity. This might lead us to consider pieces of the form Y −(e−s).
Definition 5.24. — Let F be the set of favorable words g which are in R˜.
The following gives both a useful geometric application and an interpretation of
the favorable divisors:
Proposition 5.25. — Let f be 0-strongly regular. Then for every g ∈ R, for every
b ∈ Aˆ(N) such that b is favorable and g|b, it holds b ∈ F and fng−nb(Yg) ⊂ Yb.
Proof. — We proceed by induction on ng. If g is formed by a single letter, then
g ∈ A0, and so its has only two divisors : itself and e which both belong to R ⊂ R˜.
Let us assume the induction hypothesis. Let g = g′ · a, with a ∈ Aˆk and g′ 6= e. Then
we recall that the divisors of g are the divisors d of a and those of the form d′ · a with
d′ a divisor of g′.
If a ∈ Aˆ1, then a is divisible only by d ∈ {a, e} ⊂ F. Note also that fng−na(int Yg) ⊂
int Ya by definition of the ?-product. Let us now consider a divisor of g the form d
′ ·a
with g′|d′ and d′ favorable. Note that d′ · a is favorable. By induction, fnd′ (Yd′) ⊃
fng′ (Yg′) ⊃ fng−na(Yg). Thus fnd′ (Yd′) intersects the interior of Ya. Thus the ?-
product (Yd′ , nd′) ? (Ya, na) is admissible and d
′ · a belongs to F.
If a /∈ Aˆ1. Then a is of the form a =  ±(c − c′) with c, c′ ∈ R strongly regular.
If d is a favorable divisor of a then it is a favorable divisor of c. Hence by induction,
d belongs to F. Moreover, the fnc−nd(Yc) is a subset of Yd. By definition of the
parabolic product, it holds fng−nc(Yg) ⊂ Yc. Thus fng−nd(Yg) is a subset of Yd. This
proves the induction when d is a divisor of a.
Now consider the case where d′ · a = d is a favorable divisor of g′ · a = g. By
definition, d′ · a is weakly regular and g′|d′. By induction g′ ∈ F. It remains to
show that d′ · a belongs to R˜ to obtain d ∈ F. Let us show that d′ · a is weakly
regular and such that d′ · a belongs to F. By proposition 3.53, it suffices to show
that  ±(Yc − Yc′) is pre-admissible from (Yd′ , nd′). The case d′ = g′ is obvious,
let us assume d′ 6= g. By definition of the favorable words it holds na ≤ 2Mnd′ .
By definition of the regularity of g, it holds that S ∈ H 7→ Sg′ has its image Ig′
in D( (Yc − Yc′). We recall that diam Ig′ ≤ 4θbng′/3 and by proposition 5.20, the
image of Id′ of S ∈ H 7→ Sd′ is in the 4θbnd′/4-neighborhood of Ig′ . Thus Id′
is included in the 5θbnd′/4-neighborhood of D( (Yc − Yc′). As na ≤ 2Mnd′ , Id′
is included in the θna -neighborhood D˜( (Yc − Yc′) of D( (Yc − Yc′). Secondly by
induction it holds fng′−nd′ (Yg′) ⊂ Yd′ . As fng′−nd′ (Yg) ⊂ fng′−nd′ (Yg′) is contained
in
⋃
S∈D˜(Yc−Yc′ ) Sa, it comes that f
ng′−nd′ (Yd′) intersects the latter set at more than
one arc of W s(A). Consequently  ±(Yc − Yc′) is pre-admissible from (Yd′ , nd′).
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Conversely, we will show that for every g, b ∈ F, if fng−nb(Yg) intersects the interior
of Yb then g|b in lemma 5.35 p. 79
Corollary 5.26. — Let f be 0-strongly regular. For every t ∈ ←−R, it holds τt ⊂ F.
The set F will be useful to define combinatorially a subset of
←−
Rk, of cardinality
≤ 2j , which is 5θbj/8M -dense and does not depend on k ≥ max(0, j −M). In order
to do so, let us show the following:
Proposition 5.27. — If f is k-strongly regular, then for every t ∈ ←−R0, a0 ∈ A0 and
g ∈ F with k = max(0, ng − bM/2c), the sequence t · g belongs to ←−Rk.
Proof. — Let g = a1 · · · am and t = · · · a−i · · · a0. We notice that the word a0 · g is
regular. To show that t · g is in ←−Rk, it suffices to prove by induction on m that a0 · g
belongs to Rk. We recall that a0 ∈ A0.
Let m = 1. If a1 belongs to A0, then a0 ·a1 belongs to R0. If a1 belongs to Aˆ1 \A0,
then a1 is of the form  ±(e − s) for s ∈ Y0, ng = M + 1 and so k = bM/2c + 1.
Furthermore, as a1 = e ·  ±(e − s) belongs to R˜, the tuple [Ye, Ye, Ys, Te = idH] is
weakly admissible for the parabolic product  ±. This implies that every S ∈ H is
θns-close to be in critical position with Ys. By 1-strong regularity, W
t
u is in critical
position with a simple piece, which must be (Ys, ns) by uniqueness (see lemma 4.14).
By bM/2c-strong regularity of f , there exists q ∈ YbM/2c0 , such that W tu is in critical
position with (Ys·q, ns·q). The boundary condition of the later position implies that
any curve which is 4θ-close to W tu is also in critical position with (Ys, ns). Thus any
horizontal curve in H ⊃ Ta0(H) is in Da1 . This implies that a0 · a1 belongs to R1.
Let m ≥ 2. Let g = g′ · am . We notice that g′ belongs to F. Thus by induction
a0 · g′ belongs to Rk′ , with k′ = max(0, ng′ − bM/2c). As (Ya0 , na0) is a puzzle piece
and (Yg′ , ng′) ? (Yam , nam) is admissible, the product (Ya0·g′ , na0·g′) ? (Yam , nam) is
admissible. Thus a0 · g belongs to Rk.
If am /∈ A0, then it is of the form am =  ±(c − c′). Note that the order of c
is smaller than k − bM/2c − 1. Thus the depth of c′ is smaller than k − bM/2c.
By induction, t · g′ belongs to ←−Rk−1. By strong regularity, the curve W t·g′u is in
critical position with a piece of the same depth as c′. By uniqueness, W t·g
′
u is in
critical position with (Yc′ , nc′). Again by k-strong regularity, there exists c
′′ = c′ · q ∈
Rk−1 with depth(q) = bM/2c such that W t·g′u is in critical position with (Yc′′ , nc′′).
The boundary condition of the later position, implies that any curve which is θnc′′ -
close to W tu is also in critical position with (Yc′′ , nc′′). The order nc and so nc′′
are bounded by a linear function of ng′ by the weak regularity condition. Thus, by
4θ ·bna0·g′/3-contraction of Ta0·g′ , any curve in Ta0·g′(H) is in Dam . As  ±(Yc−Yc′) is
weakly admissible from (Yg′ , ng′), Tg′ (because g belongs to R˜) it comes that the tuple
[(Ya0·g′ , na0·g′), (Yc, nc), (Yc′ , nc′), Ta0·g′ ] is admissible for  ±. Consequently a0 · g′ is
in Rk.
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In order to define pik and
←−
R ′k introduced in proposition 4.45, let us denote by
tA := · · · s− · · · s− the infinite sequence of AˆZ− constantly equal to s−. We notice that
the curve W tAu is the half unstable manifold W
u
1/2(A) defined in Fact 2.3.
Definition 5.28 (map pik and set
←−
R ′k). — Let pik : Aˆ
Z′ 7→ AˆZ− be the projection
which sends t to tA ·g, with g the favorable divisor of t with maximal order ≤ 2−M ·k:
pik : t ∈ AˆZ′ 7→ tA · g ∈ AˆZ′ with g ∈ τt maximal s.t. g ≤ k · 2−M .
Given a 0-strongly regular He´non-like endomorphism f , we put:
←−
R ′k(f) := pik(
←−
R(f)) .
We are now able to prove proposition 4.45.
Proof of proposition 4.45. — The first item is a direct consequence of proposi-
tion 5.27.
Second item. If k < M2M+3, then bk2−M−3/Mc = 0. Thus it suffices to recall
that that the diameter of H is at most 4θ. If k ≥ M2M+3, then by Proposition 5.15
(ii), there exists g ∈ τt which is of order in [k2−M−1/M, k2−M ]. Note that tA · g
belongs to
←−
R ′k by proposition 5.27. Moreover, by definition 5.9 of dist, the point tA ·g
is bk2
−M−3/M close to t. Then we conclude by using the 4θ-Lipschitzity of t′ 7→ Wˆ t′u
stated in proposition 5.20.
Third item. By proposition 5.27, the cardinality of
←−
R ′k is at most the cardinality
of {g ∈ R˜ : ng ≤ k · 2−M}. By corollary 3.51, it is at most 2k·2−M .
Fourth item. If t ∈ ←−R ′k(f¯), then t belongs to
←−
Rbk·2−Mc(f¯) by the first item. Thus
t belongs to
←−
Rbk·2−Mc(f) ⊂
←−
R(f). As pik is a projection (pik ◦ pik = pik), it holds that
pik(t) = t. Thus t belongs to R
′
k(f).
We recall that the box dimension of (
←−
Rk, dist) is lim sup→0− logN()/ log , where
N() is the minimal number of -balls to cover
←−
Rk. By the second and third items of
proposition 4.45, we can take for every k ≥ 1:
log2  = log2(4θb) + bk2−M−3/Mc log2 b and log2N() = 2−Mk .
This gives:
Proposition 5.29. — If f is strongly regular, then the box dimension of (
←−
R , dist)
is at most − 8Mlog2 b .
Remark 5.30. — We recall that first M is assumed large and then b is assumed
small in function of M . Hence the box dimension is small in function of b.
Remark 5.31. — The above estimate is very coarse. It should be possible to define
a better combinatorial distance on
←−
R , such that t 7→ W tu is 1-Lipshitz and whose
Hausdorff dimension is nearly log 2/ log b. When Yoccoz was preparing his last lecture
at Colle`ge de France with the present work [Yoc15], he stated definitions such that the
GCD of two different simple pieces si± and s
j
± of orders i and j, should be min(i, j)−1
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and not 0 as we did. This should help to remove the factor M in the above estimate
on the box dimension.
5.3. Compactification of the transversal space to the long unstable man-
ifolds. — Let f be strongly regular. Let
←−
Rc be the set of t = · · · a−m · · · a0 ∈ ←−R
such that a0 ∈ A0. Let Fc be the set of g = a−m · · · a0 ∈ F such that a0 ∈ A0.
Definition 5.32 (Space T). — Let T be the closure of the set
←−
Rc in Aˆ
Z− endowed
with the distance dist.
Proposition 5.33. — It holds: T = {t ∈ AˆZ− : ∀N∃g ∈ Fc , ng ≥ N , t|g} .
Proof. — Let T′ := {t ∈ AˆZ− : ∀N∃g ∈ Fc , ng ≥ N , t|g}. We want to show that T′
is equal to T.
We recall that proposition 5.27 implies that t ·g ∈ ←−Rc for every t ∈ ←−R0 and g ∈ Fc.
Thus the closure of
←−
Rc contains the closure of T
′. Moreover, by proposition 5.15,
every point t ∈ ←−Rc is divisible by a favorable g of arbitrarily large order and which
belongs to F by proposition 5.25. Moreover by corollary 5.5, the element g belongs to
Fc. Thus the closure of
←−
Rc is equal to the closure of T
′.
Consequently, it suffices to show that T′ is closed. We have:
T′ =
⋂
N≥0
{t ∈ AˆZ− : ∃g ∈ Fc , ng ≥ N , t|g} .
By proposition 5.25 and corollary 5.5, this is equivalent to ask for every m ≥ 1, the
existence of g ∈ Fc such that ng ∈ [m, 2Mm] and t|g. Thus
T′ =
⋂
m≥1
⋃
{g∈Fc:ng∈[m,2Mm]}
{t ∈ AˆZ− : t|g} .
We recall that each set {t ∈ AˆZ− : t|g} is closed by proposition 5.11. As {g ∈ Aˆ(N) :
ng ∈ [m, 2Mm]} is finite, the set
⋃
{g∈F:ng∈[m,2Mm]}{t ∈ AˆZ
−
: t|g} is a finite union
of closed set by proposition 5.11 and so T′ is closed.
The following associates to each element of T a different Pesin unstable manifold.
Proposition 5.34. — For every t ∈ T, it holds:
(i) The limit W tu := limt′∈←−Rc→tW
t′
u is a horizontal stretched curve.
(ii) The limit
←−
W tu := limt′∈←−Rc→t
←−
W t
′
u is a Pesin local unstable manifold.
(iii) For every t 6= t′ in T, the curve ←−W tu and
←−
W t
′
u are disjoint.
(iv) The union
⋃
T
←−
W tu is homeomorphic to the product T× Ie. The first coordinate
of this homeomorphisms is the composition
←−
Mf → R2 → R of the 0-coordinate
projection
←−
Mf → R2 with the first coordinate projection R2 → R.
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Proof. — (i) By proposition 3.38, for every t′ ∈ ←−Rc, the horizontal curve W t′u is
stretched. In particular it holds W t
′
u = Wˆ
t′
u . By using the Lipschitzity of t
′ 7→ Wˆ tu
given by proposition 5.20, it comes that Wut is a well defined horizontal stretched
curve for t′ → t.
(ii) Let t ∈ T and let (gi)i ∈ FNc such that (ngi)i is increasing and t|gi for every i.
We notice that gi+1|gi for every i by remark 5.14. Also {t′ ∈ AˆZ− : t′|g} is open by
proposition 5.11. Thus for every i, for every t′ ∈ Rc close to t, it holds t′|gi. Then by
proposition 5.25, the −ngi -coordinate of
←−
W t
′
u is in Ygi . Thus it holds:
←−
W tu := lim
t′∈←−Rc→t
←−
W t
′
u ⊂ {(zi)i ∈
←−
Mf : ∀i, z−ngi ∈ Ygi} .
Furthermore by the same proposition, for every i, it holds fngi+1−ngi (Ygi+1) ⊂ Ygi .
As each gi is complete, the piece (Ygi , ngi) is a puzzle piece by proposition 3.38. Thus
by proposition 2.33, the following set is a Pesin local unstable manifold:
(16) {(zi)i ∈ ←−Mf : ∀i, z−ngi ∈ Ygi} .
Furthermore, this set projects homeomorphically onto a horizontal stretched curve by
the 0-coordinate projection. The same occurs for
←−
W tu by continuity of the projection
and the last statement of proposition 3.42. Consequently, the inclusion in (16) is an
equality. In particular,
←−
W tu is a Pesin local unstable manifold.
(iv) The latter argument shows also that t ∈ T 7→ ←−W tu is continuous. For every
x ∈ Ie, let wt(x) be the point of ←−W tu with 0-coordinate in {x} × R. We notice that
(t, x) ∈ T × Ie 7→ wt(x) is continuous. As T × Ie is compact, to show that the latter
map is a homeomorphism, it suffices to show (iii).
(iii) If t and t′ are different, there exists g and g′ in F such that t|g, t′|g′ and none
of the words g, g′ divide the other. By proposition 5.25, the curves
←−
W tu and
←−
W t
′
u are
included in respectively {(zi)i≤0 : z−ng ∈ Yg ∩ S} and {(zi)i≤0 : z−ng′ ∈ Yg′ ∩ S}.
The two latter sets are disjoint by the next proposition.
Lemma 5.35 ([Ber18] Lem. 3.3 ). — For all p ∈ F and g ∈ F if fn′(int Yp) in-
tersects Yg for n
′+ng ≥ np, then g = g′ ·g′′ with np = n′+ng′ and p|g′. In particular,
if n′ = np − ng, then p|g.
Proof. — If n′ = 0 then int Yp intersects Yg and so the proposition is given by propo-
sition 3.49. Assume that n′ > 0.
We proceed by induction on the number of letters of p. If p is a single letter. Then
p is in Aˆ1 and its unique return time in Ye is n
′ = np. Thus g′ = e satisfies the
proposition.
Assume that p is formed by more than one letter. Put p = p′ · a with a ∈ Aˆ.
If n′ ≤ np′ , then we use the induction hypothesis with p′ instead of p. This
implies the existence of g′′ such that p′|g′′ and g begins with g′′. Note also that
fng′′ (int Yg) intersects f
np′ (Yp). Let a
′ be the next letter of g after g′′. We want to
show that a′ = a. If a ∈ A0, then fng′′ (int Yg) intersects Ya and so is included in
Ya′ . Hence, the letter a
′ cannot be parabolic and int Ya′ intersects Ya. Thus a′ = a
. If a /∈ A0, then it is of the form a =  ±(b − c). Thus fng′′ (Yg) intersects Y  and
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so is included in Y . Thus a′ must be parabolic. Put a′ =  ±(b′ − c′). Moreover
fng′′+n (int Yg) is included in Yb′ \Yc′ and intersects Yb \Yc. By the same argument
as for proposition 3.49, it comes that a′ = a.
If n′ > np′ and a ∈ Aˆ1. Since the first return time of Ya in Ye is na, it comes that
n′ = np′ + na = np and so g′ = e carries the lemma. If n′ > np′ and a =  ±(b − c),
then n′ ≥ np′ + n . Also fn′(Yp) intersects fn′(Yg) ⊂ fn′−np′−n (Yb). Thus we can
apply the induction hypothesis with b instead of p. This gives g′ s.t. b|g′ and so p|g′
because p|b.
Finally, if n′ = np − ng, using ng = ng′ + ng′′ and np = n′ + ng′ , it comes that
ng′′ = 0, or equivalently g
′′ = e and so g = g′. Thus we obtain p|g.
6. Structure along the unstable manifolds
In this section we shall prove proposition 3.38 stating that complete words in R
define puzzle pieces and theorem 3.46 stating that a strongly regular map leaves
invariant an SRB measure which is ergodic and physical.
6.1. One-dimensional pieces and proof of proposition 3.38. — Let f be 0-
strongly regular. We are going to define one-dimensional pieces on each horizontal
curve W tu for t ∈
←−
R .
Definition 6.1 (One-dimensional piece). — A one-dimensional piece (S, n) is
the data of an integer n and a horizontal curve S such that:
(1) the endpoints of S are transverse intersection points of S with two arcs of W s(A),
(2) the curve S is sent by fn into a horizontal, stretched curve S′,
(3) for all z ∈ S, w ∈ TzS and j ≤ n, it holds‖Dzfn(w)‖ ≥ 2n−j3 · ‖Dzf j(w)‖.
The piece (I, n) is a puzzle piece if I is sent by fn onto the stretched curve S′.
Example 6.2 (Simple symbol admissible for a curve)
For every a ∈ A0 and S ∈ H, with Sa := S ∩Ya, the pair (Sa, na) is a puzzle piece.
We denote Sa := Ta(S) = f
na(Sa). We say that a is admissible from S.
Example 6.3 (Parabolic symbol admissible for a curve)
A parabolic symbol a :=  ±(c − c′) ∈ Aˆ is admissible from a horizontal curve
S if c, c′ belong to R and S belongs to D˜( (Yc − Yc′)) (see def. 2.35 p. 25). Put
Sa := S ±(Yc−Yc′ ). Also, in definition 5.18, we defined the horizontal, stretched curve
Ta(S) which contains f
na(Sa). Put S
a := Ta(S).
Proposition 6.4. — Let a :=  ±(c − c′) ∈ Aˆ such that c, c′ belong to R and S
belongs to Da := D˜( (Yc − Yc′)). Then the pair (Sa, na) is a piece.
Proof. — The pair (Sa, na) satisfies properties (2) and (3) by respectively proposi-
tion 3.53 and proposition 2.41.(i). By proposition 2.39 the horizontal stretched curve
S is sent transversally to the arcs ∂sYc ∪ ∂sYc′ of W s(A), and the endpoints of Sa
are sent to two of these transverse intersection points. In particular property (1) is
satisfied.
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In definition 5.18, for g ∈ A(N), we defined a subset Dg ⊂ H and a graph transform
Tg : S ∈ Dg → Sg ∈ H.
Definition 6.5 (Admissible word from a curve). — A word g = a1 · · · am ∈
Aˆ(N) is admissible from a horizontal stretched curve S if S ∈ Dg and the set:
Sg := (f
na1 |Sa1)−1 ◦ (fna2 |Sa1a2 )−1 · · · (fnam |S
a1···am−1
am )
−1(Sg)
is a segment of S which contains more than one point.
We note that every g ∈ R˜ is admissible from every S ∈ H.
By example 6.2 and proposition 6.4, it holds:
Proposition 6.6. — If g is admissible from a horizontal stretched curve S, then
(Sg, ng) is a piece.
Proposition 6.7. — If g and g′ are prime, complete words in Aˆ(N) which are ad-
missible from S ∈ H, then either g = g′ or the interior of Sg and Sg′ are disjoint.
Proof. — We proceed by induction on the number of letters of g. This enables us to
assume g prime.
If g is formed by a unique letter, then it belongs to A0 because g is complete. Then
Sg ⊂ Yg is disjoint from the interior of
⋃
A0\{g} Ys ∪ Y . Thus g′ cannot begin with
a parabolic symbol (since this implies Sg′ ⊂ Y ) nor a letter in A0 \ {g}. Hence the
first letter of g′ must be g. As g′ is complete and prime, it is equal to g.
Let us assume the induction hypothesis. Put g = a ·g0 and g′ = a′ ·g′0, with a, a′ ∈
Aˆ. If a belongs to A0, then g is formed by a unique letter (because it is prime and
complete); we already carried this case. Otherwise, a is of the form a =  ±(c− c · b),
with c, c · b ∈ R. Likewise a′ is of the form a′ =  ±(c′ − c′ · b′), with c, c · b ∈ R. By
lemma 4.14 p. 48, the boxes Yc, Yc′ , Yc·b and Yc′·b′ must be nested. By proceeding
exactly as in the proof of proposition 3.49, We obtain that c = c′, c · b = c · b and
a = a′. Then, by induction, we conclude that g = g′.
The following will imply proposition 3.38:
Proposition 6.8. — If g is a complete word and admissible from S ∈ H, then
(Sg, ng) is a puzzle piece.
Proof. — We proceed by induction on the number of letters of g. This enables us to
assume g prime. If g is formed by a single letter then it belongs to A0, and we already
saw in example 6.2 that it defines a puzzle piece of S.
If g = a · g′ with g′ 6= e, then a cannot be in A0 because g is prime and complete.
Thus a is of the form a =  ±(c−c ·b) where b is a prime complete word (by definition
of the strongly regular words 3.12).
To prove the proposition it suffices to show that Sag′ is included in f
na(Sa).
By proposition 2.41.(iii), the curves Sa and Sc are θbnc/3-close. We recall that
c · b belongs to R by definition 3.35(ii). Let y0 be the y-coordinate of the intersection
point of f(Sa) with Yr·c·b. We can apply the following lemma with S′ = Sa, p = c,
q = b and S˜ = fnr·c(R× {y0} ∩ Yr·c):
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Lemma 6.9. — For every p · q ∈ R and S˜, S′ ∈ H which are θbnp/3-close and such
that S˜ is of the form S˜ = S′′p for S′′ ∈ H. Then the words q is admissible from S′.
Moreover, if the left (resp. the right) endpoint of S˜q belongs to S
′ then it is the left
(resp. right) endpoint of S′q.
This lemma will be shown below. It implies that b is admissible from Sa. Let C be
the right component of ∂sYr·c·b. Let z0 be the intersection point of C with f(Sa) and
let z1 := f
M+nc(z0). Then z1 is an endpoint of f
na(Sa). Also by construction of S˜,
z1 is an endpoint of S˜b. Thus by the second part of the lemma, z1 is an endpoint of
Sab . Note that furthermore, f
na(Sa) and S
a
b are at different sides of z1. Consequently,
the interior of fna(Sa) is a component of S
a \ Sab . As a · g′ is admissible from S, the
segment Sag′ intersects the interior of f
na(Sa) and so the complement of S
a
b . Thus by
proposition 6.7 applied to the prime words g′ and b, the segment Sag′ is disjoint from
from the interior of Sab and so it is included in f
na(Sa).
Proof of lemma 6.9. — We are going to show by induction on the number j of Aˆ-
letters in q = q1 · · · qj that q is admissible from S′ and such that:
(i) for each endpoint z1 of f
nq(S˜q) there is an endpoint z
′
1 of f
nq(S′q) which is
linked to z1 by an arc of W
s(A).
(ii) if an endpoint of S˜q belongs to S
′, then it is also an endpoint of S′q.
We notice that (ii) implies the last statement of lemma 6.9. If j = 0, we have q = e and
the induction hypothesis is obvious. Let j > 0 and assume the induction hypothesis
is valid for j − 1 and put q = g · a with a ∈ Aˆ. Put:
W := S˜g, W ′ := S′g, W˘ := fng(S˜g) and W˘ ′ := fng(S′g) .
By (i) at step j − 1, the endpoints of W˘ and W˘ ′ are linked by arcs of W s(A).
If a ∈ A0, then W and W ′ belong to the domain Da = H. Also the interior of Ya
intersects W˘ . Furthermore, ∂sYa is formed by two arcs of W
s(A) which are vertical,
stretched curves. Thus by coherence of the arcs and (i), the interior of Ya intersects
W˘ ′. Thus q is admissible from S′. Let us prove (i) and (ii) at step j.
If ∂sYa does not intersect W˘ , then W˘ is included in Ya and the same occurs for
W˘ ′. Thus S˜q = S˜g and S′q = S
′
g and so (ii) holds true by induction. Furthermore,
fnq(S˜q) = f
na(W ) and fnq(S˜q) = f
na(W ) and so (i) holds with the image by fna of
the arcs given by (i) at step j − 1.
If a component C of ∂sYa intersects W˘ , then this occurs at a unique point z. Also
the same occurs with W˘ ′ for a unique point z′. Furthermore the preimage z0 by
fng |S˜g of z is an endpoint S˜q and the preimage z′0 by fng |S′g of z′ is an endpoint S′q.
If z0 is in S
′, then by definition of the simple and parabolic operation, z is in W ′.
Thus by uniqueness of the intersection point of C with W ′, it holds z = z′, and by
uniqueness of the preimage z0 = z
′
0. This prove (ii). Also the image z1 = f
na(z) and
z′1 = f
na(z′) are endpoints of respectively fnq(S˜q) and fnq(S′q). We notice that z1
and z′1 are linked by the arc f
na(C).
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If a /∈ A0, then it is of the form a =  (c − d). By definition of R 3 g · a, the
curve W = S˜g belongs to D( ±(Yc − Yd) and na ≤ 2Mnp·g. Thus θna ≥ θb(np+ng)/3.
Also the distance between W and W ′ is at most θb(np+ng)/3 by assumption of the
lemma and bng/3-contraction of Tg. Thus W
′ belongs to Da = D˜( ±(Yc − Yd) c
D( ±(Yc − Yd). As q is admissible from S˜, the segment Wa intersects the interior
of W˘ . To show that q is admissible from S′ is suffices to show that W ′a intersects
the interior of W˘ ′. To see this, we proceed as in the case a ∈ A0: the endpoints of
f(Wa) and f(W
′
a) are pairwise linked by arcs of W
s(A) which are vertical stretched
curves and the endpoints of f(W˘ ) and f(W˘ ′) are pairwise linked by arcs of W s(A)
by the induction hypothesis (i). The coherence of the arcs of W s(A) implies that q is
admissible from S′. Furthermore, the same discussion with the box cl(Yc \Yd) instead
of Ya, and the curves f(Wa), f(W
′
a), f(W˘ ) and f(W˘
′) instead of respectively of Wa,
W ′a, W˘ and W˘
′ in the case a ∈ A0 shows (i) and (ii).
Proof of Proposition 3.38. — Let us show that g ∈ R is complete iff (Yg, ng) is a
puzzle piece. If g is not complete, then g finishes by a symbol of the form  ±(c− c′),
with c, c′ ∈ R. Thus fng(Yg) is included in fnc(Yc \ Yc′) which does not connect the
two components of ∂sYe. Thus (Yg, ng) cannot be a puzzle piece.
Let g ∈ R be complete. Then by proposition 6.8, for every S ∈ H, fng(∂Sg) ⊂
∂sYe. Consequently:
fng(∂sYg) =
⋃
S∈H
fng(∂Sg) ⊂ ∂sYe
and so (Yg, ng) is a puzzle piece.
6.2. Distortion bound along the unstable manifold. — The following combi-
natorial property will enable us to display nice distortion bounds:
Definition 6.10. — A word g := a1 · · · am ∈ Aˆ(N) is perfect if for every i such that
ai /∈ Y0, it holds:
m∑
j=i+1
naj ≥ 16nai .
We denote by P the set of perfect words.
We notice that a perfect word g is complete. Thus if it is admissible from a
horizontal curve S, then (Sg, ng) is a puzzle piece by proposition 6.8. Note that if
a1 · · · am is perfect, then aj · · · am is perfect for every j ∈ [1,m]. We will prove:
Proposition 6.11. — Let g ∈ P be a perfect word which is admissible from a hor-
izontal curve S. Then the pair (Sg, ng) is a puzzle piece and for every z, z
′ ∈ Sg, it
holds:
log
‖Dfna |TzS‖
‖Dfna |Tz′S‖ ≤ 40 .
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The proof that (Sg, ng) is a puzzle piece was given in proposition 6.8, the distortion
bound will be proved in proposition 8.7 page 96. Given t ∈ T we denote by Leb the
Lebesgue measure on W tu. To prove the existence of an SRB measure, we shall bound
the Lebesgue measure of the set Ej(t) formed by the points z ∈ W tu which do not
belong to a piece defined by P and of order ≤ j:
Ej(t) := W tu \
⋃
{(W tu)g : g ∈ P is admissible from W tu s.t. ng ≤ j} .
Proposition 6.12. — Let f be strongly regular. For every t ∈ ←−R, and M ≤ j, the
following estimate holds:
1
j
log2 Leb Ej(t) ≤ −
1
52
.
We will prove this proposition at the end of this part.
For every t ∈ T, let P(t) ⊂ Aˆ(N) be the set perfect words a1 · · · am which are
admissible from W tu and such that a1 · · · aj is not perfect for every j < m. We notice
that for every g 6= g′ ∈ P(t), the segments (W tu)g and (W t
′
u )g have disjoint interiors.
Proposition 6.13. — Let f be strongly regular. Then the following map is lower
semi-continuous:
N : (t, z) ∈
⋃
t∈T
{t} ×W tu 7→
{
ng if z ∈ int (W tu)g for g ∈ P(t).
0 otherwise .
Moreover, there exists L such that for every t ∈ T,∫
z∈W tu
N(t, z)Leb ≤ L .
Proof. — The semi-continuity along each horizontal curve is easy. The semi-
continuity transversally to these curves is more tricky. Using the same argument as
proposition 4.16, based on the continuity of t ∈ T 7→ W tu and the compactness of
Ku (see lemma 4.17), the curve W tu satisfies (SR1 − SR2 − SR3), for every t ∈ T.
Moreover by lemma 4.15, for every n ≥ 0, there exists η > 0 such that for every
t, t′ ∈ T, with d(t, t′) < η, it holds:
{g ∈ Aˆ(N) : g admissible from Wˆ tu} = {g ∈ Aˆ(N) : g admissible from Wˆ t
′
u } .
and so:
{g ∈ P(t) : ng ≤ n} = {g ∈ P(t′) : ng ≤ n} .
An easy induction shows also that if g is admissible from S and S′ ∈ H which are close,
then Sg and Sg′ are close. This implies that N is lower semi-continuous. Furthermore,
by using proposition 6.12, we obtain the second part of the proposition:
(17) Leb {z : N(t, z) > j} = leb Ej(t) ≤ lim
n→∞Leb E
j(tn) ≤ 2−j/50.
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6.3. Construction of the SRB measure. — Let us consider the map:
←−
F :
⋃
t∈T
←−
W tu →
⋃
t∈T
←−
W tu
←−z = (zi)i≤0 7→
{ ←−
f ng(←−z ) if z0 ∈ int (W tu)g, g ∈ P(t),←−z otherwise.
We remark that
←−
F is measurable, since it is the continuous map
←−
f at the measurable
return time function N defined in proposition 6.13.
Definition 6.14 (Same first itinerary). — For every t ∈ T, we say that ←−z =
(zi)i and
←−z ′ = (z′i)i in
←−
W tu have the same first itinerary if there exists g ∈ P(t)
such that z0 and z
′
0 belong to (W
t
u)g. They have the same j ≥ 1-first itinerary if
furthermore
←−
F (←−z ) and ←−F (←−z ′) in ←−W t·gu have the same j − 1-first itinerary.
We identify
⋃
t∈T
←−
W tu to T×Ie via the homeomorphism given by 5.34.(iv). A direct
consequence of the distortion bound of proposition 6.11 and the expansion property
of definition 6.1 is:
Proposition 6.15. — The map
←−
F is uniformly expanding and has bounded distor-
tion along unstable leaves:
(1) |∂x(←−F k)(t, x)| ≥ 2 k3 , for every k ≥ 1, t ∈ T and Leb. a.e. x ∈ Ie.
(2) |∂x(←−F k)(t, x)|/|∂x(←−F k)(t, x′)| ≤ 40 for any k ≥ 1, (t, x), (t, x′) ∈ T × Ie ≈⋃
t∈T
←−
W tu with the same k-first itinerary.
We are now ready to show that every strongly regular dynamics leaves invariant
an SRB probability measure.
Proof of theorem 3.46. — We are going to proceed as in [BV06]. Let M be the σ-
algebra on T× Ie generated by the products A×B of Borel sets A ⊂ T and B ⊂ Ie.
Given a Borel measure ν on T× Ie, let νˆ ⊗ Leb be the measure on M defined by:
(νˆ ⊗ Leb)(A,B) = νˆ(A) · Leb(B),
where νˆ is the push forward of ν via the projection T× Ie → T.
The existence of an SRB measure for f will follow from the existence of an
←−
F -
invariant measure µ on T× Ie of the form µ = ρ ·m⊗ µˆ, with ρ bounded. Let us fix
any t ∈ T. Let Lebt be the product δt⊗Leb, with δt the Dirac measure of T at t. Let
us recall the following lemma:
Lemma 6.16 (Lemma 4.9 in [BV06]). — There exists K0 > 0 such that given
any t ∈ T, the sequence λn =←−F n∗Lebt of push forward measures satisfies:
λn(A×B) ≤ K0 · λˆn(A) · Leb(B),
for every n ≥ 1, A×B ∈M.
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Since the measurable sets A × B generate the σ-algebra M, the measure λn is
absolutely continuous along the unstable leaves, with Radon Nikodyn density ρn
bounded by K0. Moreover the same is true for the sequence:
µn :=
1
n
n−1∑
j=0
λj =
1
n
n−1∑
j=0
←−
F n∗Lebt,
because µn(A×B) = 1n
∑
j λj(A×B) ≤ K0Leb(A)n
∑
j λˆj(B) = K0Leb(A)µˆn(B).
As
←−
F n∗µn − µn = 1n (λn − λ0), any accumulation point µ of µn is a
←−
F -invariant
measure. Such an accumulation point exists by compactness of the space of the
probability measures. The absolute continuity of µ is shown in Corollary 4.10 of
[BV06].
We fix such an
←−
F -invariant, absolutely continuous measure µ. We recall that by
proposition 6.13, the integral
∫
W tu
NdLeb is uniformly bounded among t ∈ T. Thus
by absolute continuity, the integral
∫⋃
T
←−
W tu
Ndµ =
∑∞
0 µ({N > j}) is finite.
Let ←−µ :=
∑∞
0
←−
f j∗(µ|N > j)∑∞
0 µ({N > j})
.
We remark that ←−µ is ←−f -invariant. Furthermore ←−µ restricted to ⋃←−W tu ≈ T× Ie is
absolutely continuous. In particular ←−µ is an SRB measure.
Let ν be the push forward of ←−µ by the zero-coordinate projection (zi)i 7→ z0. The
measure ν is invariant by f . It is well known that a hyperbolic SRB measure of a
C1+α-diffeomorphism is physical. As we deal with endomorphisms, we shall re-prove
the physicallity of µ in our case.
Proof that ν is ergodic and physical. The proof will use the map pif defined in
proposition 2.32 page 24.
Let E be an
←−
f -invariant set of ←−µ measure positive. By construction of ←−µ , the set
E intersects
⋃
t∈T
←−
Wut at a set of positive measure. For every t ∈ T, let Et = E∩
←−
W tu.
We identify Et with its 0-coordinate projection in W tu.
Lemma 6.17. — There exists a sequence (ti)i ∈ TN such that Leb(←−W tiu \ Eti)→ 0.
Proof. — Let t ∈ T be such that Et has positive Lebesgue measure. By (17) p. 84,
there exists a density point ←−z ∈ Et and a sequence of perfect, complete words (gi)i
admissible from W tu and such that {←−z } = ∩n≥0(W tu)gn and:
lim
n→∞
Leb[(W tu)gn ∩ Et]
Leb(W tu)gn
= 1 .
We remark that Et·gi ⊃ fngi (Et∩(W tu)gi) and so the sequence (ti)i ∈ TN is convenient
by the distortion bound of the perfect pieces.
By this lemma, there exists t ∈ T such that pif (Et) is arbitrarily closed to be full
in Ie in the sens of Leb. As K˘
u(f) ⊂ Ie is nearly full by proposition 4.6.2, the subset
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F := pif (E
t)∩ K˘u(f) ⊂ Ie is near to be full by the Lipschitz property of pif stated in
proposition 2.32.1.
Let us apply this reasoning with E an union of ergodic components and E′ another
union of ergodic components of ←−µ . Then there are points in E and E′ which belongs
to the same stable manifold W sc for a certain c ∈
−→
R . By proposition 2.32.4, all the
points in W sc are asymptotic and so E and E
′ must have an ergodic component in
common. A contradiction. Therefore, ←−µ is ergodic.
Now let us apply this reasoning for E equal to the set of points which are ←−µ -
generic. By Lipschitzness of the lamination
⋃
c∈−→RW
s
c stated in propositions 2.32.1,
the preimage by Fˆ := pi−1f (F ) ⊂ Ye has Lebesgue measure close to the one of Ye. By
proposition 2.32.4, each of the points in Fˆ has its orbit which is asymptotic to one of
a point in Et and so which is generic for ν. Thus the basin of ν contains the set Fˆ of
positive Lebesgue measure, and so ν is physical.
Proof of proposition 6.12. — For every t ∈ ←−R and 1 ≤ i ≤ j, let E i,j(t) be the subset
of points in W tu which do not belong to a puzzle piece defined by g ∈ P of order ng
in [i, j]. We note that Ej(t) = E1,j(t). Put:
P ji := sup
t∈←−R
Leb
(E i,j(t)) .
It suffices to show by induction on j that P j1 ≤ 2−j/52 for every j ≥M .
For j = M−1, the Proposition is a consequence of Lemma 7.3 page 89. Furthermore
by the same lemma, there exists a universal constant C > 0 such that:
P j1 ≤ C · 2−j ≤ C · 2−j/52, ∀j ≤M − 1 .
Let j > M . Let us remark the following formula:
(18) P ji+1 ≤ P ji + 40 · P j−i1 .
Indeed if z ∈ E i+1,j(t)\E i,j(t) then the point z belongs to a piece defined by g′ ∈ P
such that ng = i and f
i(z) does not belong to the support of a perfect word of order
in [1, j − i]. The distortion estimate of proposition 6.11 gives formula (18).
Using inductively (18) it comes:
(19) P ji ≤ 40
j∑
l=j−i+1
P l1 .
The induction hypothesis at step j′ < j gives:
(20) P j
′
i ≤ 40C
j∑
l=j−i+1
2−l/52 ≤ 40 · C 2
−(j′−i+1)/52
1− 2− 152 .
Let a±−1 := s
±
M and n−1 = M . For m ≥ 0, let a±m := ±(ctm− ctm+1) and let nm be
its order. Let l ≥ 0 be maximal such that nl ≤ j16 . Let l+1 be the Lebesgue measure
of the subset of points in z ∈W tu ∩ Y  such that fn (z) is in Ycl+1 :
l+1 := Leb
(
W tu ∩ (fn  |Y )−1(Ycl+1)
)
.
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By the horizontal expansion along the parabolic pieces and the pieces in s±M , we have:
(21) Leb Ej(t) ≤ 2
l∑
m=−1
2−
nm
3 P j−nm16·nm + l+1 .
Using (20) with j′ = j − nm, it comes:
(22) P j1 ≤
80 · C
1− 2− 152
l∑
m=−1
2−
nm
3 2−(j−17·nm+1)/52 + l+1 ,
(23) P j1 ≤
80 · C · 2− j52
1− 2− 152
l∑
k≥M
2(
17
52− 13 )k + l+1 ≤ C ′2−
j
52 2(
17
52− 13 )M + l+1 ,
where C ′ is a universal constant. Therefore:
(24) P j1 ≤
1
2
2−j/52 + l+1 .
As pif ◦ f |W tu is equal to the composition of a map C1-close to identity with (x, y) 7→
x2 + a and then Lip-map close to the first coordinate projection, the bound l+1 is
smaller than the square root of 2 · 2−(2M+ncl+1 )(1−1/
√
M) by proposition 7.14 page 93.
Then we infer that nl+1 := ncl+1 +M+1 is greater than j/16 because nl was maximal
with the property nl ≤ j/16. Thus it comes that l+1 is at most 122−j/52.
PART III
ANALYTICS BOUNDS
7. Estimate on the expansion of simple and strong regular pieces
7.1. Yoccoz’ one-dimensional bounds. — Let Pa(x) = x
2 + a with a ≤ 0.
In all estimates that follow, we use the letter C to denote various constants inde-
pendent of M . The dependence on M in the estimates will always be explicit.
We recall that the fixed points of Pa are denoted by α0(a) and β(a). The sequence
(αi(a))a of preimage of α0(a) was defined section 1.1 page 13.
By §2.2 of [Yoc], for a = −2, it holds:
(25) αn(−2) = −2 cos pi
3 · 2n and α˜n(−2) = −2 · sin
pi
3 · 2n+1 .
Proposition 7.1 (Prop. 3.1 [Yoc] ). — 1. For a ∈ [−2,− 32 ], the preimage
α(m)(a) belongs to [−2,− 32 ] for m > 0 and satisfies 1/3 ≤ ∂α(m)/∂a ≤ 1/2 for
m ≥ 0.
2. For m ≥ 1, the equation Pa(0) = a = α(m)(a) has a unique root a(m) in [−2,− 32 ].
This root is simple. The sequence (a(m))m>1 is decreasing. For a ∈ (a(m+1), a(m)),
the critical value Pa(0) belongs to the interval (α
(m)(a), α(m−1)(a)).
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3. The sequence (a(m))m>1 converges to −2. More precisely, one has, for some con-
stant C > 0 and all m > 1
C−14−m ≤ a(m) + 2 ≤ C 4−m.
An immediate consequence of (25) and the latter proposition is
Corollary 7.2. — For a ∈ (aM , aM−1), it holds 4−M/C ≤ 2− β(a) ≤ C · 4−M and
4−M/C ≤ β(a)− αm(a) ≤ C · 4−M for every M− ≤ m ≤M .
Let a ∈ (aM , aM−1) or equivalently assume that the first return time of the critical
point 0 in Ie is M + 1. We have:
αM < a = Pa(0) < αM−1,
−αM−n < Pn+1a (0) < −αM−n+1, for 1 < n < M,
α0 < P
M+1
a (0) < −α0.
We define for 1 ≤ n ≤M preimages α˜n ∈ Ie by the conditions
Pa(± α˜n) = αn−1, α˜n < 0.
The finite sequence defined by these conditions verifies α˜1 = α0 and α˜n < α˜n+1
for 1 ≤ n ≤M . We remark that for 2 ≤ n ≤M :
Is−n = [α˜n−1, α˜n] and Is+n = [−α˜n,−α˜n−1].
Proposition 7.3 (Prop. 3.4 [Yoc]). — For a ∈ (a(M), a(M−1)), the following es-
timates hold:
C−14−M ≤ β(a) + Pa(0) ≤ C4−M ,
C−14−n ≤ αn(a)− Pa(0) ≤ C4−n, for 0 ≤ n < M − 2,
C−12−n ≤ |α˜(n)(a)| ≤ C2−n, for 0 < n < M − 1.
For a ∈ (a(M), a(M−1)), x ∈ [−β(a), β(a)] we define
ha(x) := (β
2 − x2)−1/2.
Proposition 7.4 (Prop. 3.5 [Yoc]). — 1. The derivative of Pa satisfies
|DPa(x)| = 2 ha(x)
ha(Pa(x))
(
1 +
β + a
x2
)−1/2
.
2. For n > 0, x ∈ [αn, αn−1]∣∣∣ log |DPna (x)| − log 2n ha(x)ha(Pna (x))
∣∣∣ ≤ C n 4−M .
3. For 1 < n < M − 1, x ∈ Is±n∣∣∣ log |DPna (x)| − log 2n ha(x)ha(Pna (x))
∣∣∣ ≤ C4n−M .
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Lemma 7.5 (lem. 2.8 [Yoc] ). — For every piece (I, n) such that there exists an
interval Iˆ ⊃ I which is sent bijectively onto [α1,−α1] ⊃ Ie. Then for every x ∈ I:
(26) |D log |DPna (x)|| ≤ C0|DPna (x)|,
with C0 := 2|α0 − α1|−1.
Note that eq. (26) holds true for any (I, n) = (Ia, na) among a ∈ Y0. We recall
that α0 ≈ −1 and α1 ≈ −
√
3 when M is large. Thus C0 ≈ 2/(
√
3− 1) = 2.7320 · · · .
7.2. Consequence of Yoccoz estimate in dimension 1. — Here is a conse-
quence of proposition 7.4:
Corollary 7.6. — For every s ∈ Y0, it holds for every k ≤ ns:
|DPnsa (x)| ≥ 2k/2|DPns−ka (x)| .
Proof. — Put n := ns. By proposition 7.4.2, for every x ∈ Is±n and k < n, it holds:
(27) 2k−Ck4
−M
√
β2 − Pna (x)2
β2 − Pn−ka (x)2
≤
∣∣∣∣ DPna (x)DPn−k(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2k+Ck4−M
√
β2 − Pna (x)2
β2 − Pn−ka (x)2
.
As |DPna (x)| ≤ |DPn−ka (x)| ≤ β and k ≤M , we obtain:
2k−CM4
−M ≤
∣∣∣∣ DPna (x)DPn−k(x)
∣∣∣∣ .
To prove the inequality at k = n, first we note that both Pn(x) and x are smaller
than 1 (because they are in Ie, while β ∈ [2− C4−M , 2] by corollary 7.2. Thus√
β2 − Pna (x)2
β2 − x2 ≥
√
3− C4−M
4
=
√
3
2
− C4−M >
√
2
2
2Cn4
−M
Then the sought inequality is a consequence (27) (which is also valid for for k = n by
proposition 7.4.3).
Here is a consequence of corollary 7.2 and proposition 7.3:
Corollary 7.7. — For every x ∈ [αM , αM−1], it holds
4M
C
≤ |DxPM | ≤ 4M .
For every x ∈ [αM−1, αM−2], it holds
4M−1
C
≤ |DxPM−1| ≤ 4M−1 .
Proof. — The upper bound is given by DPa|[−2, 2] ≤ 4. We recall that by corol-
lary 7.2 |β −αM | and |β −αM−2| are of the order of 4−M . Thus for x ∈ [αM , αM−2],
ha(x) is of the order of 2
M . On the other hand, ha|Ie is bounded. Thus proposi-
tion 7.4.2 implies the corollary.
Here is a consequence of the two above corollaries and lemma 7.5:
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Corollary 7.8. — If PM (a) ∈ Ie \ IsbM/24c− , then for every x ∈ Is±M and k ≤M :
|DPMa (x)| ≥ 2k/2 · |DPM−ka (x)| .
Proof. — The same argument as for corollary 7.6 shows the case k < M . It remains
the case k = M . As the orbit I
s
bM/24c
−
is included in [α1, 0] ⊂ [
√
3, 0], the length of
I
s
bM/24c
−
is at least (2
√
3)−M/12. Using the distortion bound of lemma 7.5 for the
piece ([αM−1, αM−2],M − 1), the length of Ir·sbM/24c− is at least |DP (x)P
M−1|−1 ·
(2
√
3)−M/12/C. Thus |x| ≥ ‖DP (x)PM−1‖−1/2 · (2
√
3)−M/24/C. It comes by corol-
lary 7.7:
|DxPM | ≥ (2
√
3)−M/24
C
√
|DP (x)PM−1| ≥ (2
√
3)−M/24
C
2M−1 ≥ 2M/2 .
The following is an immediate consequence of proposition 7.4:
Corollary 7.9. — For every piece s±n ∈ Y0 with n ≤M/2 and x ∈ Is±n , it holds:
2n(1−2
−M−1) ≤
∣∣∣∣DPna (x)ha(Pna (x))ha(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2n(1+2−M−1) .
We recall that Lebg is the measure on [−β, β] with density 1√
β2−x2 :
Lebg(E) :=
∫
E
(β2 − x2)−1/2dx for every Borel subset E ⊂ R .
Proposition 7.10. — With M ′ := bM/2c, it holds:
C · 2−M ≥ log2
Lebg(Ie \
⋃
s∈Y0:ns≤M/2 Is)
LebgIe
−M ′ ≤ C · 2−M .
Proof. — By corollary 7.9, the set E =
⋃
s∈Y0:ns≤M/2 Is satisfies:
2
bM/2c∑
j=2
2−n(1−2
−M−1)Lebg Ie ≤ Lebg(E) ≤ 2
bM/2c∑
j=2
2−n(1+2
−M−1)Lebg Ie .
Thus with M ′ := bM/2c:
21−2(1−2
−M−1) 1− 2−M
′(1−2−M−1)
1− 2−1+2−M−1 ≤
Lebg(E)
Lebg(Ie)
≤ 21+2(1−2−M−1) 1− 2
−M ′(1+2−M−1)
1− 2−1+2−M−1 .
We develop using 2−1+2
−M
= 2−1 + O(2−M ) and 2−M
′+M ′2−M−1 = 2−M
′
+
2−M
′
O(M ′2−M ) = 2−M
′
+O(2−M ):
(1− C · 2−M )(1− 2−M ′) ≤ Lebg(E)
Lebg(Ie)
≤ (1 + C · 2−M )(1− 2−M ′) .
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7.3. Application to two-dimensional pieces. —
Proof of example 2.19 page 22. — Let s ∈ A0 ∪{r}. To show that the pair (Ys, ns) is
a puzzle piece, it remains to prove properties (i) and (ii) of definition 2.13. Namely
that for every z ∈ Ys, for every w ∈ χh, for every 0 ≤ m ≤ ns it holds:
(i) ‖Dzfns(w)‖ ≥ 2m3 ‖Dfm(z)fns−m(w)‖,
(ii) ‖Dzfm(w)‖ ≥ bm/6‖w‖ .
As ns is smaller than M and since ‖Df‖ ≤ 4, statement (i) at m = ns implies (ii).
To prove (i), we recall that Ys is O(b)-close to Is × [−θ, θ]. Also for every (x, y) ∈ Ys
and unit vector w ∈ χh, it holds:
— f j(z) is O(θ)-close to (P ja (x), 0),
— Dzf
j(w) is O(θ)-close to (DxP
j
a , 0).
Thus corollary 7.6, implies (i) for every s ∈ Y0. It also implies (i) for m ≤ M − 2
when s = r. The case s = r and m ∈ {M,M − 1} is a consequence of corollary 7.7.
The case s ∈ A0 \Y0 is implied by corollary 7.8.
7.4. Sharp estimate on the expansion of strongly regular pieces. — We
rare going to prove proposition 4.33. Let f be 0-strongly regular. We recall that for
every z = (x, y) ∈ (−β, β)× [−θ, θ] and (u, v) ∈ R2, given a vector w ∈ R pointed at
z, we defined the following Riemannian metric:
‖w‖g =
√
u2
β2 − x2 + v
2 and ‖w‖0 =
√
u2 + v2 .
The first part of the following is an immediate consequence of proposition 7.3 and
the second part of proposition 7.10.
Corollary 7.11. — For every bM/2c ≤ j ≤ M + 1, the set Y  ∪
⋃
s∈A0 ns≥j Ys
is a box, and it intersects R × {0} at a segment of Lebg-measure at most 2−j/3.
Furthermore:
− log2
LebgR× {0} ∩ (Y  ∪
⋃
s∈A0:ns≥bM/2c+1 Ys)
LebgIe
≥ (1− 2−M )bM/2c .
The following is consequence of proposition 7.4 and corollary 7.9:
Corollary 7.12. — For every piece s±n ∈ Y0 and z ∈ Ys±n , it holds:
2n(1−(2M)
−1/2) ≤ ‖Dzf
n(u)‖g
‖u‖g ≤ 2
n(1+(2M)−1/2) .
If moreover n ≤M/2, then it holds:
2n(1−2
−M ) ≤ ‖Dzf
n(u)‖g
‖u‖g ≤ 2
n(1+2−M ).
An immediate consequence of corollary 7.7 and ha|Ie < 1 is:
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Corollary 7.13. — For every z ∈ Yr, it holds:
4M/C ≤
∥∥DzfM (u)∥∥g
‖u‖0 ≤ 4
M .
We now ready to state:
Proposition 7.14. — Let g ∈ R be a strongly regular word for f . Then for every
z ∈ Yg and every non-zero vector u ∈ χh it holds:
2n(1−1/
√
M) ≥ ‖Dzf
ng(u)‖g
‖u‖g ≥ 2
n(1−1/√M) .
Also for every z ∈ Yr·g and every unit vector u ∈ χh it holds:
‖DzfM+ng(u)‖0 ≥ 2(ng+2M)(1−1/
√
M) .
Proof. — The second item follows from the first item and corollary 7.13. The first
item follows from the following observations:
— a proportion of times 1 − 2−
√
M is spent into the pieces in Y0, and therein the
mean expansion is in [21−(2M)
−1/2
, 21+(2M)
−1/2
] by corollary 7.12.
— for the remaining proportion of times the expansion is in [21/3, 4] by proposi-
tion 3.53.
Thus the mean of the expansion is ≥ 2(1−(2M)−1/2)(1−2−
√
M ) ≥ 21−M−1/2 and ≤
2n(1+1/
√
M).
8. Iterations of vertical and horizontal curves
8.1. Iteration of horizontal curves. — Let us show the first item of proposi-
tion 2.14. Namely, that given any piece (Y, n), the cone χh|Y is sent by Dfn into χh
and if S is a horizontal curve in Y then fn(S) is a horizontal curve.
The cone condition. First let us show that for every u ∈ χh, for every z ∈ Y , it holds
Dzf
n(u) ∈ χh. If n = 0, then the statement is obvious. Let n ≥ 1, v = Dfn−1(u)
and (x, y) = fn−1(z). We recall that ‖D(x,y)f(v)‖ ≥ 21/3‖v‖ by property (i) of
definition 2.13 p.20. We recall that D(x,y)f is b-close to (vx, vy) 7→ (2x · vx, 0). Thus
|vx| ≥ |vy| since otherwise it would be contracted by Df by definition 2.4 of χv. For
the same reason |x| ≥ 1. Thus by the form of D(x,y)f , the vector v is sent by D(x,y)f
into χh.
Remark 8.1. — Actually this proof shows even that Dfn|Y sends χh into {(vx, vy) :
|vy| ≤ b·|vx|}. We recall also that the image f – which contains fn(Y ) – is in R×[−b, b].
The flat condition. To achieve the proof of 2.14.(i), it remains to show that fn(S)
is flat. As f is of class C2, by density we can assume that S is of class C2. Then the
result is a consequence of the following:
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Lemma 8.2 (Compare with Lem. 2.8 [WY01]). — Let (Y, n) be a piece and let
S ⊂ Y be a C2-curve with curvature at most 1 such that TS is included in χh. Then
fn(S) has curvature bounded by C · b, for a universal constant C > 0.
Proof. — Let t 7→ γ(t) be a parametrization of S such that γ˙(t) 6= 0. Then the
curvature of S at γ(t) is:
Cγ(t) :=
|γ˙ × γ¨|
|γ˙|3 (t) ,
where u× v = det(u, v). Thus the curvature of S¯ := fn(S) at γ¯(t) := fn ◦ γ(t) is:
Cγ¯(t) =
|Dfnγ˙ ×Dfn ◦ γ¨|+ |Dfnγ˙ ×∑Dfn−k−1 ◦D2f(Dfk ◦ γ˙)⊗2|
|Dfnγ˙|3 (t) .
Using that the determinant of Df is smaller than b, it comes:
(28) Cγ¯(t) ≤ bn |γ˙ × γ¨|‖Dfnγ˙‖3 (t) +
n−1∑
k=0
bn−k−1‖Dfk+1γ˙ ×Df2(Dfk ◦ γ˙)⊗2‖
‖Dfnγ˙‖3 (t) .
We now use Property (i) of definition 2.13 p.20 to obtain:
Cγ¯(t) ≤ b
n
2n/3
Cγ(t) +
|Dfnγ˙ ×Df2(Dfn−1 ◦ γ˙)⊗2|
‖Dfnγ˙‖3 (t) +
n−2∑
k=0
bn−k−1‖D2f‖
2
n−k−1
3 · 2 2(n−k)3
(t) .
The first and last term of the latter upper-bound are dominated by b. The second
term is at most:
max
|u|=1
2−2/3|Df(u)×D2f(u, u)|
Which is bounded by 42 · 2−2/3b because the second coordinates of Df and D2f are
both smaller than b while their first coordinates are bounded by 4.
Proof of proposition 2.33 . — Let us prove 1. For every i, let Ei := {fni(S ∩ Yi) :
S ∈ H}. As fni(Yi) = ∪j≥ifnj (Yj) is compact, it holds:
fni(Yi) =
⋃
S∈Ei
S =
⋃
S∈Ej ,j≥i
S = adh(
⋃
S∈Ej ,j≥i
S) .
WY∞u =
⋂
i
adh(
⋃
S∈Ej ,j≥i
S) =
⋂
i
⋃
S∈adh(∪j≥iEj),
S =
⋃
S∈⋂i adh(∪j≥iEj),
S ,
where the latter equality was obtained using the compactness of H for the canonical
C1-topology. Thus WY∞u is an union of horizontal stretched curves. If there are two
different curves S and S′ in WY∞u , then there is an -ball of R2 in WY∞u , and so in
each fni(Yi) for i ≥ 1. This contradicts proposition 2.30 which states that Ei has
diameter smaller than 4θbni/3.
Let us prove 2. Let ←−z := (zi)i≤0 ∈ ←−WY∞u and let Wuloc(←−z ) be the component of ←−z
in {(z′i)i≤0 ∈
←−
Mf : lim sup−∞
1
n log d(f
n(z), fn(z′)) > 0 and z′0 ∈ Ye}. By the proof
of the first statement, for every S ∈ H, the curve Si := fni(S ∩ Yi) is close to WY∞u
when i is large. By property (ii) of definition 2.13, The curve Si is 2
−j/3-contracted
by (f j |fni−j(S ∩ Yi))−1 for every j ≤ i. Hence ←−W tu is included in Wuloc(←−z ).
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As the image of M by f is included into the interior of M , the components of
(f |M)−ni(Ye) are bounded by segments of R×{±θ} and by components of the stable
set of the fixed point A intersected with M . This implies that Yni is a component
of (f |M)−ni(Ye). Thus ←−WY∞u is a component of {(z′i)i≤0 ∈
←−
Mf : z
′
0 ∈ Ye}, and so it
contains Wuloc(
←−z ).
8.2. Distortion estimates along horizontal curves. — Let f be 0-strongly
regular. In definition 6.1 we defined the one-dimensional pieces.
Definition 8.3 (Distortion of a one-dimensional piece (S, n))
The distortion ∆(S, n) is the minimal number ∆ ≥ 0 such that for every z ∈ S:
lim
z′∈S→z
∣∣∣∣ log ‖∂Sfn(z)‖ − log ‖∂Sfn(z′)‖‖fn(z)− fn(z′)‖
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∆ ,
with ∂S the derivative w.r.t. a unit vector tangent to S oriented toward the right.
In definition 6.5, we define the words g ∈ A(N) which are admissible from a hori-
zontal stretched curve S. We saw that they define the pieces (Sg, ng).
Let us bound from above the distortion of the simple pieces:
Proposition 8.4. — For every g ∈ Y(N)0 , with ng ≤ 2M , for every S ∈ H, the
distortion of (Sg, ng) is at most 3:
∆(Sg, ng) ≤ 3 .
Proof. — We recall that every symbol a ∈ Y0 defines a puzzle piece which is regular
in the sense of Yoccoz: there exists an interval Iˆa ⊃ Ia which is sent bijectively
by Pna onto [α1,−α1]. Thus the piece (Ig, ng) is also regular. By lemma 7.5, the
distortion of the piece (Ig, ng) is ≤ 2.74. As b is small compare to M and the distortion
depends continuously on its C1+Lip-entries, it holds ∆(Sg, ng) ≤ 3 for every S ∈ H.
As there are finitely many words g ∈ Y(N)0 with order at most 2M , we obtain the
proposition.
The following is rough estimate which will be useful to obtain a much finer estimate.
Lemma 8.5. — Let (S, n) be a one-dimensional piece. Then its distortion satisfies:
∆(S, n) ≤ 3 · 2 43n .
Proof. — By definition of the one-dimensional pieces, for every z ∈ S and every unit
vector u ∈ TzS, it holds:
(29) ‖Dzfn(u)‖ ≥ 2n/3‖u‖ .
By density, we can assume S of class C2. Let γ(t) be a parametrization of S such
that γ(0) = z, ∂tγ(0) = u and ‖∂tγ(t)‖ = 1 for every t. Let v = ∂2t γ(0). By flatness
of S, it holds ‖v‖ ≤ θ. Note that it suffices to show:
(30)
‖∂2t (fn ◦ γ)(0)‖
‖Dzfn(u)‖2 ≤ 4
n .
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A computation gives:
∂2t f
n ◦ γ =
n−1∑
m=0
Dfn−m−1 ◦D2f(∂t(fm ◦ γ), ∂t(fm ◦ γ))+Dfn ◦ ∂2t γ .
We now look at the value at t = 0. We use the bounds ‖Df‖ ≤ 4 and ‖D2f‖ ≤ 2+2b
stated in Fact 2.2 to obtain:
‖∂2t (fn ◦ γ)(0)‖ ≤
n−1∑
0
(2 + 2b) · 4n−m−1‖Dzfm(u)‖2 + θ4n .
Using inequality (29), it comes the sought inequality (30):
‖∂2t (fn ◦ γ)(0)‖
‖Dzfn(u)‖2 ≤
n−1∑
0
3 ·4n−m−14−n−m3 +θ4n−n3 <
n−1∑
0
(2+2b) ·4 23 j +θ4 23n < 3 ·2 43n .
We recall that by definition of the admissible words, if a · b ∈ Aˆ(N) is admissible
from S ∈ H, then a is admissible from S and b is admissible form Sa ∈ H. The
following gives a recurrence relation:
Lemma 8.6. — Let a · b ∈ Aˆ(N) be admissible from S ∈ H. Then it holds:
∆(Sa·b, na·b) ≤ 2−nb/3 ·∆(Sa, na) + ∆(Sab , nb) .
Proof. — Let z ∈ Sa. We have:
lim
fna (z′)∈Sa→fna (z)
∣∣∣∣ log ‖(∂Safnb)(fna(z))‖ − log ‖(∂Safna)(fna(z′))‖‖fnb(fna(z))− fnb(fna(z′))‖
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∆(Sb, nb)
And so:
(31) lim
z′∈S→z
∣∣∣∣ log ‖(∂Safnb)(fna(z))‖ − log ‖(∂Safna)(fna(z′))‖‖fna·b(z)− fna·b(z′)‖
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∆(Sb, nb)
By the expansion of this segment by 2nb/3 we have for z ∈ Sa·b:
lim
z′∈S→z
∣∣∣∣ ‖fna(z)− fna(z′)‖‖fna·b(z)− fna·b(z′)‖
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2−nb/3
Multiplying the latter limit with the definition of the distortion of (Sa, na) this yields:
(32) lim
z′∈S→z
∣∣∣∣ log ‖∂Sfna(z)‖ − log ‖∂Sfna(z′)‖‖fna·b(z)− fa·b(z′)‖
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2−nb/3∆(Sa, na) ,
The sought inequality follows by summing inequalities (31) and (32).
In definition 6.10, we define the perfect words. We are going to show that the
distortion of any perfect words admissible from S ∈ H is bounded by 20. This implies
immediately proposition 6.11.
Proposition 8.7. — For every perfect word g ∈ Aˆ(N) admissible from some S ∈ H,
it holds:
∆(Sg, ng) ≤ 20 .
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Proof. — Let g = a1 · · · am with ai ∈ Aˆ for every i. Put gi := a1 · · · ai. By lemma 8.6,
it holds:
∆(Sg, ng) ≤
m∑
j=1
∆(Sgiai , nai)2
−naj+1···am3 .
We now apply proposition 8.4 to bound the distortion of pieces in Y0 and lemma 8.5
to bound those not in Y0. This gives:
∆(Sg, ng) ≤
∑
1≤j≤m:aj∈Y0
3 · 2−
naj+1···am
3 +
∑
1≤j≤m:aj /∈Y0
3 · 2
4naj
−naj+1···am
3 .
By perfect word’s definition 6.10, if aj /∈ Y0, then 4naj ≤ 14naj+1···am . Consequently:
∆(Sg, ng) ≤
∑
1≤j≤m:aj∈Y0
3 · 2−
naj+1···am
3 +
∑
1≤j≤m:aj /∈Y0
3 · 2−
naj+1···am
4 .
And so
∆(Sg, ng) ≤
∑
1≤j≤m
3 · 2−
naj+1···am
4 ≤ 3
1− 2−1/4 < 18.85 < 20 .
The following will be useful for the proof of proposition 3.53.
Proposition 8.8. — Let g ∈ R be a strongly regular word. For every x, x′ ∈ Yg, and
every u, u′ ∈ χh unit vectors, it holds:
‖Dzfng(u)‖
‖Dz′fng(u′)‖ ≤ 40 · 2
29·2−
√
Mng
Proof. — We are going to use the following shown below:
Lemma 8.9. — Let g = a1 · · · ap ∈ R be a strongly regular. There exists q ≤ p such
that:
(1) the word g′ = a1 · · · aq is perfect,
(2) naq+1···ap ≤ 17 · 2−
√
Mng.
We will show for remark 8.12, that there exists a unit vector field ∂′y on Yg′ with
values in χv such that
(33) ‖∂′yfng′ |Yg′‖ ≤ (K
√
b
2/3
)ng′ and ‖∂′y∂xfng′ |Yg′‖ ≤ K
√
b.
By splitting a unit vectors u and u′ ∈ χh in the basis ∂x and ∂′y, and then using the
contraction of ∂y and the expansion of ∂x by Df
ng for every z ∈ Yg, it comes:
(34)
‖Dzfng′ (u)‖
‖Dz′fng′ (u′)‖ ≤
‖∂xfng′ (z)‖
‖∂xfng′ (z′)‖ +Kθ .
Now we use the proposition 8.7, the second part of (33), and ‖∂xDfng′ |Yg‖ ≥ 1 to
obtain:
(35)
‖∂xfng′ (z)‖
‖∂xfng′ (z′)‖ +K · θ ≤ 20 · LebIe +K ·
√
b+K · θ ≤ 40 .
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Now we infer that ng − ng′ ≤ 17 · 2−
√
Mng. Also the expansion of during this times
is in [2(ng−ng′ )/3, 4ng−ng′ ]. The composition rules gives:
(36)
‖Dzfng(u)‖
‖Dz′fng(u′)‖ ≤
‖Dzfng′ (u)‖
‖Dz′fng′ (u′)‖ · 2
5
3 17·2−
√
Mng .
Then (34), (35) and (36) implies the inequality stated in the proposition.
Proof of lemma 8.9. — The proof is done by using the Pliss Lemma. To this end, for
every 1 ≤ s ≤ ng, we put a(s) := am+1 if s ∈ [na1···am + 1, na1···am+1 ] and we consider
the sequence of numbers (X(s))1≤s≤ng :
s 7→
{
X(s) = 1 if a(s) ∈ Y0
X(s) = 1− 17 if a(s) /∈ Y0 .
By definition of the strong regular chain, we have:
ng∑
s=1
X(s) =
∑
1≤m≤q:am∈Y0
nam + (1− 17)
∑
1≤m≤q:am /∈Y0
nam
=
∑
1≤m≤q
nam − 17
∑
1≤m≤q:am /∈Y0
nam ≥ ng(1− 17 · 2−
√
M )
Thus by Pliss’ Lemma 4.26, there exist l ≥ (1 − 17 · 2−
√
M )ng and a sequence of
integers 1 ≤ n1 < · · · < nl ≤ ng such that
nj∑
i=m+1
X(i) ≥ 0 for all m ≤ nj and j = 1, . . . , l.
We notice that X(nl) = 1 and so a(nl) =: aq ∈ Y0 for a certain q ≤ p. If we take nl
maximal, then nl = na1···aq . Then for every m ≤ q it holds:
0 ≤ (1− 17)
∑
m≤i≤q:ai /∈Y0
nai +
∑
m≤i≤q:ai∈Y0
nai = −17
∑
m≤i≤q:ai /∈Y0
nai +
∑
m≤i≤q
nai .
Thus g′ = a1 · · · aq is perfect. Moreover ng−ng′ = ng−nl ≤ ng−l ≤ 17·2−
√
Mng.
8.3. Invariance of vertical flat curves by iterations associated to pieces.
— Let us show the second item of proposition 2.14. Namely, given a piece (Y, n),
we want to show that (Dfn|Y ) pulls back χv into itself and (Dzfn)−1(χv) ⊂ χv .
Moreover, for every vertical stretched curve C ⊂ Ye which is between both components
of fn(∂sY ), the set (fn|Y )−1(C) is a vertical, stretched curve.
The proof will use a technology developed in [WY01]. Let us recall their settings.
Let M be a 2 × 2 matrix. Assuming that M is not a homothety, we say that a
unit vector e defines the most contracted direction of M if ‖Mu‖ ≥ ‖Me‖ for every
unit vector u. Given a sequence of matrices (Mi)i≥1, we denote the matrix product
by M (i) := Mi × · · · ×M1. If M (i) is not a homothety, then ei denotes a unit vector
defining the most contracted direction of M (i).
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Lemma 8.10 (Lem. 2.1 and Cor. 2.1 p. 16 [WY01])
Let (Mi)i be a sequence of 2× 2 matrices. Let K0, b, κ > 0 be such that 1 b ≥ 0
and κ √b. Assume that:
(†) |det(Mi)| ≤ b and ‖Mi‖ ≤ K0 and ‖M (i)‖ ≥ κi ∀i ≥ 1 .
Then M (i) is not a homothety for every i and there exists K depending only on K0
such that the most contracted direction satisfies:
(a) ‖en × e1‖ ≤ Kbκ2 and ‖en × en+1‖ ≤ (Kb)
n
κ2n ,
(b) ‖M (i)en‖ ≤
(
Kb
κ2
)i
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Lemma 8.11 (Cor. 2.2 p.16 [WY01]). — Under the assumptions of lemma 8.10,
if (Mi)i = (Mi(s))i is a sequence 2 × 2 matrices depending C1 on a parameter
s ∈ R3 and such that for every s, the sequence (Mi(s))i satisfies (†) and moreover
‖∂sMi(s)‖ ≤ Ki0 and ‖∂sdetMi(s)‖ ≤ Ki0b, then it holds:
(a) ‖∂s(en × e1)‖ ≤ Kbκ3 ,
(b) ‖∂sM (i)en‖ ≤
(
Kb
κ3
)i
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof of proposition 2.14.(ii). — Let (Y, n) be a piece in Ye and put Y¯ = f
n(Y ).
Let C be a vertical flat, stretched curve in Ye which is between both components of
∂sY¯ = f
n(∂sY ). We would like to show that the preimage C′ of C by fn|Y is a
vertical, stretched curve. By definition 2.13.(ii) and the invariance of χh given by
proposition 2.14.(i), the map fn|Y is transverse to C. Thus C′ is a curve. Moreover,
by assumption, for every y ∈ [−θ, θ], the curve C intersects the curve fn(Y ∩R×{y})
at a unique point. Thus C′ intersects R×{y} at a unique point and so C′ is a connected
stretched C1+Lip-curve.
To show that it is vertical, by density, we can assume C of class C2. Then by
transversality, the curve C′ is of class C2. Let F be the foliation of R× [−θ, θ] whose
leaves are all parallel to C. Let pi be holonomy from along F to R × {0}. We notice
that if z ∈ R× [−θ, θ], the point pi(z) is equal to x0 + u0 with (x0, 0) the intersection
point of C ∩R×{0} and u0 ∈ R such that z ∈ C+ (u0, 0). We notice that pi is of class
C2 and C2-θ-close to the first coordinate projection. We remark that C′ is a fiber of
pi ◦ fn|Y → R .
Given z ∈ Y , we define the sequence of matrices{
Ai(z) := Dfi−1(z)f if 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Ai(z) := Dfn(z)pi if n < i .
We remark that the hypotheses of lemma 8.10 and lemma 8.11 are satisfied with
K0 = 4 and κ = b
1/6 by (ii) of definition 2.13. Also en+k(z) = en+1(z) for every
k ≥ 1. As e1 is O(b)-C1-close to (0, 1), it comes:
(37) |en+1(z)− (0, 1)| ≤ Kb
b2/6
= Kb2/3 and |∂zen+1(z)| ≤ Kb
b3/6
= K
√
b .
Consequently the tangent space of C′ is in χh and its curvature is smaller than θ. In
other words, C′ is vertical.
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Using the same argument, by taking pi with fibers equal to line all parallel to a
vector v ∈ χv, we obtain that D(fn|Y )−1(v) is in χv.
Remark 8.12. — By the second part of lemma 8.10 and lemma 8.11, it comes:
(38) |Df i(en+1)(z)| ≤ (Kb2/3)i and |∂zDf i(en+1)(z)| ≤ (K
√
b)i ∀i ≤ n .
Let us now prove the following lemma which was used in the proof of proposi-
tion 3.40.
Lemma 8.13. — Let f be 0-strongly regular. Let PH be the set of points z ∈ R2
such that:
(PH) ‖∂xfk(z)‖ ≥ bk/6, ∀k ≥ 0 .
Then there exist K > 0 and e∞ : PH → R2 which is continuous, and such that:
(1) The norm ‖e∞(z)− (0, 1)‖ is smaller than Kb2/3 for every z ∈ PH.
(2) For every z, z′ ∈ PH, it holds ‖e∞(z′)− e∞(z)‖ ≤ K
√
b‖z′ − z‖.
(3) The vector e∞(z) is (Kb)2k/3 contracted by Dfk, for every k ≥ 0.
Proof. — We use lemma 8.10.(a) with Mi(z) = Dfi(z)f and κ = b
1/6. The lemma
implies that (en|PH)n converges to a continuous vector field (e∞|PH) which is Kb2/3-
C0-close to e0|PH := (0, 1) as sated in (1). Also by lemma 8.10.(b) the vector e∞(z)
is (Kb)2k/3 contracted by fk, for every k ≥ 0, as sated in (3).
Let us now prove (2). Let z, z’ be in PH and let n be maximal such that d(z, z′) ≤
bn/64−2n. Then for every z′′ ∈ [z, z′] and k ≥ 0, it holds d(fk(z), fk(z′′)) ≤ bn/64k−2n.
Thus for every m ≤ n, we have:
‖∂xfm(z′′)− ∂xfm(z)‖ = ‖
m−1∑
k=1
Dfk+1(z′′)f
n−k−1 ◦ (Dfk(z′′)f −Dfk(z)f) ◦ ∂xfk(z)‖
≤
m−1∑
k=0
4n−k−1 · bn/6 · 4k−2n+1 · 4k ≤ bn/6 · 4−n 4
m − 1
4− 1 ≤
bn/6
3
≤ b
m/6
3
.
Thus for every z′′ ∈ [z, z′], it holds ‖∂xfm(z′′)‖ ≥ bm/6/2 for every m ≤ n. By
lemma 8.11.(a), for every z′′ ∈ [z, z′], there exists a constant K such that:
‖ d
dz
(en(z
′′)× e1(z))‖ ≤ K
√
b.
As e1 is C
1-b-close to ∂y, it comes that
d
dz′′ en(z
′′) is K
√
b-small for every z′′ ∈ [z, z′].
Now we compute:
‖e∞(z)× e∞(z′)‖ ≤ ‖e∞(z)× en(z)‖+ ‖en(z)× en(z′)‖+ ‖en(z′)× e∞(z′)‖
≤ (Kb)2 max(n,1)/3 +K
√
b · d(z, z′) + (Kb)2 max(n,1)/3 ≤ K
√
b · d(z, z′) .
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Proof of proposition 2.32. — By lemma 8.13, the vector field e∞ : PH → R2 defined
therein is K
√
b-Lipschitz close to the constant vector field equal to (0, 1). We use the
Whitney extension theorem [Whi34, JLS86] to extend it to a Lipschitz vector field
e˜∞ on R× [−θ, θ] which is b1/3-Lipschitz close to (0, 1).
Let pif be the holonomy map from R× [−θ, θ] to the transverse line R. We observe
that pif is b
1/3-Lipschitz close to the first coordinate projection. We notice that the
first two items of the proposition are satisfied.
To prove the third item, we recall that a puzzle piece (Y, n), satisfies the following
property of definition 2.13.(ii). For every z ∈ ∂sY and unit vector w ∈ χh it holds:
‖Dzfm(w)‖ ≥ bm/6, ∀m ≤ n .
Furthermore, fn(z) belongs to ∂sYe by definition of the puzzle piece and so f
m(z) ∈
∂sYe for every m ≥ n. Also Dzfn(w) belongs to χh by proposition 2.14(ii), and so
Dzf
m(w) belongs to χh for every m ≥ n. Consequently:
‖Dfm(w)‖ ≥ bm/6, ∀m ≥ 0 .
This implies that ∂sY is included in PH. Furthermore, every unit vector u tangent
to ∂sY can be written as w = s · e∞ + u · (1, 0). Then Dfm(u) is bm/2 close to
uDfm(1, 0). As Dfm(1, 0) goes to infinity whereas Dfm(w) goes to zero, it holds
u = 0. This proves that ∂sY is tangent to e∞. The contraction of its tangent vectors
follows from lemma 8.13.3.
Let us prove the last and fourth item of the proposition. Let C := ((Yk, nk))k≥0
be a decreasing sequence of puzzle pieces and put W sC :=
⋂
k≥0 Yk. For every k, let
[x−k , x
+
k ] ⊂ Ie be such that Yk = pi−1f ([x−k , x+k ]). We remark that:
W sC =
⋂
k
Yk =
⋂
k
pi−1f ([x
−
k , x
+
k ]) = pi
−1
f (
⋂
k
[x−k , x
+
k ]) .
We notice that (nk)k is increasing and so nk → ∞. By the expansion of χh given
by definition 2.13.(i), the length of [x−k , x
+
k ] is at most 2
−nk/3Leb(Ie). Thus the
decreasing intersection
⋂
k[x
−
k , x
+
k ] is a single point xC ∈ Ie and it holds:
W sC = pi
−1
f ({xC}) .
For every k, let Ck be a component of ∂
sYk. We recall that Ck is a flat stretched curve
in PH which is tangent to e∞. By continuity of e∞ and compactness of PH, the
same occurs for any cluster value C∞ of (Ck)k. Note that C∞ is included in W sC . As
W sC is a vertical stretched curve, it holds W
s
C = C∞. Thus W
s
C is included in PH and
tangent to e∞. The contraction of its tangent vectors follows from lemma 8.13.3.
9. Affine-like representation and parabolic products
The affine-like representation (3) was introduced in [PY01, PY09] to present the
bounds on the iteration of the dynamics restricted to a piece. Actually, this way of
3. The present section has been added after that Yoccoz told me his intention to add this formalism
in [Yoc15].
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representation is inspired from the generating function, and was intensively studied by
Shilnikov [vSn67] and his school in the dissipative context, as the Shilnikov variable
or cross map.
9.1. Presentation of the estimates using the affine-like representation. —
Let (Y, n) be a piece and x1 ∈ Ie. Let Cx1 be the preimage by fn|Y of the segment
{x1} × [−θ, θ]. As Ye =
⋃
x1∈Ie{x1} × [−θ, θ] contains fn(Y ) we have:
Y =
⋃
Ie
Cx1 .
Furthermore, if (Y, n) is a puzzle piece, the curves Cx1 are all vertical and stretched by
proposition 2.14.(ii). Here is an immediate consequence of remark 8.12 on the proof
of proposition 2.14.(ii):
Corollary 9.1. — For every i ≤ n and x1 ∈ Ie, the curve Cx1 is bi/2 contracted by
f i: for every unit vector u tangent to Cx1 , it holds ‖Df i(u)‖ ≤ bi/2.
Given y0 ∈ [−θ, θ], we denote by SY (y0) the segment Y ∩ R × {y0}. By proposi-
tion 2.14.(i), the curve SY (y0) := f
n(SY (y0)) is horizontal. We have:
fn(Y ) =
⋃
[−θ,θ]
SY (y0) .
Definition 9.2 (Affine-like representation of (Y, n)). — The affine-like repre-
sentation of a piece (Y, n) is the pair of functions (X0,Y1) defined by:
The intersection point of Cx1 with R× {y0} is (X0(y0, x1), y0) and the intersection
point of {x1} × [−θ, θ] with SY (y0) is (x1,Y1(y0, x1)). We notice that:
(AL) fn(x0, y0) = (x1, y1)⇔ (x0, y1) = (X0,Y1)(y0, x1) .
The domain of (X0,Y1) is the projection ∆ on the 2nd and 3rd of the graph of
fn|Y . The following sheds light on many estimates already computed.
Proposition 9.3. — There exists a universal constant K > 0 such that the affine-
like representation (X0,Y1) of a piece satisfies for every (y0, x1) ∈ ∆:
(1) |∂x1Y1(y0, x1)| = b and |∂x1X0(y0, x1)| ≤
√
1 + θ2 · 2−n/3,
(2) |∂y0X0(y0, x1)| ≤ Kb2/3 and |∂y0Y1(y0, x1)| ≤ bn
√
1 + θ2 · 2−n/3,
(3) |∂x1∂y0X0(y0, x1)| ≤ K
√
b|∂x1X0(y0, x1)| and |∂2y0X0(y0, x1)| ≤ K
√
b,
(4) |∂x1∂y0Y1(y0, x1)| ≤ (Kb)n/2 and |∂2y0Y1(y0, x1)| ≤ (Kb)n/2,
(5) |∂2x1Y1(y0, x1)| ≤ Kb.
.
Proof. — We remark that (∂x1X0(y0, x1), 0) ∈ χh is sent into (1, ∂x1Y1(y0, x1)) which
has second coordinate at most b by remark 8.1 p. 93. Thus |∂x1Y1| ≤ b. Also by
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piece’s definition 2.13.(i), it holds |∂x1X0(y0, x1)| · 2n/3 ≤
√
1 + θ2. This proves (1).
The second part of (2) is given by the following:
|∂y0Y1| =
∣∣∣∣det( 1 ∂x1Y10 ∂y0Y1
)∣∣∣∣ (AL)= |detDfn| · ∣∣∣∣det( ∂x1X0 0∂y0X0 1
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ bn|∂x1X0| .
With en+1 the contracted vector defined in the proof of proposition 2.14 page 99, it
holds en+1 = (∂y0X0, 1) and Dfn(en+1) = (0, ∂y0Y1). By eq. (37) p. 99, it holds
|en+1(z)− (0, 1)| ≤ Kb2/3 and |∂zen+1(z)| ≤ K
√
b. This implies the first part of (2)
and (3):
(39) |∂y0X0| = |en+1(z)| ≤ Kb2/3 , |∂2y0X0| = |∂y0en+1(z)| ≤ K
√
b
and |∂x1∂y0X0| = |∂x0en+1(z)| · |∂x1X0| ≤ K
√
b|∂x1X0| .
Similarly remark 8.12 page 100 implies (4):
|∂2y0Y1| = |∂y0Dfn(en+1)(z)| ≤ (K
√
b)n ,
|∂x1∂y0Y1| = |∂x0Dfn(en+1)(z)| · |∂x1X0| ≤ (K
√
b)n .
To get (5), we recall that by lemma 8.2, for every y0 ∈ [−θ, θ], the curvature of the
curve {(x1,Y1(x, y0)) : x1 ∈ Ie} is dominated by b.
9.2. Contraction of the graph transform induced by a piece. — We are
going to prove the following which implies proposition 2.30:
Proposition 9.4. — There exists a universal constant K > 0, such that for every
puzzle piece (Y, n) in Ye, the map S ∈ H 7→ SY := fn(S ∩ Y ) ∈ H is (Kb)n/2
contracting.
Proof. — Let ρ ∈ C1+Lip(Ie,R) be a function whose graph S belongs to H. Let
ρY ∈ C1+Lip(Ie,R) be the function whose graph is SY . We want to show that
ρ 7→ ρY is (Kb)n/2-contracting for the C1-topology. By definition of H we have:
(40) ‖Dρ‖C0 ≤ θ and Lip(Dρ) ≤ (1 +Kθ)θ .
Let (X0,Y1) be the affine-like representation of (Y, n). We notice that ρY is implicitly
defined by the system
(41) ρY (x1) = Y1(y0, x1) and y0 = ρ ◦ X0(y0, x1) .
As the map (y0, ρ, x1) 7→ ρ ◦ X0(y0, x1) is of class C1+Lip, with its first derivative
θ2-contracting by proposition 9.3.(2) and (40), there is a C1+Lip-function Y0 such
that:
y0 = Y0(x1, ρ)⇔ y0 = ρ ◦ X0(y0, x1) .
(42)
∂x1Y0(x1, ρ) = Dρ ◦ ∂x1X0(Y0(x1, ρ), x1) +Dρ · ∂y0X0(Y0(x1, ρ), x1)∂x1Y0(x1, ρ)
∂ρY0(x1, ρ) = ∂ρ ◦ X0(Y0(x1, ρ), x1) +Dρ · ∂y0X0(Y0(x1, ρ), x1)∂ρY0(x1, ρ)
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We observe that ρY = x1 7→ Y1(Y0(x1, ρ), x1)]. By the two next lemmas ρ 7→ ρY is
the composition of two Lipschitz maps of constants ≤ (Kb)n/2 and ≤ θ(1 + θ). This
implies the proposition.
Lemma 9.5. — The map ρ ∈ C1(Ie, [−θ, θ]) 7→ [x1 7→ Y1(ρ(x1), x1)] is (Kb)n/2-
Lipschitz.
Proof. — It suffices to observe that the linear map ∂ρ 7→ [x1 7→ ∂y0Y1(ρ(x1), x1) ·
∂ρ(x1)] has norm at most (Kb)
n/2 because ∂y0Y1 has C1-norm at most (Kb)n/2 by
proposition 9.3 (2-4).
Lemma 9.6. — The map x1 7→ Y0(x1, ρ) is θ(1 + θ)-C1-small and the map ρ 7→
[x1 7→ Y0(x1, ρ)] is (1 + θ)-Lipschitz for the C1-tolopogy.
Proof. — By density, we can assume that ρ is of class C2. We have by (42):
∂x1Y0(x1, ρ) =
Dρ ◦ ∂x1X0(Y0(x1, ρ), x1)
1−Dρ · ∂y0X0(Y0(x1, ρ), x1)
(43)
∂ρY0(x1, ρ) : ∂ρ 7→ ∂ρ ◦ X0(Y0(x1, ρ), x1)
1−Dρ · ∂y0X0(Y0(x1, ρ), x1)
(44)
We recall that by proposition 9.3 (2) and (3), it holds |∂y0X0| ≤ Kb2/3 and |∂x1X0 ≤
1|. Thus by (40) and (43), ∂x1Y0 is at most θ(1 + θ). As the C0 norm of Y0 at most
b, we get the first statement of the lemma. Moreover, we observe that the norm of
the derivative of x1 7→ X0(Y0(x1, ρ), x1) is at most 1. Also proposition 9.3 (3), the
C1-norm of ∂y0X0 is at most K
√
b and so the C1-norm of x1 7→ ∂y0X0(Y0(x1, ρ), x1)
is at most K
√
b. Now we infer that ∂ρ and Dρ have C1-norm at most (1 +Kθ)θ by
(40). Thus the linear form ∂ρY0(x1, ρ) has norm at most 1 +Kθ and the linear map
∂ρ 7→ [x1 7→ DY0(x1, ρ)(∂ρ)] has norm ≤ (1 + θ) for the C1-tolopogy. Form this we
get the last statement of the lemma.
9.3. Graph transform induced by a parabolic operation. — In this section,
we are going to prove propositions 2.41 and 2.44. Let (Y, n) and (Y ′, n′) be two puzzle
pieces such that Y ′ ⊂ Y ⊂ Ye with n′ ≤ n + max(M,n) such that D˜( (Y − Y ′) is
not empty. In particular, this implies that ∂sY and ∂sY ′ does not have the same left
component. Put (Y˜ ,M + n) = (Yr,M) ? (Y, n) and (Y˜
′,M + n′) = (Yr,M) ? (Y ′, n′).
Similarly, the right components of ∂sY˜ and ∂sY˜ ′ are disjoint.
Let us denote by (X0,Y1) the affine-like representation of (Y˜ ,M + n). Given
S = graph ρ ∈ D( (Y − Y ′)), we denote ιρ(x) = (x, ρ(x)) for every x ∈ Ie.
Let  ∈ {−,+} be such that graphX0(·, α0) is the right component of ∂sY˜ . We
notice that  is the sign of −∂x1X0. Let x  ∈ Ie be such that the segment [x , α0] is
minimal to satisfy that {(X0(y0, x1), y0) : y0 ∈ [−θ, θ], x1 ∈ [x ,  · α0]} contains the
right component of Y˜ \ Y˜ ′.
Lemma 9.7. — For every S = graph ρ ∈ D( (Y − Y ′)), for every x1 ∈ [x ,  · α0],
there are exactly two preimages X−−1(x1, ρ) < X+−1(x1, ρ) in (f ◦ ιρ)−1(graphX0(·, x1))
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and it holds for ± ∈ {−,+}:
S ±(Y−Y ′) ⊂ {ιρ ◦ X±−1(x1, ρ) : x1 ∈ [x ,  · α0]} .
We will prove this lemma below. Let us give the algorithm of extension.
Figure 8. Extension S −(Y−Y
′).
Definition 9.8 (The extension algorithm). — Let S := Graph ρ ∈ D( ±(Y −
Y ′)). Put Y±0 be the y-coordinate of f ◦ ιρ ◦ X±−1 and put:
T±(ρ) : x1 ∈ [x ,  · α0] 7→ Y1(Y±0 (x1, ρ), x1) .
Each function T±(ρ) is C1+Lip. Let T˜±(ρ) be the unique C1+Lip-extension of T ± (ρ)
on Ie s.t. :
∂2x1 T˜
±(ρ)(x1) = ∂2x1Y1(Y±0 (x , ρ), x1), ∀x1 ∈ [−α0, x )
We put S ±(Y−Y
′) := graph T˜±(ρ).
We recall that (X−1, ρ ◦ X−1)(x1, ρ) ∈ S is sent by f to graphX0(·, x1) and so to
by fn+M+1 to {x1} × [−θ, θ], for every x1 ∈ [x ,  · α0]. Thus the graph of T±(ρ)
contains the image by fM+1+n of S ±(Y−Y ′).
We are going to show that S ±(Y−Y
′) is a horizontal stretched curve and satisfies
proposition 2.41. Before this, let us show the following extension of lemma 9.7:
Lemma 9.9. — Under the assumption of lemma 9.7, it holds moreover with N :=
n′ +M + 2ℵ(n′):
1. |∂x1X±−1| is small compared to 2N ,
2. The map x1 ∈ [x ,  ·α0] 7→ Y0(x1, ρ) has C0- norm at most b, its C1-norm is less
than 2N · b and the Lipschitz constant of its derivative is less than 8N · b.
3. ρ 7→ [x1 7→ X1(x1, ρ)] and ρ 7→ [x1 7→ Y0(x1, ρ)] are o(b · 32N )-Lipschitz.
Remark 9.10. — We note that: N ≤M + M24 + n′ + n
′
12 ≤ 3M + 3n′.
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Before proving this lemma let us state the following improvement of proposi-
tion 2.41:
Proposition 9.11. — For every ± ∈ {−,+}, it holds:
1. for every S = graph ρ ∈ D˜( (Y − Y ′)), the graph S ±(Y−Y ′) of T˜±(ρ) is a
stretched, horizontal curve.
2. The map S ∈ D˜( (Y − Y ′)) 7→ S ±(Y−Y ′) is o(bM+n+13 ) contracting.
3. The image IY of S ∈ H 7→ SY = fn(S ∩ Y ) and the image I ±(Y−Y ′) of S ∈
D˜( (Y − Y ′)) 7→ S ±(Y−Y ′) are in a small ball of H of radius o(θbn3 ).
Proof of proposition 9.11. — By density, we can assume that ρ is of class C2. We
notice that T±(ρ) : x1 ∈ [x , x0] 7→ Y1(Y0(x1, ρ), x1). Thus it holds:
(45)
∂x1T
±(ρ) = ∂y0Y1∂x1Y0+∂x1Y1 and ∂2x1T±(ρ) = ∂y0Y1∂2x1Y0+∂2y0Y1(∂x1Y0)2+∂2x1Y1 .
We now use proposition 9.3 to bound the derivatives of Y1 and lemma 9.9.2 to bound
the derivative of Y0. It comes:
|∂x1T±(ρ)| ≤ o(bn+M )2Nb+b and |∂2x1T±(ρ)| ≤ o(bn+M )8Nθ+(Kb)
n+M
2 (2Nb)2+Kb .
Thus:
|∂x1T±(ρ)| ≤ Kb and |∂2x1T±(ρ)| ≤ Kb .
As |T±(ρ)| ≤ b, it comes that T±(ρ) has C2-norm at most Kb. As ∂2x1Y1(·, 0) is at
most Kb by proposition 9.3.5, it comes that ∂2x1 T˜
±(ρ)(x1) is at most Kb for every
x1 ∈ Ie. Thus ∂x1 T˜±(ρ)(x1) and T˜±(ρ)(x1) are at most Kb for every x1 ∈ Ie. In
particular the graph S ±(Y−Y
′) of T˜±(ρ) is horizontal and included in Ye and so its
endpoints are in ∂sYe. Thus S
 ±(Y−Y ′) is stretched.
To show the contraction S 7→ S ±(Y−Y ′), we notice that by the algorithm of
extension, given S = graph ρ and S˘ = graph ρ˘ in D˜( (Y − Y ′), we have:
max
x∈Ie
‖∂xT˜±(ρ)− ∂xT˜±(ρ˘)‖ = max
x∈[x ,α0]
‖∂xT±(ρ)− ∂xT±(ρ˘)‖ .
Thus the contraction of S 7→ S ±(Y−Y ′) is at most Leb Ie times the contraction of
ρ 7→ T±(ρ) for the C1-topology. Thus by lemma 9.9.3 and lemma 9.5, the latter is
(Kb)(M+n)/2 · o(b32N )-contracting. This proves the second statement of the proposi-
tion.
As the diameter of H is 4θ, by the second statement the diameter of I ±(Y−Y ′) is
o(θbn/3) and by proposition 9.4, the diameter of IY is at most 4θ(Kb)n/2 = o(θbn/3).
Thus to prove the last statement it suffices to show that one C2-curve S = graph ρ ∈
D˜( (Y −Y ′)) has its image S ±(Y−Y ′) which is o(θb(n+M)/3)-close to S˘Y for S˘ ∈ H.
We take S˘ := fM (Yr ∩ R × {0}). Then S˘Y is the graph of Y0(0, ·). A to prove the
third statement, it suffices to show that x1 ∈ Ie 7→ Y1(0, x1) is at a distance o(θbn/3)
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of T˜±(ρ). For every x1 ∈ [x , α0], we have |Y1(0, x1) − T±(ρ)(x1)| ≤ bM+n by
contraction of the fibers of X0 and by eq. (45), it comes:
(46) ∂x1Y1(0, x1)− ∂x1T±(ρ)(x1) = ∂y0Y1(Y±0 (x1, ρ), x1) · ∂x1Y±0 (x1, ρ)
+ ∂x1Y1(Y±0 (x1, ρ), x1)− ∂x1Y1(0, x1) = o(bM+n+1 · 2N ) +O(b · ∂y0∂x1Y1) .
We now infer that ∂y0∂x1Y1 = O((Kb)(n+M)/2 by proposition 9.3.4. Thus T±(ρ)
is O(b(M+n)/2+1)-close to x1 ∈ [x , α0] 7→ Y1(0, x1). As the second derivative of
T˜±(ρ)|[−α0, x ) and Y1(0, ·)|[−α0, x ) are equal it comes that the C1-distance
between T˜±(ρ) and T˜±(ρ) is small compared to θb(n+M)/3.
Before proving the lemmas 9.7 and 9.9, let us introduce a few notations. We put:
f(x, y) = (x2 + a+Bx(x, y), By(x, y))
Let e : z ∈ Y 7→ (ex(z), 1) a vector field tangent to the fibers of X0: ex(z) =
∂y0X0(y0, x1) with (y0, x1) the second and third coordinates of (z, fM+n(z)).
Given S = graph ρ ∈ H, the following is the determinant between the tangent
vector ∂x(f ◦ ιρ)(x) of f(S) and the tangent vector e of the fibers of X0 at the
corresponding point:
Θ(x, ρ) = Df ◦ ∂xιρ(x)× e ◦ f ◦ ιρ(x) .
This function will play a key role in the proof below.
Proof of lemma 9.7. — Let S = graph ρ ∈ D˜( (Y −Y ′)). By density we may assume
that S and so ρ are of class C2. We recall that f(S) intersects exactly one component
of ∂sY ′ , and so exactly one component of ∂sY . As e is tangent to ∂sY , there exists
ξ such that Df ◦Dιρ(ξ) is tangent to e. This means Θ(ξ, ρ) = 0. Let us develop Θ:
Θ(x, ρ) = 2x+ ∂x(Bx ◦ ιρ)(x)− ∂x(By ◦ ιρ)(x) · ex ◦ f ◦ ιρ(x) .
We recall that z 7→ ex(z) is C1-K
√
b-small by (37) p. 99. This implies:
Fact 9.12. — The function (x, ρ) 7→ Θ(x, ρ) is O(b)-C1-close to (x, ρ) 7→ 2x.
Consequently, at ρ fixed, the function x 7→ Θ(x, ρ) has a unique zero, and so the
tangency point ξ is unique. Moreover ξ is dominated by b.
Let (X ′0,Y ′1) be the affine-like representation of (Y˜ ′,M + n′). Let (X ′′0 ,Y ′′1 ) be the
affine-like representation of the puzzle piece (Y ′′, n′′) whose box is the right component
of ∂ℵ(n′)Y˜ ′. We remark that:
min
y0∈[−θ,θ]
Leb(Y ′′ ∩ R× {y0}) ≥ min |∂xX ′′0 |  4−N ,
because n′′ ≤ N , ‖Df‖ ≤ 4 and the inequality is large because (Y ′′, n′′) is obtained
using ℵ(n′)  1-times a ?-product with (Ys− , ns−) whose horizontal expansion is
bounded 22ℵ(n
′)(1+
√
M) by corollary 7.12.
For z = (x0, y0) ∈ Y˜ ′, let (e′x(z), 1) be the tangent space to the fiber of X ′0:
e′x(z) = ∂y0X ′0(y0, x′1) with (y0, x′1) the second and third coordinate projection of
(z, fM+n
′
(z)). By lemma 8.10.(a) and lemma 8.11.(a), it holds:
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Fact 9.13. — The vector fields e|Y˜ and e′ are (Kb)(M+n)/2-C1-close. The curve
X0({x } × [−θ, θ]) is Kb · θn′-C1-close to the right component of ∂sY˜ ′.
By definition of D˜( (Y − Y ′)), the curve S is θn′ -close to a certain curve S′ ∈ H
which is in critical position with (Y ′, n′). Put S′ =: graph ρ′. By definition 2.34 of
the critical position, the set f(S′) intersects in the interior of Y˜ ′ \ ∂ℵ(n′)Y˜ ′ but not
the left component of ∂ℵ(n′)Y˜ ′. This means that there exists a point ξ′ such that:
(47)
{
f ◦ ιρ′(ξ′) ∈ cl(Y˜ ′ \ ∂ℵ(n′)Y˜ ′)
0 = Θ′(ξ′, ρ′) with Θ′(x, ρ′) = Df ◦Dιρ′(x)× e′ ◦ f ◦ ιρ′(x) .
Fact 9.14. — The distance from f ◦ ιρ′(ξ′) ∈ cl(Y˜ ′ \ ∂ℵ(n′)Y˜ ′) to ∂sY˜ ′ satisfies:
d(f ◦ ιρ′(ξ′), ∂sY˜ ′) ≥ min |∂xX ′′0 |  4−N .
As e and e′ are (Kb)(M+n)/2-C1-close by fact 9.13 and ρ, ρ˜ are θn
′
-C1-close, the
functions Θ(·, ρ) and Θ′(·, ρ′) are Kb · θn′ -close. This implies:
Fact 9.15. — The points ξ and ξ′ are Kb · θn′-close.
We notice that 4−N is large compared to bθn
′
. Thus by facts 9.13, 9.14 and 9.15,
it comes:
Fact 9.16. — The point f ◦ ιρ(ξ) is at the left hand side of X0([θ, θ] × {x }) at a
distance which satisfies:
d(f ◦ ιρ(ξ),X0([θ, θ]× {x })) ≥ 1
K
min |∂xX ′′0 |  4−N .
As X0([θ, θ]× {x })) is a vertical curve, the latter distance is proportional to:
X0(By ◦ ιρ(ξ), x )− (ξ2 + a+Bx ◦ ιρ(ξ)) ≥ 1
K
min |∂xX ′′0 |  4−N .
Thus for every x1 ∈ [x ,  · α0], it holds:
m := X0(By ◦ ιρ(ξ), x1)− (ξ2 + a+Bx ◦ ιρ(ξ)) ≥ 1
K
min |∂xX ′′0 |  4−N .
The set (f ◦ ιρ)−1(graphX0(·, x1)) is formed by the zeros of the following function:
(48) Qx1,ρ : x 7→ X0(By ◦ ιρ(x), x1)− (x2 + a+Bx ◦ ιρ(x)) .
As the function Qx1,ρ takes the value m at ξ and has derivative close to x 7→ −2x,
there are exactly two points X−−1(x1, ρ) < X+−1(x1, ρ) such that
(49) x−1 = X±−1(x1, ρ)⇔ Qx1,ρ(x−1) = 0 and ± (x−1 − ξ) > 0
Moreover ξ is between X−−1(x1, ρ) and X+−1(x1, ρ) at a distance to them satisfying:
(50) |X±−1(x1, ρ)− ξ| 
√
m ≥ 1
K
min
√
|∂xX ′′0 |  2−N where Θ(ξ, ρ) = 0 .
As X0([−θ, θ] × [x , α0]) contains the right component of Y˜ \ Y˜ ′, we have that
S ±(Y−Y ′) ⊂ {ιρ ◦ X±−1(x1, ρ) : x1 ∈ [x ,  · α0]}.
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Remark 9.17. — By fact 9.12 and (50) it holds for every x1 ∈ [x ,  · α0]:
|Θ(X±−1(x1, ρ), ρ)| ≥
1
K
min
√
|∂xX ′′0 |  2−N .
Remark 9.18. — By fact 9.14 and since Θ′ is C1close to (x, ρ) 7→ 2x with a zero at
ξ′, if z = ιρ(x) is sent to ∂sY˜ ′ by f , it holds:
|Θ′(x, ρ)| = |Df ◦Dιρ′(x)× e′ ◦ f ◦ ιρ′(x)|  2−N .
Proof of lemma 9.9. — We continue with the notations of the proof of the latter
lemma. In particular, we still assume ρ of class C2 by density. Equation (48) invites
us to consider:
(51) Q : (x−1, x1, ρ) 7→ X0(By ◦ ιρ(x−1), x1)− (x2−1 + a+Bx ◦ ιρ(x−1)) .
We notice that if x−1 = X±−1(x1, ρ), then Q(x−1, x1, ρ) = 0 by (49), and it holds:
∂x−1Q(x−1, x1, ρ) = Θ(x−1, ρ) at x−1 = X±−1(x1, ρ) .
Thus by remark 9.17 it holds:
(52) |∂x−1Q(X±−1(x1, ρ), x1, ρ)| ≥
1
K
min
√
|∂xX ′′0 |  2−N .
By the implicit function theorem, the function (x1, ρ) 7→ X±−1(x1, ρ) defined by (49)
is of class C1 (for variations ∂ρ of ρ in the Banach space of C1-functions). Also we
have:
∂x1X±−1 = −
∂x1Q(X±−1, x1, ρ)
∂x−1Q(X±−1, x1, ρ)
.(53)
∂ρX±−1 = −
∂ρQ(X±−1, x1, ρ)
∂x−1Q(X±−1, x1, ρ)
.(54)
We now use (52) and the fact that ∂x1X0 is small by proposition 9.3.(1), to obtain
the first item of the lemma:
(55) |∂x1X±−1| ≤ K
|∂x1X0(Y0, x1)|
min
√|∂xX ′′0 |  2N
We recall that:
Y0(x1, ρ) := By ◦ ιρ(X±−1(x1, ρ)) .
The function x−1 7→ By ◦ ιρ(−1) is b-C1-small and its derivative is Kb-Lipschitz. This
with (55) implies the C1-bound on x1 7→ Y0(x1, ρ) claimed in the lemma. Also to
obtain the bound on the Lipschitz constant of its derivative, it suffices to show that
x1 7→ ∂x1X−1(x1, ρ) is 8N -Lipschitz. We compute:
(56) ∂2x1X±−1 = −
∂2x1Q(X±−1, x1, ρ)
∂x−1Q(X±−1, x1, ρ)
+
∂x1Q(X±−1, x1, ρ) · ∂x1(∂x−1Q(X±−1, x1, ρ))
(∂x−1Q(X±−1, x1, ρ))2
.
We have ∂2x1Q = ∂
2
x1X0 which is small compared to 24(M+n)/3 by lemma 8.5 and
9.3.(5). Thus by (52), the first term of the above sum is small compared to 27N/3.
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Then the following computation – which uses fact 9.12 – achieves the proof of the
second item of the lemma:
(57) |∂2x1X±−1|  27N/3 + 4N |∂x1(∂x−1Q(X±−1, x1, ρ))| = 27N/3 + 4N |∂x1Θ(X±−1, ρ)|
≤ 27N/3 + 3 · 4N |∂x1X±−1|  27N/3 + 8N .
To prove the third and last item of the lemma, we notice that:
∂ρY0 = DBy(∂ριρ)(X±−1) + ∂x−1(By ◦ ιρ)∂ρX±−1 .
The first term of the sum is b2N -contracting for the C1-topology. As ∂x−1(By ◦ ιρ)
is a C1-function of x−1 of norm bounded by b, it suffices to show that ∂ρX±−1 is
 32N -contracting for the C1-topology. We compute this derivative using (54):
∂ρX±−1 =
∂ρQ(X±−1, x1, ρ)
Θ(X±−1, ρ)
=
(∂y0X0) ◦ (DBy) ◦ (∂ριρ)(X±−1)−DBx ◦ (∂ριρ)(X±−1)
Θ(X±−1, ρ)
.
The function x1 7→ Θ(X±−1(x1, ρ), ρ) has C1-norm bounded by 2N and its values are
of modulus ≥ 2−N . Thus its reciprocal has C1-norm bounded by 8N . We already saw
that the operators DBx ◦(∂ριρ)(X±−1) and DBy ◦(∂ριρ)(X±−1) are b ·2N -contracting for
the C1-topology. Finally, using proposition 9.3-(2−3), the function x1 7→ (∂y0X0(By ◦
ιρ(X±−1), x1) has C1-norm bounded by
√
b plus
√
b times the one of By ◦ιρ(X±−1) which
is smaller than 2Nb. This implies the sough inequality:
Lip(ρ 7→ ∂ρX±−1) 8N |
√
b(1 + 2Nb)b2N + b2N | ≤ K · b · 32N .
The following will be used for the proof of proposition 2.44
Remark 9.19. — By using remark 9.18 instead of remark 9.17 and the affine-like
representation of (Y˜ ′, n′ +M) instead the one of (X0,Y1), the same argument as for
(55) shows that if z ∈ S ∩ f−1(∂sY˜ ′), it holds:
‖∂x(f1+M+n′ ◦ ιρ)(x)‖  2−N .
The following will be useful to prove 3.53:
Lemma 9.20. — Let c and c′ are words in R such that the letter a :=  ±(c − c′)
belongs to Aˆ. Then for every S ∈ D˜( (Yc−Y ′c )), z ∈ Sa and u tangent o Sa, it holds:{ ‖Dzfna(u)‖ ≥ 2na/3‖u‖ if nc ≤ 100 ·M ,
‖Dzfna(u)‖ ≥ 22na/5‖u‖ otherwise. .
Proof of lemma 9.20. — Let c′ := c · d. Let (X0,Y1) be the affine-like representation
of (Yr·c, nr·c). Let Y ′′ be the right component of ∂ℵ(n′)Yr·c′ . It is the box of a puzzle
piece (Yr·c·d′ , nr·c·d′) with d′ = d · sℵ(nc′ )− or d′ = d · s+ · sℵ(nc′ )− . Let (X ′′0 ,Y ′′1 ) be the
affine-like representation of (Yr·c·d′ , nr·c·d′). By (55), the expansion ‖Dzfna(u)‖/‖u‖
is at least:
(58) E =
1
K
min
√|∂xX ′′0 |
max |∂x1X0|
≥ 1
K
minYr·c ‖Dfnr·c |χh‖
maxY ′′
√‖Dfnr·c·d′ |χh‖ .
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The following bound use the mapping cones property of the pieces:
(59) max
Y ′′
‖Dfnr·c·d′ |χh‖ ≤ max
Yr·c
‖Dfnr·c |χh‖ ·max
Yd′
‖Dfnd′ |χh‖ .
Now we use the distortion bound of proposition 8.8:
(60) max
Yr·c
‖Dfnr·c |χh‖ ≤ min
Yr·c
‖Dfnr·c |χh‖ ·K · 229·2−
√
Mnc .
Then (58), (59) and (60) yield:
(61) E ≥ 1
K
√
minYr·c ‖Dfnr·c |χh‖
229·2−
√
Mnc maxYd′ ‖Dfnd′ |χh‖
.
We recall that by proposition 7.14 it holds minYr·c ‖Dfnr·c |χh‖ ≥ 2(nc+2M)(1−1/
√
M)
and so:
E ≥ 1
K
2(nc/2+M)(1−1/
√
M)−15·2−
√
Mnc√
maxYd′ ‖Dfnd′ |χh‖
.
If nc < M2
√
M−1, then c ∈ Y(N)0 and d belongs to Y0 by definition of the
strongly regular words. Also as the word d′ is in Y(N)0 by proposition 7.14 it holds
maxYd′ ‖Dfnd′ |χh‖ ≤ K2nd′ (1+1/
√
M). Therefore:
log2(E) ≥ −K −
nd′
2
(1 +
1√
M
) + (
nc
2
+M)(1− 2√
M
) .
We now bound nd′2 ≤ M2 + bnc+M12 + M24 c+ 1. Thus
log2(E) ≥ −
M
2
− bnc +M
12
+
M
24
c+ (nc
2
+M)−K( nc√
M
+
√
M)
≥ 5
12
nc +
9
24
M −K( nc√
M
+
√
M) nc +M + 1
3
=
na
3
.
Furthermore, if nc ∈ [100 ·M,M2
√
M−1], then log2(E) ≥ 2na5 .
If nc > M2
√
M−1 then nd ≤ 21−
√
Mnc. Thus we obtain:
log2(E) ≥
nc
2
− nc
12
+ o(nc) 2na
5
.
Proof of proposition 2.44. — Let (Y, n) and (Y ′, n′) be puzzle pieces. We want to
show that if a parabolic product  ±(Y ′−Y ′′) is pre-admissible from a piece (Y ′′, n′′),
then Y ′′  ± (Y − Y ′) is a box. Moreover if Y ′′  ∓ (Y − Y ′) is well defined, then it is
disjoint from Y ′′  ± (Y − Y ′).
For every y ∈ [−θ, θ], let S(y) := Ie × {y} and let SY ′′(y) := S(y) ∩ Y ′′. We recall
that ∂sY ′′ is the union
⋃
y∈[−θ,θ] ∂SY ′′(y) of the endpoints of ∂SY ′′(y) of SY ′′(y). Thus⋃
y∈[−θ,θ] ∂SY ′′(y) is formed by two arcs of W
s(A). Likewise,
⋃
y∈[−θ,θ] ∂f
n′′(SY ′′(y))
is formed by two arcs of W s(A). If S¯(y) is an extension of fn
′′
(SY ′′(y)) which depends
continuously on y, then
⋃
y ∂S¯ ±(Y ′−Y ′′)(y) is formed by two arcs of W
s(A) which
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intersects transversely each S¯(y). If such an arc intersects
⋃
y∈[−θ,θ] f
n′′(SY ′′(y)), then
it is included in it by coherence of the arc. By property (i) of definition 2.13 of the piece
(Y ′′, n′′), its pull back by fn
′′ |Y ′′ is an arc ofW s(A). Moreover it contains an endpoint
of each S(y)∩ (fn′′ |Y ′′)−1(S¯ ±(Y ′−Y ′′))(y). Otherwise the corresponding endpoint of
S(y)∩ (fn′′ |Y ′′)−1(S¯ ±(Y ′−Y ′′))(y) is the corresponding endpoint of SY (y). Thus the
following set is bounded by two segment of R× {−θ, θ} and two arcs of W s(A):⋃
y∈[−θ,θ]
S(y) ∩ (fn′′ |Y ′′)−1(S¯ ±(Y ′−Y ′′))(y) .
As the latter set is equal to Y ′′  ± (Y − Y ′), we just proved that the latter set is
bounded by a segment of R × {θ}, a segment of R × {−θ} and two disjoint arcs
∂s(Y ′′  ± (Y − Y ′)) of W s(A) joining the endpoints of them.
Clearly, if Y ′′  ∓ (Y − Y ′) is well defined, this set intersects S(y) at a segments
sent by fn
′′
to a segment of S¯ disjoint from S¯ ±(Y ′−Y ′′))(y) by lemma 9.7. Thus
Y ′′ ∓ (Y −Y ′) and Y ′′ ± (Y −Y ′) intersects S(y) at two disjoint segments for every
y ∈ [−θ, θ]. Consequently Y ′′  ∓ (Y − Y ′) and Y ′′  ± (Y − Y ′) are disjoint.
Two show that Y ′′ ± (Y −Y ′) is a box it suffices to show that ∂s(Y ′′ ± (Y −Y ′))
is formed by two vertical curves. Let C be a component of ∂s(Y ′′  ± (Y − Y ′)). If
C is included in a component of ∂sY ′′, then we are done. Otherwise fn′′+M+1(C)
is included in ∂sY or ∂sY ′. Thus by the proof of proposition 2.14.(ii) p. 99, the
verticality of these curves is the consequence of the next lemma.
Lemma 9.21. — For every z ∈ ∂s(Y ′′  ± (Y − Y ′)):
(a) if fM+n
′′+1(z) ∈ ∂sY , then ‖∂xfk(z)‖ ≥ bk/6 for every 0 ≤ k ≤ n′′+ 1 +M +n.
(b) if fM+n
′′+1(z) ∈ ∂sY ′, then ‖∂xfk(z)‖ ≥ bk/6 for every 0 ≤ k ≤ n′′+1+M+n′.
Proof. — The cases k ≤ n′′ are direct consequences of property (ii) of definition 2.13
for (Y ′′, n′′). Furthermore, ∂xfn
′′
has norm at least 2n
′′/3 by property (i) of 2.13.
Also ∂xf
n′′ is tangent at SY
′′ ∈ D( (Y − Y ′)).
In case (a), by lemma 9.9.1, we have |∂x1X−1|  2N and so:
‖(Df1+M+n)(∂xfn′′(z))‖  2−N‖∂xfn′′(z)‖ .
As the norm of Df is at most 4, this implies:
‖(Dfk)(∂xfn′′(z))‖ ≥ 2−N−2(1+M+n)‖∂xfn′′(z)‖ ∀k ≤ 1 +M + n.
As M + 1 + n ≤ 2Mn′′ by pre-admissibility, it comes:
‖(Dfk)(∂xfn′′(z))‖ ≥ bn′′/6‖∂xfn′′(z)‖ ∀k ≤ 1 +M + n.
Then we achieve the proof of (a) for n′′ ≤ k ≤ n′′+n+1+M using ‖∂xfn′′(z)‖ ≥ 2n′′/3.
The case (b) is proved likewise by using remark 9.19 which implies:
‖(Df1+M+n′)(∂xfn′′(z))‖  2−N‖∂xfn′′(z)‖ .
A Corollary of the latter proof is:
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Corollary 9.22. — Let (Y, n) and (Y ′, n′) be puzzle piece. If a parabolic product
 ±(Y ′− Y ′′) is pre-admissible from a piece (Y ′′, n′′), and then the pair (Y ′′ ∓ (Y −
Y ′), n′′ + n  + n) satisfies property (ii) of definition 2.13.
Lemma 9.23. — Let b and c be words in R such that the letter a :=  ±(c − c′)
belongs to Aˆ. Then for every S ∈ D˜( (Yc − Y ′c )), z ∈ Sa and v ∈ TzSa, it holds:
‖Dzfna(v)‖ ≥ 2
na−j
3 ‖Dzf j(v)‖ ,∀j ≤ na .
Proof. — The case j = 0 was shown in lemma 9.20. Furthermore, we showed:
(62) If nc ≥ 100 ·M then ‖Dzfna(v)‖ ≥ 2
2·na
5 ‖v‖ .
Put n = nc. Let z−1 := z, v−1 := v and for every j ∈ [0,M + n], put zj = (xj , yj) :=
f1+j(z−1) and let vj := Dzf1+j(v−1). We want to show that:
log2
‖vM+n‖
‖vj‖ ≥
n+M − j
3
, ∀0 ≤ j ≤ n+M .
If n < 100M then c is a product of pieces in Y0 by the definition of strongly regular
words. As the vector v is expanded by Dfn+M+1 and since ‖Df‖ ≤ 4, it holds
‖v0‖ ≥ 4−100M . As b is small in function of M , this means that the x coordinate of z
is greater than 4−100M+1, and such that v0 belongs to χh. Using the property (i) of
2.13 of the pieces (Yr,M)? (Yc, nc), it comes that vj is 2
(n−j)/3-expanded by Dfn−j .
If n ≥ 100 ·M , then put j0 := n+M+150 −M > 1. Note that ‖v0‖ ≤ 1 and ‖vj‖ ≤ 4j .
By (62), it holds:
log2
‖vM+n‖
‖vj‖ ≥
2
5
(n+M + 1)− 2j ≥ n+M − j
3
+
n+M + 1− 25j
15
.
Thus the lemma is satisfied for every j ≤ n+M+125 . For the other j, we use:
Lemma 9.24. — For every j ≥ j0 ≥ 1, the sinus Θ of the angle between the vectors
wj := ∂xf
j(z0) and vj is θ
j+1-small.
Proof. — We notice that ‖w0‖ = 1 and ‖v0‖ ≤ 1 because z0 ∈ Y . We use that
|detDf | < b and ‖wj‖ ≥ bj/6 by property (ii) of definition 2.13 of the piece (Yr,M) ?
(Yc, nc), to obtain:
|Θ| := ‖vj × wj‖‖vj‖ · ‖wj‖ ≤ b
j ‖v0 × w0‖
‖vj‖bj/6 ≤
b5j/6
‖vj‖ .
As ‖vn+M‖ ≥ 1 and as Df has norm at most 4, it comes that ‖vj‖ ≥ 2−2(n+M−j).
Now we infer that j ≥ j0 and so 50(j+M) ≥ n+M . Thus ‖vj‖ ≥ 2−101·j for every j.
Consequently, it holds: |Θ| ≤ 2100·(j+M)b5j/6  θj+1 , because b θ  2100M .
We are going to use the expansion of the iteration associated to the letter ai ∈ Aˆ
forming c = a1 · · · am. Put gi := a0 · a1 · · · ai, with a0 = r. By definition of the strong
regular word and j0, for every j ≥ n+M+125 , there exists i such that ngi > j ≥ ngi−1 ≥
j0. We recall that j0 > 0 and so i ≥ 1. Now we are going to use the expansion
associated to ai to show that vj is 2
(ngi−j)/3-expanded by Dzjf
ngi−j . To this end,
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it suffices to show that vgi−1 is tangent to a curve S which belongs to the domain
Dai equal to H if ai ∈ A0 and to D˜( (Yci − Yc′i)) if a =  ±(ci − c′i). Indeed such an
expansion is satisfied at the tangent space of S by definition 2.13.(i) when ai ∈ A0
and be the last statement 3.53 when ai is parabolic.
To show that S belongs to such domains, we work with the curve S′ = fM (Yr∩R×
{y0}) which contains zM = zng0 . As c belongs to R, the curve S′′ := Sa1···ai−1 is the
graph of a function ρ′′ which is b-C1-small by remark 8.1, and if ai =  ±(ci− c′i), the
curve S′′ belongs to D( (Yci − Yc′i)). We note that zngi−1 belongs to S′′ and wngi−1
is tangent to S′′ at zngi−1 . By lemma 9.24, the angle Θ between wngi−1 and vngi−1 is
smaller than θngi−1  θnai (by the order inequality satisfied by the strongly regular
words). This is smaller than θ2. Thus the following function:
ρ = x ∈ Ie 7→ yngi +
∫ x
xngi
(Θ +Dρ(t))dt .
has its graph S which is in H. Moreover if ai is a parabolic symbol, it is θnai -close to
S′′. Thus S belongs to D˜( (Yci − Yc′i)) c D( (Yci − Yc′i)).
Proof of proposition 3.53. — Let a :=  ±(c− c′) ∈ Aˆ with ± ∈ {−,+} such that c, c′
belongs to R. Then by lemma 9.24 for every S ∈ D˜( (Yc − Yc′)), it holds:
(63) ∀z ∈ S ±(c−c′), ∀u ∈ TzS, ∀k ≤ na, ‖Dzfna(u)‖ ≥ 2k/3‖Dzfna−k(u)‖ .
Moreover, if there exists g ∈ R˜, such that the parabolic product  ±(Yc − Yc′) is pre-
admissible for the piece (Yg, ng), then Yg  ± (Yc − Yc′) is a box by proposition 2.44.
Furthermore the pair (Yg  ± (Yc − Yc′), ng + na) satisfies properties (o)− (i)− (ii) of
2.13 of piece. Indeed the box Yg ± (Yc−Yc′) is sent by fng+na ⊂ Yc ⊂ Ye as claimed
in 2.13.(o). The property 2.13.(i) is a consequence of (63) and the property 2.13.(i)
for (Yg, ng). The property 2.13.(ii) was shown in corollary 9.22.
10. Parameter dependence of pieces and curves
10.1. Motion of the strongly regular puzzle pieces. —
Proof of prop. 4.27. — The proof of the proposition requires two lemmas on the pa-
rameter dependence of the affine-like representation of the pieces (Yi, ni) of fa. We
recall that the affine-like representation of (Yi, ni) is the pair (Xi,Yi+1) of functions
defined by:
fnia (xi, yi) = (xi+1, yi+1)⇔ (xi = Xi(yi, xi+1, a), yi+1 = Yi+1(yi, xi+1, a))
Lemma 10.1. — For every (x1, y0) ∈ [α(a),−α(a)]× [−θ, θ], it holds:
(i) The affine-like representation (X0,Y1) of (Yr, nr) satisfies:
|∂aX0(y0, x1, a)− 1/3| ≤ CM4−M .
(ii) The affine-like representation (X ′0,Y ′1) of (Ys, ns) with s ∈ Y0 satisfies:
|∂aX ′0(y0, x1, a)| ≤ C2ns .
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Proof. — Since nr = M , the function (x1, y0, a) 7→ X0(y0, x1, a) is O(4Mb)-close to
(x1, y0, a) 7→ (PMa |Ir)−1(x1). Thus (i) is a consequence of Proposition 5.4.(1) [Yoc]
which states that for every x1 ∈ [α(a),−α(a)]:
|∂a(PMa |Ir)−1(x1)− 1/3| ≤ CM4−M .
Likewise, for every s ∈ Y0, it holds ns ≤ M and the function (x1, y0, a) 7→
X0(y0, x1, a) is O(4Mb)-close to (x1, y0, a) 7→ (Pnsa |Is)−1(x1). Thus (i) is a conse-
quence of Proposition 5.4.(2) [Yoc] which states for every x1 ∈ [α(a),−α(a)]
|∂a(Pnsa |Is)−1(x1)| ≤ C2ns .
Lemma 10.2. — For every piece (Y, n), then the affine-like representation (X0,Y1)
of (Y, n) satisfies for every (x1, y0) ∈ [α(a),−α(a)]× [−θ, θ]:
|∂aX0(y0, x1, a)| ≤ 4n and |∂aY1(y0, x1, a)| ≤ b42n .
Proof. — Let ga be the first coordinate of f
n
a . We have ga(X0(y0, x1, a), y0) = x1.
Thus it holds:
(∂xga) · ∂aX0(y0, x1, a) + (∂aga)(X0(y0, x1, a), y0) = 0 .
By property (i) of definition 2.13, the derivative |∂xga| is at least 2n/3(1− θ). On the
other hand, the differential of the map (x, y, a) 7→ (fa(x, y), a) has norm at most 4
(in the operator norm associated to the sup C1-norm on I × [−2, 2] × [−θ, θ]). This
gives the first estimate of the lemma. Now we notice that Y1(y0, x1, a) is the second
coordinate of fna (X0(y0, x1, a), y0). As the C1-norm of the second coordinate of fna is
smaller than b4n−1, we get the sought estimate on ∂aY1.
We recall that (Xi,Yi+1) denotes the affine-like representation of (Yi, ni). Let
(X (j)0 ,Y(j)j+1) be the affine-like representation of (Y0, n0)? · · ·?(Yj , nj) for every j ≤ m.
As Ye = [α0(a),−α0(a)]× [−θ, θ] for every a, for every m it holds:
∂sY (fa) =
⋃
y∈[−θ,θ]
{(X (m)0 (y0, α0(a), a), y), (X (m)0 (y,−α0(a), a), y0)} .
We first get rid of the dependence of α0 on a. We have:
∂a[X (m)0 (y0,±α0(a), a)] = [∂aX (m)0 ](y0,±α0, a)± ∂xX (m)0 (y0,±α0, a) · ∂aα0 .
Here ∂aα0 is bounded and by condition (i) of puzzle piece’s definition 2.13, it holds
|∂xX (m)0 | ≤ 2−(M+n)/3(1 + θ).
We now estimate ∂aX (m)0 by induction on m; for m = 0 this has been done in
lemma 10.1.(i). To prove the step m− 1→ m+ 1, we consider the system:
x0 = X (m−1)0 (y0, xm, a)
ym = Y(m−1)m (y0, xm, a)
xm = Xm(ym, xm+1, a)
ym+1 = Ym+1(ym, xm+1, a)
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We would like to deduce from this system the expressions of x0 and ym+1 in function
of xm+1, y0 and a. To this end, we are going to use the implicit function theorem
through the following mapping:
ψ :
 xm+1y0
a
 ,( xm
ym
) 7→ ( xm −Xm(ym, xm+1, a)
ym − Y(m−1)m (y0, xm, a)
)
.
By proposition 9.3, the derivative ∂2ψ of ψ following the second variable is equal
to the identity plus a term smaller that θ +
√
1 + θ22−nm/3. Thus by the implicit
function theorem, there are functions Y ′m and X ′m such that:
xm = X ′m(y0, xm+1, a) and ym = Y ′m(y0, xm+1, a) .
Furthermore, ∂a(X ′m,Y ′m)(y0, xm, a) = −(∂2ψ)−1 ◦ ∂aψ(y0, xm, a). Thus by Lemma
10.1.(ii) and 10.2, it holds:
(a) If (Ym, nm) is simple, then |∂aX ′m| ≤ C2nm ,
(b) If (Ym, nm) is not simple, then |∂aX ′m| ≤ C4nm and with nm ≤ 2−
√
M/2
∑m
j=1 nj .
Now we observe that X (m)0 (y0, xm+1, a) = X (m−1)0 (y0,X ′m(y0, xm+1, a), a). Its deriva-
tive w.r.t. a gives the following recurrence relation:
∂aX (m)0 = ∂aX (m−1)0 + ∂xX (m−1)0 · ∂aX ′m .
As the horizontal expansion of (Y0, n0) is of the order of 4
M , it holds that ∂xX (m−1)0
is smaller than C4−M · 2− 13
∑
1≤j<m nj , in both cases (a) and (b), we obtain:
|∂xX (m)0 · ∂aX ′m| ≤ C2−M−
1
4
∑
1≤j<m nj .
Plugging this estimate in the recurrence relation gives the estimate of the proposition.
Remark 10.3. — The proof showed actually that under the assumptions of propo-
sition 4.27, the affine-like representation (X0,Y1) of (Y (fa), n) satisfies:
∂aX0 = 1/3 +O(2−M
10.2. Motion of the horizontal curves. — We are going to prove proposi-
tion 4.28.
Definition 10.4 (Cone χ˜). — Let χ˜ := {(ux, uy, uz) ∈ R3 : |uy| ≤ θ · (|ux|+ |uz|)}.
Let us fix a family (fa)a satisfying the assumptions of §2.1. The following is a
rephrasing of proposition 4.28:
Proposition 10.5. — Let t ∈ AZ− and let ω ⊂ R be an interval such that t ∈ ←−R(fa)
for every a ∈ ω. Let Σˆtu := ∪a∈ωWˆ tu(fa) × {a} and Σtu := ∪a∈ωW tu(fa) × {a}. Then
both Σtu and Σˆ
t
u are Lipschitz surfaces and their tangent vectors are in χ˜.
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Proof. — Let F : (x, y, a) 7→ (fa(x, y), a). Let t = · · · gm · · · g0 ∈ ←−R , with gm ∈ R
for every m.
Let us first prove that the tangent space of Σtu is in χ˜. We notice that the following
limit occurs in the C0-topology by proposition 2.30:
Σtu = lim
m→−∞F
ngm···g0
(
Ygm···g0 ∩
⋃
a∈ω
Ie(fa)× {0, a}
)
.
Thus it suffices to apply the following lemma with (Ygm···g0 , ngm···g0) =: (Y, n):
Lemma 10.6. — If (Y (fa), n) is a piece which persists for every a ∈ ω, then the
following surface is C2-surface and its tangent space is in χ˜:
Fn
(
Y ∩
⋃
a∈ω
Ie(fa)× {0, a}
)
.
Proof. — This is equivalent to say that ∂xF
n(z, a) and ∂aF
n(z, a) span a plan in χ˜.
A normal vector to this plan is given by the vector product ∂uF
n(z, a) ∧ ∂aFn(z, a).
It suffices to show that such a vector makes an angle  θ with (0, 1, 0). We develop:
(64) ∂aF
n(z) ∧ ∂xFna (z) = (∂afna (z), 1) ∧ (∂xfna (z), 0)
= (py ◦ ∂xfna (z),−px ◦ ∂xfna (z), ∂afna (z)× ∂xfna (z)) .
Thus the angle between ∂aF
n(z, a) ∧ ∂xFna (z, 0) and the vector (0, 1, 0) is bounded
by:
‖∂afna (z)× ∂xfna (z)‖
‖px ◦ ∂xfna (z)‖
+
‖py ◦ ∂xfna (z)‖
‖px ◦ ∂xfna (z)‖
.
By remark 8.1, ∂xf
n
a (z) makes an angle ≤ b with ∂x and so the second term of this
sum is at most b. This implies also that ∂xf
n
a (z) is dominated by px ◦ ∂xfna (z). Thus
it suffices to show that the following is small compared to θ:
‖∂afna (z)× ∂xfna (z)‖
‖∂xfna (z)‖
.
An induction shows:
∂af
n
a (z) =
n∑
j=1
Dzjf
n−j(∂Bx (zj)), with zj := f
j(z) and ∂Bx := ∂x + ∂aB.
We compute:
∂af
n
a (z)× ∂xfn(z) =
n∑
j=1
Dzjf
n−j(∂Bx (zj))×Dzfn(∂x) .
Since the Jacobian of f is less than b, we have:
‖Dzjfn−j(∂Bx )×Dzfn(∂x)‖ ≤ bn−j‖∂xf j(z)‖(1 + b).
By definition 2.13.(i) of the piece (Y, n), it holds ‖∂xf j(z)‖ ≤ 2−(n−j)/3‖∂xfn(z)‖, so
we have:
‖Dzjfn−j(∂Bx )× ∂xfn(z)‖ ≤ 2bn−j2−(n−j)/3‖∂xfn(z)‖.
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For j = n, since ∂xf
n(z) is b-close to be horizontal by remark 8.1, we have:
‖∂Bx (zn)× ∂xfn(z)‖ ≤ b‖∂xfn(z)‖,
Thus
‖∂afna (z)× ∂xfn(z)‖
‖∂xfn(z)‖ ≤ Kb+
n−1∑
j=0
2bn−j2−(n−j)/3 = Kb θ .
When t is complete then Wˆ tu(fa) = W
t
u(fa) for every a by proposition 3.38, and so
Σtu = Σˆ
t
u. The latter lemma carries this case. Otherwise, an induction using the next
lemma achieves the proof of proposition 10.5.
Lemma 10.7. — Given b =  ±(c−c′) ∈ A and a family (Sa)a of horizontal stretched
curves such that
— Sa ∈ D˜a(fa) for every a ∈ ω,
— Σ0 :=
⋃
a∈ω Sa × {a} is Lipschitz with tangent space in χ˜,
then Σˆ =
⋃
a∈ω S
b
a × {a} is Lipschitz with tangent space in χ˜.
Proof. — By density, we can assume that Σ0 is of class C
1.
Let (X0,Y1) be the affine-like representation of the piece (Yr·c, nr·c), with nr·c =
M+nc. We recall that  ∈ {−,+} and x (a) such that the segment Ja = [x (a), α0]
is minimal such that X0([−θ, θ] × Ja) contains the right component of Yr·c(fa) \
Yr·c′(fa).
Sublemma 10.8. — The map a 7→ x (a) is 4M+nc-Lipschitz.
Proof. — By proposition 4.27, the right component of ∂sYr·c′(fa) is the graph of a
function va, so that ∂ava is close to 1/3. Moreover by remark 10.3, ∂aX0 is C0-close
to 1/3. For every y0 ∈ [−θ, θ], we define X (y0, a) implicitly by:
va(y0) = X0(y0, X (y0, a), a) .
It satisfies:
∂ava(y0)− (∂aX0)(y0, x (y0, a), a) = ∂xX0(y0, X (y0, a), a)∂ax (y0, a) .
We recall that |∂xX| is at least 4−M−nc . Thus ∂aX (y0, a) is smaller than 4M+nc .
Consequently, a 7→ X (y0, a) is 4M+nc Lipschitz. Thus a 7→ x (a) is equal to the
supremum or the infimum of the functions {X (y0, a) : y0 ∈ [−θ, θ]}. Consequently,
it is 4M+nc -Lipschitz.
Let Sa be the graph of ρa and let S
b
a be the graph of ρ¯a. We recall that by
definition 9.8 page 105:
ρ¯a : x1 ∈ Ie 7→
{ Y1(Y±0 (x1, ρa, a), x1, a) if x1 ∈ Ja,
Y1(Y±0 (x (a), ρa, a), x1, a) + ηa · (x (a)− x1) otherwise,
with Y±0 (x1, ρa, a) = Ba y ◦ ιρa ◦ X±−1(x1, ρa, a) and ηa such that ρ¯a is C1. We notice
that ∂x(Ba y ◦ ιρa) and ∂a(Ba y ◦ ιρa) are Kb-small. Thus for every x1 ∈ Ja:
(65) |∂aY±0 (x1, ρa, a)| ≤ Kb|∂aX±−1(x1, ρa, a)| .
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Also similarly to (53) page 109, it holds:
∂aX±−1 = −
∂aQ(X±−1, x1, ρa)
∂x−1Q(X±−1, x1, ρa)
.
We note that ∂aQ(X±−1, x1, ρa) is bounded, thus (52) page 109 implies:
(66) |∂aX±−1| ≤ K · 2N , with N = nc′ + ℵ(c′).
Consequently (65) and (66) imply:
(67) |∂aY±0 (x1, ρa, a)| ≤ K · b · 2N .
By lemma 10.6 the derivative ∂aY1 is Kb-small. By proposition 9.3.(2), we have
∂yY1 is small compared to bnr·c . This gives the following bound for the C0-topology:
(68) |∂aρ¯a(x1)| = ‖∂aY1 + ∂y0Y1 · ∂aY±0 ‖C0 ≤ Kb+ bnr·c · b · 2N ≤ Kb, ∀x1 ∈ Ja .
For x1 ∈ Ie \ Ja, the Lipschitz constant of a 7→ ρ¯a(x1) is bounded from above by
∂a(Y1 ◦ Y0) at the point (x , ρa, a) – which is bounded by Kb in eq. (68)– plus the
terms:
(69) |∂yY1 · ∂x1Y±0 | · Lip(x ) + Lip(ηa) · |x (a)− x1|+ ηa · Lip(x ) .
It remains only to show that the above expression is bounded by Kb. We recall that
∂yY1 is small compared to bnr·c by proposition 9.3.(2). Also ∂x1Y±0 is smaller than
Kb8N by lemma 9.9. We infer sublemma 10.8 to obtain that the first term of (69) is
bounded by:
|∂yY1 · ∂x1Y±0 · Lip(x )| ≤ bnr·c ·Kb8N · 4M+nc  Kb .
Thus it remains only to prove that the second and third terms of (69) are dominated
by b. By continuity, the difference of slopes of x1 7→ Y1(Y±0 (x1, ρa, a), x1, a) and
x1 7→ Y1(Y±0 (x (a), ρa, a), x1, a) at x1 = x  is equal to ηa. The tangent vector to
these two curves at x1 = x  are ∂x(fnc+M ◦fa ◦ ιρa ◦X±−1)(x ) and ∂x(fnc+M )◦ (fa ◦
ιρa ◦ X±−1)(x ). Thus ηa = Φ(Ξa) with Φ a smooth function satisfying Φ(0) = 0 and:
Ξa :=
‖∂xfnc+M (z )×Dz fnc+M (wa))‖
‖∂xfnc+M (z )‖ · ‖Dz fnc+M (wa)‖
,
where z  = fa ◦ ιρa ◦X±−1(x ) and wa := ∂x(fa ◦ ιρa ◦X±−1)(x ). Thus to achieve the
proof of the lemma, it suffices to show that Ξa is small compared to 1/Lip(x ) and
that Lip(Ξa) is small. We have:
|Ξa| = |detDz fnc+Ma | ·
‖∂x × wa‖
‖∂xfnc+Ma (z )‖ · ‖Dz fnc+Ma (wa)‖
.
Using that |detDf | ≤ b, property (i) of 2.13 for the piece (Yr·c, nr·c), and lemma 9.23,
it holds that |Ξa|  bM+nc . Thus by sub-lemma 10.8, the third term of (69) is
bounded by:
|Ξa · Lip(x )| ≤ bM+nc · 4M+nc  b .
This bound the third term of (69) by Kb, let us do the same with the second term.
We notice that z  = (X±0 (Y0(x , ρa, a), x , a),Y0(x , ρa, a)). By remark 10.3, the
function X0 is C1-bounded. Also (67) bounds Y0 and sub-lemma 10.8 bounds x .
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This gives that Lip(z ) is at most KN for a universal constant K. By a similar proof
as for (66), we can bound ∂a∂xX−1 by KN , and so we obtain Lip(wa) ≤ KN . As
(z, a) 7→ detDzfa is b-C2-small and f is 4-C2-small, it holds that a 7→ detDz fnc+Ma
is b(nc+M) ·KN -small. Consequently, Lip ηa  LipΞa is smaller that b.
10.3. Proof of lemma 4.44. — Put R(N) := {(nj) ∈ (Z\{−1, 0, 1})(N) :
∑ |nj | =
N}. We notice that:
E(N) :=
⋃
r=[max(δN,M/2)]+1,n,t
E(N, r, n, t), with
E(N, r, n, t) :=
(nj)j ∈ R(N) : r = ∑
j≤n: |nj |>M2
|nj |, t = |{j ≤ n : |aj | > M
2
}|
 .
Proof. — We recall the proof of [BM13]. Put M ′ := bM/2c.
Lemma 10.9. — For r, N , t and n fixed, the number of possible choices of P =
{j ≤ n : |aj | > M ′} is
(
n
t
)
is
(
n
t
) ≤ (eNM ′/2r)r/M ′ .
Proof. — We remark that t ≤ r/M ′. Also r < n and M ′ ≥ 2, thus r/M ′ < n/2 and(
n
t
) ≤ ( nr/M ′) ≤ (enM ′/r)r/M ′ ≤ (eNM ′/2r)r/M ′ .
For given r, t and P := {j ≤ n : |aj | > M ′}, the number of possible choices of
(aj)j∈P is bounded by 2t (to choose the sign of aj) times the number of solutions
of x1 + x2 + · · · + xt = r (to choose the absolute value), so it is 2t
(
r
t
) ≤ 2t( rr/M ′) ≤
(2eM ′)r/M
′
.
Therefore, given N , r, n and t, the number of possible choices of {aj , j ≤ n : |aj | >
M ′} is at most (e2NM ′2/r)r/M ′ .
The number of choices of (aj , j ≤ n : |aj | ≤M ′) is bounded by 2N−r. Indeed an in-
duction shows that the number Ck of finite sequences of integers in Z\{−1, 0, 1} whose
absolute value sum is equal to k ≥ 0 is less than 2k, since Ck+1 = 2 +
∑k−2
i=2 2Ck−i.
So, the cardinality of E(N, r, n, t) with r = bδNc+ 1 is at most
(e2M ′2N/r)r/M
′ · 2N−r ≤ 2N−r(e2M ′2/δ)r/M ′
≤ 2N (e2M ′22−M ′/δ)r/M ′ = 2N (e2M ′22−M ′/δ)(δN+1)/M ′ .
Given N there are at most N3 choices for (t, r, n) and so:
Card E(N) ≤ N32N (e2M ′22−M ′/δ)(δN+1)/M ′ = N32N(1−δ)(e2M ′2/δ)(δN+1)/M ′ .
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Index
A, 17
Ie, ne, 12
Ku(f), 44
Ta : Da → Ia, 73
W s(A) := W s(α0; f) ., 18
Y , 20
Ye, ∂uYe, ∂uYe, 18
Yr, 20
Ωk, 62
ℵ, 15
α0, 11
αi, 12←−
R , 39←−
R ′k, 76
β, 11
D( (Y − Y ′)) and D˜( (Y − Y ′)), 25
Lebg , 55, 90
H, 24−→
R , 38
∂jY , 23
pif , 24
pik, 76
F, 74
P, 82
R, R˜, 37
Rk, R˜k, 37
S,
−→
S , S(> m), S(m), 53
?-product in dimension 2, 22
χ˜, 115
a,b,B, 1
k-Strongly regular He´non-like map, 46
k-combinatorial interval, 49
s
?ℵ(i)
− , 15
Constant θ = −1/ log2 b, 17
Constant b is the C2-norm of B, 16←−
Rk, 46
Admissible parabolic product, 27
Admissible regular words, 37
Admissible weakly regular words, 37
Affine-like representation, 101
Alphabet Aˆ, 32
Alphabet Aˆk, 32
Alphabet A in dimension 2, 73
Arc of W s(A), 18
Integer n , 16
Segment I , 16
Segment I ±(I−I′), 16
Segments Ie, Is, 12
box, 19
Common word, 32
Complete word, 31
Condition (SR1) in dim 2, 40
Condition (SR2) in dim 2, 40
Cone χh, 18
Cone χv , 18
Critical position, 25
Depth of a word, 31
dist, 70
Distortion of a one-dimensional piece, 94
Extension of a horizontal curve, 26
Favorable word, 71
flat curve, 18
Graded pseudo-monoid, 29
Graph transform, 24
Greatest common divisor, ∧, ν, 70
Greatly regular word, 52
homomorphism of pseudo-monoid, 29
Horizontal curve, 18
Hyperbolic measure, 6
one-dimensional piece in dimension 2, 79
Operation ? in dim 1, 13
Ordered pseudo-monoid, 30
Parabolic products  ± in dim 1, 16
Perfect, 82
Pesin manifolds, 5
Physical measure, 6
Piece and puzzle piece in dimension 1, 11
Piece in dimension 2, 20
Pre-admissible parabolic product, 27
Prime decomposition of a word, 31
Prime puzzle piece, 13
Prime word, 31
Pseudo-monoid, 28
Puzzle piece in dimension 2, 21
Regular word, 31
Riemannian metric g, 53
Right divisibility, 68
Simple boxes, 19
Simple piece, 13
Simple pieces in dimension 2, 21
Space T, 77
SRB measure, 6
Stretched curve, 18
Strong regular He´non-like map, 39
Strong regular quadratic map, 15
Strongly regular product of pieces, 14
Strongly regular word, 31
Strongly regular words, 31
Symbolic pseudo-monoid, 29
Symbolic set A0, 13
Symbolic set Y0, 13
Vertical and horizontal cones χh and χv , 18
Vertical curve, 18
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